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TOURING
November
3/4
Tyne
SURFING
July
6-19 World Titles, W, Huanachaco
19-26 World Championships, K, Peru
MARATHON
November
10
Ardèche
11
Leighton Buzzard Remembrance
Day, Milton Keynes
25
Linlithgow
25
Ross Warland Memorial Canal
Challenge, Cropredy
December
1
Stour Descent
2
Lea & Stort, Bishop’s Stortford
2
Stour Descent
16
Linlithgow Winter Time Trial
January
6
Frank Luzmore Memorial, 		
Shepperton
13
Broadside, Norwich
February
24
Waterside A, Gt Bedwyn
March
3
Thameside 1, Aldermaston
10
Waterside B, Newbury
17
Thameside 2, Reading
24
Waterside C, Pewsey
31
Cambridge, H
31
Ripon-York
April
7
Macclesfield Adelphi
7
Waterside D, Devizes
13
Amsterdam Waterland
14
Gailey, H
19-22 Devizes-Westminster
May
5
Worcester, H
5
67th Bedford
5
Wey
10-12 Sarcidano
12
Malton, H
12
Tamar, H
19
Norwich, H
19
Nottingham. H
26
Reading Circuit
31-2 World Cup, Baerum
June
8/9
Bradford, H
8
Conwy Ascent
9
Royal, H
16
Leighton Buzzard, H
16
Southampton, H
16
Hereford Wye
22/23 Turin
23
Camel, H
23
Oxford Midsummer, H
23
Richmond, H
23
Queens Head
July
6/7
Cheshire Canals Ring
7
Bishop’s Stortford, H
14
Pete White Memorial, Ironbridge
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25-28 European Championships,		
Decize
28
Medway
August
3
Sella Descent
10/11 National Championships,		
Norwich
24
Longridge, H
25
Tonbridge, H
27-30 World Championships, Mas,
Baerum
September
8
Lincoln, H
8
Pangbourne, H
15
Henley, H
15
Soar Valley, H
23-29 Ocean Racing World 		
Championships, St-Pierre de
Queberon
29
Vigevano Pavia
October
6
Elmbridge
7/8
World Cup, Mas, Shaoxing
10-13 World/Asian Championships,
Shaoxing
20
Adige, Pescantina
20
Fowey, H
27
Banbury, H
SLALOM
January
26-28 NZ O, Vector Wero WW Park
February
15-17 Australian O, Penrith
22-24 Oceania Championships, Penrith
23/24 Shepperton, 1
March
2/3
Shepperton, 2
2/3
Stone, 3/4
2/3
Dulverton, 3/4/O
9/10 Llandysul, 1/4
16/17 Basel
16/17 Symonds Yat, 2/3
16/17 Aberfeldy, 3/4
22-24 Rio O
23/24 Holme Pierrepont, P
23/24 Matlock, 2
23/24 Plas y Brenin, 3/4
29-31 Foz O
30/31 James Harrison Memorial, 2/3/O,
Hexham
31
Lee Valley, P
April
5-7
Markkleeberg
6/7
Grandtully, P
6/7
Marple, 3/4
13/14 Grandtully,
Scottish Pan Celtic/1
19-20 35th Liptov
20/21 Alva, 3/4
27/28 Oughtibridge, 3/4
May
1-5
U23/J World Championships,
Rio de Janeiro
4/5
Tacen
4/5
Pinkston, 2/3
6
Cardiff, P
11
Nene, 4
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11/12
11/12
11/12
12
18/19
18/19
18/19
19
25/26
30-2
June
1/2
1/2
8/9
8/9
8/9
8/9
14-16
15/16
15/16
21-23
22/23
22/23
28-30
29/30

71st Tatra
Fairnilee, 2-4
Orton Mere, 3/4
Frome Market Yard, 4/O
Llandysul, 2-4
Seaton Park, 3/4
Wagon Lane, 3/4
Winchester, 4/O
McConkey, P/1, Holme Pierrepont
European Championships, Pau

Chapel Falls, 1
Ironbridge, 2/3
Merano
Llandysul, 2-4
Langham Farm, 3/4
Alva, 3/4/Scottish Schools
Lee Valley, WC 1
Bala Mill, 2-4
Shepperton, 3/4
Bratislava, WC 2
Cardington, 2-4
Fairnilee, 2-4
Tacen, WC 3
Y Danubia Cup,
Bratislava-Cunovo
29/30 Washburn, 1/O
29/30 Stone, 3/4
July
4-7
European Championships,
U23/J, Liptovsky Mikulas
6/7
Holme Pierrepont,
English Pan Celtic/1
13/14 Bala Mill, 2-4
13/14 Howsham, 2-4/O
16-21 World Championships, U23/J,
Krakow
20/21 Washburn, 2
20/21 Orton Mere, 3/4
27/28 Persley, 2/3/O
August
3/4
Praha
8-10 Pan American Games, Lima
10/11 Bratislava
10/11 Fairnilee, 2/3
16-18 Canada O,
Salaberry de Valleyfield
17
Llandysul, 2-4
17/18 Grandtully, 2
24/25 Grandtully, 1
30-1 Markkleeburg, WC 4
31/1 Pinkston 2
31/1 Cardington 2-4
31/1 Marple, 3/4
September
6-8
Praha, WC F/X World 		
Championships
7/8
Interclubs
7/8
Wark, 2-4
14
Alva, 3/4
14/15 Washburn, 2/O
21/22 British O, Lee Valley
21/22 Oughtibridge, 3/4
24-29 World Championships,
La Seu d’Urgell
28/29 Tryweryn, P/Pan Celtic/
Welsh Championships
28/29 Nene, 2/3

October
5/6
Llandysul, 1/4
6
Alpe Adria, Klagenfurt
12/13 Holme Pierrepont,
P/1/British V/J Championships
19/20 Tees, P/1/Pan Celtic
19/20 Symonds Yat, 3/4
23
Olympic Test, Tokyo
26/27 Shepperton, 2/3
WWR
November
3
Barrow 2, R/Wh
4
Barrasford, R/Wh
10
Bucklers Hard, R, Cl/Sp
17
BUCS Championships, 		
Washburn
24
Derwent 2, Matlock, R/Wh
25
Hamble, O/Wh, Cl
December
1/2
Tour of the N, English O, N Tyne,
N Tees, Cl/Sp
15
Barrow 3, R/Wh
January
5
Dart, English O
5/6
Mersey R, Cl
12
Barrow 4, R/Wh
19
Derwent 3, Matlock, R/Wh
February
9
Barrow 5, R/Wh
14-17 Oceanian Championships, Penrith
21-24 Sydney
March
2
Derwent 4, Matlock, R/Wh
9
Barrow 6, R/Wh
16-17 Fulda R
17
Irwell 2, Burrs, R/Wh
23/24 US O, Sp, Nantahala
24
Rur R, Cl
April
13
Prudhoe, R/Wh
14
Carlisle Sands Rapid, R/Wh
20/21 British O, Holme Pierrepont
27/28 ECA Cup, Sp, Augsburg
May
3/4
Cheat R & Narrows
14-18 European Championships,
Bovec
25
ECA J Cup, Ticino Moesa
June
6-9
Treignac, WC
7-9
La Seu d’Urgell, WC
July
6/7
ECA Cup, Piateda
23-28 World Championships, U23/J,
Banja Luka
August
17/18 ECA Cup, Ceske Budejovice
September
24-29 World Championships,
La Seu d’Urgell
FREESTYLE
March
17
Hurley Classic, Y
April
27
Nene, Y, Northampton
May
20
Welsh O, Cardiff
June
29/30 Tryweryn, Y
July
2-7
World Championships, Sort
September
14/15 Boulters, Y

SPRINT
November
10
Seminar
18
National Schools 			
Championship, Reading
25
Linlithgow
29-2 S American Championship, 		
Rosario
December
11-13 Nile, Luxor
16
Linlithgow Winter Time Trial
February
15-17 Oceania Championships, 		
Cambridge
March
30/31 Nottingham
April
27/28 Nottingham
May
23-26 Poznan, WC1
30-2 Duisburg, WC2
June
1/2
Nottingham
21-30 European Games, Minsk
29/30 Nottingham
July
6
Royal
6/9
Pacific Games, Apia
11-14 European Championships,
U23/J, Racice
26-11 Pan American Games, Lima
August
1-4
World Championships, U23/J,
Pitesti
31/1 Nottingham
21-25 World Championships, Szeged
September
12-15 Olympic Test, Tokyo
October
MULTISPORT
June
1-6
Corsica Raid
POLO
November
10
Cheadle, 3
10
Cheltenham, 4SW
10
Robinson, YS
11
Leeds, W2N
17
Cheadle, 2
17
Stratford, W2S
17
Fenton Manor, 4
December
1
Yorkshire, 2
1/2
Sc1
8
Fenton Manor, 3
8
Yorkshire, 3
15
Yorkshire 1
15
Stockport, 2
15
Cheadle, 4
January
5
Coventry, 2S
5
Yorkshire, 2
5
Robinson, YS
12
Leeds, W2N/2N
12
Cheadle, 3
12
Stratford, 3C
12
Stockport, 3N
12
Robinson, 3SE
12
Cheltenham, 3SW
19
Stockport, 2
19
Sc3
19
Fenton Manor, 4
19
Stratford, 4C
19
York, 4N
19
Robinson, 4SE
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19
Cheltenham, 4SW
20
Leeds, W1
26
Stockport, 1
26
Yorkshire, 1
26
Robinson, W2S
26/27 Sc1/2
February
2
Yorkshire, 3
9
Yorkshire, 1
9
Fenton Manor, 3
9
Sc3
16
Leeds, 2/YN
16
Sc2
16
Yorkshire 2
16
Coventry, 2S
16
Cheadle, 4
16
Robinson, YS
23
Cheadle, 2
March
2
Sc3
2
Yorkshire 3
9
Stratford, W2S
16
Coventry, 2S
16
Crossovers, 3N/3S
23
Yorkshire 2
23
Coventry, 2S
23
Stratford, 4C
23
York, 4N
23
Robinson, 4SE
23
Cheltenham, 4SW
23/24 Sc1/2
23/24 Leeds, W1/W2N/2S
30
Leeds, 2/YN
30
Sc3
April
6
Yorkshire, 3
13
Collingwood Dock, 1
13
Yorkshire 1
May
11
Stramash, Sc/ACM
June
15
Glasgow O
July
31-4 Belfast
August
21-25 European Championships,
Coimbra
DRAGON BOAT RACING
November
4/5
35th Singapore R
12
Distance Challenge, Singapore R
December
10
Sydney
17
Carrum Cup, Bangholme
July
4-7
ECA Nations & Clubs European
Championships, Moskva
September
12-15 ICF Club Crew World 		
Championships, Kiev
OUTRIGGER
November
18/19 World Championships,
Hong Kong
August
12-16 World Championships, D, Tahiti
MISCELLANEOUS
December
8-16 Salon Nautique International de
Paris
May
17-19 Keswick Mountain Festival
25-27 Crick Boat Show
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Much hot air and anger have been expended on the CRT’s new
logo, for which they paid £60,000. The blue and white design, which
resembles the end of a half sunk pipe, replaces the black and white swan
design which, five years earlier, replaced the somewhat similar design
of a humpbacked bridge and reedmace. I must confess I find the oldest
design of the three the most meaningful.
Wellbeing is the new selling point for the
canals, intended to draw more people to them
although I am not sure how this links up with
the pipe design, if that is what it is. Boaters,
whose licence fees provide some 25% of the
CRT income, account for perhaps only 3 5% of canal users but are an essential part of
the canal scene. It would be a very different
place without them. They are the icing on
the cake.
The intention is to draw in other categories, such as walkers, cyclists,
picnickers and those just there for the ambience and their wellbeing.
The problem is that they don’t pay the bills. Attempts to license cyclists
on towpaths was a dismal failure and getting money out of those on
foot is a non starter. The Scottish canal system is currently in disarray
with blockages, there being many fewer boaters to foot the repair bills.
A particular wish is to attract ethnic minorities. Is even the present
usage known? Taking photographs at dawn at Dundas Wharf, where the
Somerset Coal Canal joins the Kennet & Avon, I was surprised at the
number of Asians I encountered training on the towpath, a category I
am not used to meeting there at other times of the day.

What's in
a name
(or logo)?

Stuart Fisher

Journalism is printing what someone else does not want printed:
everything else is public relations - George Orwell

Periodical Publishers Association
Publisher contact
Canoeist, Longcroft, Mill Lane, Corston, Malmesbury,
Wilts SN16 0HH
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk
Disclaimer
Opinions expressed in this magazine are not necessarily
those of the editor or publishers. References to waters
do not necessarily imply that access or passage is
legally permitted or that they are safe in all conditions.
The editor and publishers can not be held responsible
for any omissions of references to hazards from notes
on these waters. They do not necessarily support
advertising claims nor do they hold themselves
responsible for inadequacies in items of equipment
reviewed here.
Governing body enquiries
Canoeist is the not for profit magazine of Paddlers
International and the International Sea Kayak
Association. Enquiries to governing bodies and
associations should be addressed as appropriate.

Independent Publisher Awards
Inaugural
Achievement Award
winner

Has your email address changed
or do you want to be added to
the mailing list when copies of
Canoeist are issued?
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk with
your email address (with your
former email address if changed)
and ask us to add you to the list.
We record only email addresses,
not names, offering greater
security than GDPR.

Ali Pendle competing in
the Box End Quadrathlon.
This Bedford event drew
top name entrants from
marathon, sprint, wild
water racing and slalom as
well as many who would
not see themselves primarily
as paddlers.
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Two way barriers

Tens of thousands of people have signed a petition for
fences to be placed along the towpath of the Rochdale
Canal in Manchester where a student fell in and
drowned. The towpath here is used as a regular walking
route between pubs. However, placing a barrier would
prevent boaters from getting on and off the water, the
towpath having been built for the use of boat crews and
their horses. Following the death of a second teenager,
gates have been installed to close the towpath at night to
pedestrians. Movement between boats and the towpath
will be unrestricted.

Llangollen safety campaign

The CRT have established a PontySafety campaign to
counteract daredevil paddleboarders crossing the River
Dee on the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct on the Llangollen
Canal. The aqueduct is 38m above the river and has an
upstand of only about 300m on the west side. Taken
with the local wind gusts, even sitting down is quite
nerve wracking. The campaign also targets cyclists, the
towpath with its flimsy open handrail also being nearly as
breathtaking. Some users have been employing drones to
film their exploits.

Cotswold connection

The Cotswold Canals Trust are progressing with
Phase 1B of their restoration work, Stroundwater
Navigation Connected, for which they need to raise
an extra £3,500,000. Major crossings will include the
Birmingham to Bristol railway line, the M5 and the
A38/A417 roundabout. When completed it will allow
boats to travel from the Gloucester & Sharpness Canal
and the rest of the canal network to the end of the
restored section at Stonehouse and then to Bowbridge
above Stroud on the Thames & Severn Canal. The
eventual target is the River Thames above Lechlade. The
trust estimate that the canal corridor sections will be
used by 12,000 canoeists per year.

Trips

Jaime Sharp, PG and Tara Mulvany have undertaken
a first circumnavigation of Svalbard. The 2,000km
journey round the four main islands included a 110km
paddle past ice cliffs, helped by continuous daylight, and
numerous encounters with polar bears.
Tara has also finished with Fiona Lee a long paddle
down Greenland's west coast from Ilulissat to Nanortalik.
Sarah Davis wants to become the first woman to
paddle the 6,835km of the Nile from Rwanda to the
Mediterranean. She also intends to raise money for
CARE Australia, which helps lift women out of poverty.
Starting on 18th October should avoid the height of the
summer and get her off the water before Ramadan.

Gemma Rathbone

Editorial

If minorities are not attracted to canals, should we worry? Does it
matter if we are not drawn in droves to each other’s interests? One of
my first articles in Canoeist (Jun 83, p26) was an attempt to discover why
there were (and still are) so few black paddlers in canoeing. It is a way of
life for many in Africa, also for many Asians. There were some who had
reached high standards in competition but mostly these seemed to come
from unusual backgrounds, such as being brought up in white families.
On the other hand, the recent influx of east European immigrants
have taken well to canoeing. Look at a marathon or sprint start list, even
more at a results sheet, and you will see no holding back and you will
note such people made welcome.
How does attracting more people to the towpaths assist the finances?
It is tempting to suggest that the only way to get them to pay their
share is by drawing an appropriate size of grant from general taxation,
the previous system.
The management of CRT these days consist of outsiders, those
without a canal or boating background, like the situation within
canoeing (Ivan Lawler, a notable exception). These people are
promoting wellbeing as the heading on their website, not boating. It is
a claim which could be made equally by ballet, table tennis or hot air
ballooning enthusiasts.
Will the new logo get the message across? Staff in the CRT cannot
even agree on whether the rivers in the Canal & River Trust name
are all the rivers or just the navigations covered by their licence fees.
Perhaps they should have changed their name again, not their logo.
As a footnote, the new logo of the Inland Waterways Association has
caused less furore. The raised sword of a body fighting for the rights
of water users has been replaced by a coloured propeller with blades
textured with water, brickwork and leaf. It looks a bit as though it has
been cobbled together from clipart but at least you can tell what it
intends.

Emma Lenney on the Leeds & Liverpool Canal.
Heart Yorkshire radio breakfast presenter Emma
Lenney has used the Leeds & Liverpool Canal and the
Aire & Calder Navigation to cross the country during
the first five days of October, raising £36,403.32 for
Make Some Noise, a charity supporting youngsters
disadvantaged by illness, disability or lack of opportunity.
Although she had never paddler a kayak before, she used
one for 180km of the 261km route, doing the rest of the
journey by bike.
Carlos De Sousa and Carolyn Newton of the Whale
Co planned a source to sea (well, Lechalde to Gravesend)
journey down the Thames to raise awareness of plastic in
waterways. Their craft was a stand up paddleboard made
of plastic bottles. The plan included collecting messages
from school children during the trip to hand to the
Government.
Plumber Iain Bevan paddled across Tor Bay from
Torquay to Paignton in two and a half hours. His craft of
choice was a bath, having plugged the various holes and
fitted fenders. The former Royal Navy engineer had lost
several family members to cancer over previous months
and wanted to raise £10,000 for cancer research and
Torbay Hospital although his collection stalled at £800.
Kiwi slalom team paddler Mike Dawson is tackling
the Kwanza River, the fourth biggest in Africa. As well
as fierce rapids he will face unpredictable wildlife and,
perhaps most dangerous of all, illegal diamond miners
with guns.
New Zealand's 11m Huka Falls have been run by
Nouria Newman and Mike Roy in a double white water
kayak.

EA take
IWA award

The IWA’s Best
Working Boat award
has been given each
year since 1963. This
year it was received by
the EA’s Ouse II Know
and Ouseabout for
their work in keeping
powered craft moving
in East Anglia in difficult
conditions because of
the dry weather.

Going the
extra miles

For this year’s National
Go Canoeing week
the Canoe-Camping
Club won the Top Club
Mileage medal plus
three paddles and three
buoyancy aids from Palm
for the total of 2,067
miles paddled by club
members. (They won it
also in 2015 with 2,789
miles.)

Trailer registration

Sarah Davis, ready to go on the Nile.

Depending on future relationships with Europe,
trailers may need to be registered and pass MoT tests.
This would probably apply only to trailers over 750kg,
current commercial ones travelling internationally or
new commercial ones travelling anywhere. The threshold
for non commercial trailers would be over 3.5t. It is not
clear how the financial aspects of a trailer's use would
affect its safety. Most canoe trailers would fall below the
levels stated.
CANOEIST November 2018
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Skeleton
markers

A life sized metal
open canoe skeleton has
been installed in Leeds
as a Desmond canoe
trail marker. Others will
be placed at Eldonian
Village in Liverpool
on the original line of
the Leeds & Liverpool
Canal and at Burscough,
Wigan, Blackburn,
Burnley and Skipton,
also at Castleford,
Knottingley and Goole
on the Aire & Calder
Navigation. Each will
give the distance to
Goole and Liverpool on
this 261km route.

Welsh adventure
hub approved

A £4,000,000
adventure hub is to
receive EU funding.
A visitor adventure
centre will be built at
Pontymoel canal basin
on the Monmouth
& Brecon Canal in
Pontypool, there will
be a new canal basin to
the south of Sebastopol,
the Cwmbran lock
flight will be restored,
a road having been
built along it in 1954,
and the public will be
encouraged to use the
high land westwards to
the Crumlin Arm.

Not for novices

PI was concerned
about an article in a
local free magazine,
suggesting that novices
might like to paddle
kayaks on the Thames
in central London
in the dark. Below
Teddington Lock there
are increasingly fast
tidal flows and below
Westminster there
are also large washes
thrown up by the
Clipper ferries. This is
not a place for novices,
even in daylight.

EA licence charge consultation

The EA have held a consultation on their licence fees
and related issues. Among points made by PI were:
*The EA repeatedly use boaters as a cash cow.
* Their increases repeatedly run way ahead of inflation.
* They make a big issue of the licences which are
compulsory for members of BC, the majority of whom
do not use their waterways because they are not suitable
for their interests or are not in their geographical areas.
* Significant is the difficulty of obtaining a short term
licence at short notice when the weather proves suitable.
Having to speculate on the weather some days ahead is
not just inconvenient, it can be dangerous and deaths
have resulted from such a policy in the past when people
have felt obliged to go on the days their licences allowed,
even when conditions did not suit their abilities.
* A body which cannot balance its books should look
to get out of the business. They get little sympathy for
refusing to let the CRT take control of the remaining
navigations and then complaining that they cannot afford
to look after them themselves. The CRT's licence fee
increases are repeatedly much more modest than those
of the EA.
* 'boat registration charges... contribute... 25% of the
total amount spent on operational services' yet they are
paid by perhaps only 3% of users of river corridors.
* 'Safe navigation... would not be possible without the
network of... locks and weirs'. Most of our rivers would
be improved for canoeing without these obstructions.
However, where they do exist it is important that safe
routes are available past them, not the case in a number
of places. Why are combined canoe and fish passes not
used as in other countries?
* Canoeist has probably not received any press
releases from the EA in more than 20 years and it takes
several weeks for press queries to receive responses.
Other editors of national boating publications report
the same. One was told that she could only receive river
closure notices for the river on which she had paid a
boat licence fee. The CRT issue information on their
forthcoming licence fee increases, unlike the EA, and
we usually issue relevant CRT press releases on their
activities more than once a week.
* 'The team's role is to maintain the public right of
navigation'. The EA say they do not express an opinion
on whether there is a right of public navigation on 98%
of the rivers in England and Wales although their website

CANOEIST November 2018

In April Tom Hards
started to take his daily
commute to work in
Stonehouse by kayak
along the Stroudwater
Navigation. His regular
trip past St Cyr's church
inspired the Cotswold
Canal Singers to create a
medley of watery music.
This was announced for
presentation with Cam's
mixed choir, Camtabile.

New CRT heads

The CRT have
announced the names
of four people to chair
regional advisory boards.
South West & Wales is
taken by David Hogg,
chief executive of Stroud
District Council. Strong
support from this body
has been central to the
success in the restoration
work of the Cotswold
Canals Trust, who have
the largest membership
of any canal trust.

Storm wrecks Llandysul centre

The Llandysul Paddlers Canoe Centre took the full
force of the mid October storm. With the Teifi in flood,
way over its banks, the centre building had up to 1.8m
of water inside, knocking down walls and racking and
washing away the contents of a tool shed, five trailers, 15
canoes, 15 kayaks and a 60 gate slalom course. Damage
was put at £200,000. A call for help quickly brought in
£14,000 in donations, volunteers from all over to help
restore the building and others to supply them with
food while they worked while yet more went down the
river to recover boats and other missing equipment. The
centre is an important facility for the village and there
has been concern to get it operational again as quickly
as possible.

Some boats can be adapted for speed.

Some can’t. Careless parking in the Walney Channel at Vickerstown.
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Kayak
commute
inspires
concert

claims there is no right of way for a river on which
there is more than usual supporting evidence. They have
refused to respond to academic supporting legal evidence
presented to them from 2004 onwards, will not meet to
discuss it and have made no attempt over many decades
to improve the situation.
* 'We manage water levels to balance the many uses of
the river, including boating'. There is repeated evidence
that boating is given a low priority.
* 'respond to reports of obstructions in the navigation
(such as trees)... if they are a serious danger or if they
cannot be removed within a few days'. A large tree which
fell across the Thames at water level between Cricklade
and Lechlade and could only be passed by climbing over
it in deep water posed a danger to users for several years
before it was removed. Other dangers result from EA
works, including unsafe designs for recent works.
Most of these are policy rather than funding issues.

Howies continue with their Howiescape competition. Here are a further selection of escapees.
CANOEIST November 2018
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Sarah Swallow

The 50th anniversary
Southampton Boat Show
saw a 6% fall in visitor
numbers to 100,000.
With the loss of the
London Boat Show this
coming winter it was
hoped that Southampton
would now expand to
fill the gap.
However, the Crick
Boat Show for inland
waterways drew an
excellent 26,000
punters.

David Brownfield Wain OBE
1927 - 2018

First half
of a descent

One of Clare Balding’s
Ramblings programmes
on Radio 4 in October
accompanied a group
of agricultural students
from Newcastle
University on a source
to sea descent of the
Spey on foot and by
canoe. The programme
finished just as they
launched the canoes. As
an aside, I was surprised
that neither she nor they
could identify rosebay
willowherb.

Police chase,
California style

A 44 year old man,
believed to have burgled
a house in Del Rey,
was chased by police
after he refused to stop
for them. His vehicle
was then involved in a
crash so he ran to a river
and swam to a canoe,
in which he made a
further getaway attempt.
This was intercepted by
a helicopter. He then
swam to shore but was
sniffed out by a police
dog. Life was much
tamer in Burglar Bill’s
day.

Some days you would actually prefer to be at home rather than going for a walk. A dog’s life in Tor Bay.

Paddleboarders resist
ICF takeover attempt

The International Surf Association, which has already
run several world championships for paddleboarders, has
fought off the attempt of the ICF to run what they were
calling the ‘first’ SUP world championships in Portugal.
The ISA are continuing to fight the unwanted attentions
of the ICF. This follows the ICF’s hostile attempts to take
over dragon boat racing and several events which they
have called world championships despite the fact that
the International Dragon Boat Federation have been
managing the sport and running much larger world
championships for much longer. Even though freestyle
agreed to a takeover by the ICF, the ICF have always
refused to acknowledge the first world championships,
run on the Bitches with international entries before
they took over, and have started their own numbering
from the second event. The ICF say ‘Sadly the ISA was
not prepare to accept what we believe are reasonable
proposals.’

Car number by the lifeboat station in Newbiggin.

101 uses for a dead kayak: flower garden at Garlieston.
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The wharf building at Llangollen.
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David Wain was born near Chester. His parents, Geoffrey and
Margaret, lived by the canal in the village of Christleton.
Geoffrey Wain came from a long line of coal merchants but, as well as
following this family tradition, he also had a keen interest in boats and
boating.
In 1935 David’s father, with a couple of other canal enthusiasts, set
up the first hire fleet on the canals of Britain and, with the business
being based next to the family home, David was often found helping
out in his spare time and by the age of 12 was able to strip down and
reassemble a Stuart Turner petrol engine.
In these younger years he was quite a successful sportsman,
particularly with cross county running and show jumping. From 1945
to 1949 he served in the RAF and at one of the dances at the RAF base
in Hawarden he met and later married Nora, our mother.
His initial career path was in landscape contracting work but in 1956,
with the sudden death of his father, David took over the small canal
hire boat business and, together with Nora, set about building it up into
a substantial business. This work included designing and building new
boats from scratch and it came with a lot of hard work and stress but
through it all I can’t remember our father ever getting angry or raising
his voice.
In 1972 the hire fleet business was sold off and David, with three
other canal enthusiasts, set about creating a canal museum on the wharf
in Llangollen; this wasn’t to be your standard type of museum but one
that told the story of the inland waterways, their huge significance to
the start of the industrial revolution, their subsequent decline and then
their re-emergence in the holiday sector. It was the first of its kind and,
in 1974, was awarded, by Prince Charles, the British Tourist Authority’s
top award, for the year’s most outstanding new tourist development.
With the hire fleet business being sold, David had more time to spend
with what had become his real work passion and true calling, working
on the committees of different canal organizations. This work had
actually started back in 1958, when he was appointed to the committee
of the Association of Pleasure Craft Operators, later becoming its
chairman. This introduction to committee work culminated in 1968
when he was appointment to the Inland Waterways Amenity Advisory
Council, the Government’s advisory council for the inland waterways,
and later become its chairman from 1976 to 1992.
IWAAC gave the canal system a voice within Government circles and
David used all his abilities and experience to promote and protect the
national waterways system. Without this voice the British canal system
would not be what it is today and in 1983 he was awarded the OBE for
his services in the development of tourism and recreation on Britain’s
inland waterways.
He was a man of great patience and I’m certain this came in very
handy when dealing with Government circles.
Other canal related committees where he was either a member, or
held a prominent position included
The National Waterways Museum
The Ellesmere Port Boat Museum
The Inland Waterways Trust
The Rainbow Boats Trust for the Disabled
The Prince of Wales’ Montgomery Waterway Restoration Group
These last 2 organizations, in combination with Cammell Laird’s
shipbuilding yard in Birkenhead and the Royal Variety Club of Great
Britain, designed, manufactured and operated, on the Montgomery
Canal, a number of canal boats for the physically impaired. The way that
David worked at getting these four organizations together is typical of
many projects with which he was involved during his career.
He was president of the BCU for 15 years and chairman of the WCA.

During this time he attempted unsuccessfully to produce a slalom gate
which would register touches automatically rather than relying on
what judges saw, much as a high jump bar either stays up or falls down
without any grounds for dispute.
The full list of bodies on which he served is too long to include here.
He was a very practical person and never lost his love of making
things in his garage, be it a train set or dolls’ house for his grandchildren
or some of the working models for the Llangollen Canal Museum. He
was also your classic Mr Fix it; nothing stayed broken for very long in
our house and his love of horticulture meant that in his spare time, if he
wasn’t in the garage fixing or making something, he and Nora would be
working in the garden which was one third of an acre and bordered the
canal as well as a large collection of pelargoniums in the sunroom.
He is survived by his wife, Nora, his children Sarah and me, his
grandchildren, Sama, Victoria, Alexandra, Jenny and Adib and his great
grandson, Leonardo.
I was slalom world champion in 1981 and Sarah, Victoria and Jenny
have all been involved in competition canoeing.

Nick Wain

Manfred Dressel

Show numbers
down

The 1961 Dresden world champs.

Nigel Morley
Nig was a member of Manchester Canoe Club during the days of
Keith White, Julian Shaw and John Critchley, who were pioneers of
slalom when Maurice Rothwell was all things slalom!
He was a friend of Martin Rohleder and worked with him in the
early sixties for the Forestry Commission in Hexham, Northumberland.
Then he worked in banking until retirement, finishing as a bank
manager in Appleby.
His first inter national slalom was in the late 50s. (World
championships in WWR did not start until 1959 in conjunction with
the Geneva event.)
He competed in WWR in the 1963 Spittal world championships
(folding boats, although most paddlers used their slalom boats).
He competed in slalom at the 1965 Spittal world championships.
Nig continued in slalom but changed his focus to WWR and was
a developmental influence in the embryonic sport at the time. He
remained just below British team level in slalom and WWR.
He came back to the fore as team manager for slalom in 1971 and the
Olympics in 1972 before retiring from management.
Nig continued in WWR as a paddler and was very involved in the
continued growth of the sport. He was still a force to be reckoned with
well into his fifties.
Gradually he reduced his paddling in favour of skiing and spent much
of his later years taking trips abroad, especially to the Alps.
Nig was never a person to seek fame or glory. He was satisfied to
contribute behind the scenes in support of others in the sport, especially
on Humberside where he settled. Lynn Simpson, the ladies’ world
slalom champion in 1995, and others testify to that support.
It would be hard to find anybody else who has given so much to
WWR over such a long period of time.

Ken Langford

Mike Thomas and I raced with Nig in the mid 70s as the WWR team
Matchpoint, two of us using the JC Match - Ed.

Burt Reynolds
1936 - 2018
Burt Reynolds has died in hospital after a heart attack. He came to
prominence in 1972 in the film Deliverance which featured four friends
who were attacked during a canoe trip in the wilds of Georgia. He was
nominated for an Oscar in the film and became a movie heartthrob.
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Norwich access
to be improved

The River Wensum
Strategy is proposed to
improve water quality
in the river in Norwich
with floating platforms
of vegetation, floating
restaurants and a
Broads Authority river
festival. It is expected
to provide better access
for canoeists in the
city although paddling
through the city is
already unrestricted,
many powered craft
coming this far from the
Broads.

Where now for
Swansea Bay?

Failure of the
Westminster
Government to support
financially the Swansea
Bay tidal lagoon has
also thrown into
doubt five other tidal
lagoons proposed
around the coast and
the development of
what was proposed as
a new green industry.
Developers Tidal Lagoon
Power still hope to find
funding from elsewhere
but have hinted that they
may take the technology
to Europe, even though
the Welsh coast has one
of the world’s largest
tidal ranges.

Shropshire
jellyfish

Jellyfish some 20mm
in diameter have been
found in the Middlewich
Branch of the Shropshire
Union Canal. They
are normally found in
China’s Yangtze river
basin, are transparent,
do not sting people and
may have escaped from
an ornamental pond.

Rubbish
collection in
Bridgwater

A group entitled
Rage Against Rubbish
are holding monthly
clearups on the
Bridgwater & Taunton
Canal, mostly at the
Bridgwater end. They
use canoes and have
had up to 35 people
out together. The local
YMCA boating club,
sited on the canal,
will lend canoes and
buoyancy aids to those
wishing to take part.
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emergency it will be used but there will be times when
the situation has not yet become that serious.

Beware the Ides of March

A Joint Statement on Access has been signed by top
BC Officials and by Pam Bell of Waters of Wales. It plays
up BC’s Stronger Together concept. ‘It advocates strongly
that the best way to achieve the significant ambitions
within the strategy is for all parties to work together
and operate in a more united British Canoeing. The
strategy encourages all who share its ambitions to regard
themselves as a part of British Canoeing, to work as one
team’. That BC will hold the reins is implicit, a concept
not unique to access. For example, they were happy to
The extension of the Leeds & Liverpool Canal to
have others do the work in publishing as long as they
Liverpool’s Albert Dock left a problem for canoeists
controlled the content and there are other areas where
in that the bottom lock of the Stanley flight had a
large drop to the water for those portaging. PI took things do not happen without their approval.
In 2013 PI set up a meeting on access with then
this up with CRT, who have now installed a ramp
Waterways Minister Richard Benyon. Beforehand, the
and pontoon to allow portage in either direction.
members of the group we were asked to assemble agreed
unanimously and emphatically that the BCU should not
Scottish canals in crisis
The Scottish canals, of which there are relatively be involved. It was well known that involvement of the
few, are in crisis with failing infrastructure. Closures to union always resulted in any signs of access movement
powered craft are not a major problem for canoes in the grinding to a halt. They have achieved nothing in access
short term, able to portage obstructions. However, as we over many decades. As a sport they have been funded
have seen with the EA in East Anglia, once powered craft better and better by the Government, much better than
are prevented from such waterways, vegetation grows up some sports of comparable size. CRACK claimed 30
and the waterways become too choked even for canoes, years ago that these two facts were not unrelated, that
perhaps not to the disappointment of those prefer reeds there would be cash if they did not rock the access
boat, that canoeists kept off most rivers. The evidence
to navigation.
is circumstantial. Indeed, it may be that the BCU
themselves are the long running cause of our access
Whitstable still unclear
Regarding the ban on using the beach at Whitstable problems.
The Federal Agreement is coming up for review
(May, p19), the Marine Management Organisation have
now responded and directed us to the Marico report, but it is hard to see how this will change things. It
was the introduction of federalization in the first place
from which the following is noted.
which allowed the SCA to break free of the BCU
* Unusually, the beach is privately owned.
* The public slipway may be used, although this is a and contribute to the Land Reform Act confirming all
Scottish rivers are open to boats at all times in normal
long way from any reliable parking.
* It is not known why the restricted area has been circumstances. Canoe Wales dumped all their access
agreements in one go, in contrast to the BCU’s policy.
increased markedly in size.
* Although there have been consultations, these This statement appears to relate to England only.
The call was for the BC board to ‘Make an
have not been with beach users, swimmers or paddlers,
presumably the majority of stakeholders, only with unequivocal commitment to campaign for legislation to
secure open access for all recreational users of water and
sailing interests.
* Risk assessments seem to have related solely to waterside, accompanied by a code of conduct.’
The code of conduct idea is fine. One accompanies
collision with the oyster trestles, not with users having
to go elsewhere or being prevented from launching or the Land Reform (Scotland) Act and it has been around
landing when travelling along the coast, especially when a lot longer in the Countryside Code. What is not
acceptable is seeking changes in legislation without
crossing the Swale.
* Most paddlers are considered to be locals, close to clarifying the present position which appears already
the shoreline. While this may be true, others from outside to give us what we need, what is normal in other
the area and travelling further offshore may be at greater countries, and which contrary interests are so keen
not to have clarified. New legislation cannot come
risk but are ignored.
* Publicity to interested bodies and media has been without considering and adjusting existing conflicting
legislation so it will have to come out into the open
poor or non existent.
Because Whitstable Oyster Fishery Co refused to first. Only if clarification proves that we do not have a
answer my emails I called in person but nobody was right of navigation and that our legislation really is the
available to speak to me. The International Sea Kayak worst in the world do we need to call for something
Association and Canoeist have had no communication new. New legislation could well be worse than what
whatsoever about the dangers arising from restrictions appears to be already in existence and there are interests
on use of the beach at Whitstable, other than what who would try to make that the case, not least Defra.
has been shown on the MMO website. Prevention of The qualifications ‘fair, shared, sustainable open access’
launching from or landing near the obvious carpark is may be desirable but should not be included in any
legislation as they are all too easy to twist into an excuse
also a significant inconvenience to local users.
What are the implications of ignoring the watersports for preventing the public right. At the first anniversary
ban which is now posted on the beach? In a dire celebration of the National Rivers Authority, precursor
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to the EA, chairman Lord Crickhowell told Canoeist that
he thought it was fair that anglers had access to all inland
rivers but canoeists only had access to 2% of them. There
is no evidence of any improvement of attitude within
Defra.
The one positive aspect of the agreement policy is
‘that parries cannot enter into access agreements that
are binding on others’. Cyclists may choose to restrict
their road races to first thing on Sunday morning when
there are fewer vehicles about but that does not restrict
our right to cycle down roads at other times. There is
no need for agreements in order to do what everyone
appears to have a legal right to do although some would
wish to see access agreements as a precedent across the
country. Whenever canoeists appear to be making any
headway Defra and the anglers suggest access agreements
could solve the problem, as they haven’t done in the past,
as is well known by all.
The Statement says the board recognizes ‘that we need
to change our approach’. Quite! Time will tell if they do
start to do so.
It also suggests that ‘British Canoeing should carry
out a review of existing information to identify suitable
rivers for a navigation case.’ That should make it more
contentious for those they choose not to list. It is a good
job that the Ramblers do not take the same approach to
public footpaths.
Canoeist’s contribution seems to be the title of their
Access & Environment Charter, taken from the title we
have used for this feature since 1988.
They call for a ‘ring fenced Access Campaign Fund’.
Whatever happened to their last access fund of this
nature?
‘The Board is committing to provide strong leadership
championing the cause at the highest levels within
government. Work has already begun to build our
political presence and is aligning with organizations who
share a similar agenda’, apparently. This is reminiscent of
the saying that if you want to lead a Yorkshireman you
need to find out where he is going and walk in front.
What were the achievements of the union’s presence at
various political party conferences?
This was dated 15th March.

Reporting to the EA

The EA are calling for reports of sightings by canoeists
of floating pennywort on the Thames and tributaries
such as the Wey and the Foudry Brook (which the EA
say has no navigation right). The weed can grow up
to 200mm/day. Neither the EA nor landowners are
required to remove it but it causes problems for anglers,
whose lines get caught in it, and the EA take its removal
very seriously. Canoeists are told not to paddle through
it in case pieces break off and float downstream to start
new clumps.

Preventing flooding in Oxford

Following several serious floods in Oxford, action
is being taken to address the problems. The EA have
cleared out weed and silt from the braided channels
through the city and a £121,000,000 scheme will result
in channels which normally carry a modest flow but can
expand onto adjacent floodplain when necessary, where
shallow slopes will be covered with vegetation. The
streams run from the Thames and back to it so the right

of navigation is spelled out in the Thames Conservancy
Act.

Plastic reduction

The ICF have
signed up to the UN
Environment’s Clean
Draft Welsh plan consultation
The Welsh Government have published a summary of Seas Campaign and
responses to their Draft Welsh National Marine Plan. As have appointed
all along, there is nothing on how we might be affected. New Zealanders
Views differ widely but our concerns have at least been Mike Dawson as an
ambassador. They will
recorded
‘For some industries, there is no [Strategic Resource try to reduce their use
Area] assigned to them eg tourism, fisheries, recreation of plastic in the office.
The IOC say that future
and this has the potential to disadvantage them.’
Olympic bids will
‘SRAs have not been identified in a consistent way.’
Marine Plan Implementation & Evidence Manager include targets for plastic
Phil Coates told ISKA ‘Marine planning does not affect reduction.
existing legal processes (save the fact that the marine plan
becomes an additional consideration by Relevant Public More
Authorities)’.
Wilts & Berks
We replied ‘It seems unwise to sit back, wait and say
Assisted by Biffa and
nothing in the hope that you are indeed correct and that the Lottery, a 1.2km
nothing will deteriorate.
section of the Wilts &
* I have attended planning meetings at which Berks Canal at Studley
conservationists have literally rubbed their hands with Grange to the southwest
glee at the prospect of banning the public from areas of of Swindon has been
the sea.
reopened. Users include
* I was at Skomer the other day, where the first MCA walkers, canoeists and
in Wales has a series of no go areas (easy to draw on a wild swimmers. On one
map but hard to identify when looking at lines of cliff occasion I had a grass
from the sea).
snake swim across in
* The Marine Conservation Zones were to have front of me. Near Lacock
Reference Areas, large areas of the sea from which all craft are now passing
activity was to be banned to see if wildlife preferred under the Double Bridge
this. These areas were expected to be ‘even more for the first time since
controversial’ than the MCZs and so not made public the Stanley Aqueduct
until last, a point made by the MCZ promoters collapsed in 1901.
themselves.
* The policy adopted on access to inland waters Exe officio
in Wales is the most repressive of any country in the
David Moore, a
world, even though the policy seems to have no legal 66 year old paddler
justification, Defra refusing to discuss the evidence and who lives by the Exe
continuing with their preferred policy, including on above Exmouth, has
some tidal waters. There are various places where public complained about boats
footpaths on shoreline embankments have been breached exceeding the 19km/h
to create more marsh for birds, also stopping walkers speed limit, perhaps
from using these rights of way. It was leaked that the EA triple that speed,
wanted to flood a large swathe of Norfolk for similar while passing close to
reasons. There are various lesser examples. It is not clear paddlers. He describes
why the mindset would be different on the sea.
the Exe estuary as like
It may be that one group designating zones has a motorway or the wild
different powers from the next but that is not obvious to west. The Exe Estuary
the layman. I would like to think that ‘Marine planning Management Partnership
does not affect existing legal processes’ but I remain are talking of increasing
concerned. There has never been an answer to the patrol frequency, the
question I have posed in journals on occasions, whether police officer volunteers
authorities would try to prevent activity in areas they not having been seen
think over-popular or in areas which they do not think in their boat for some
get much use and so could be closed without much years.
objection from the public. Until such time as we have a
definitive answer it seems wise not to clarify which areas More MCZs
of the sea get most use as they are all used to a greater or
A third tranche of
lesser extent.
Marine Conservation
Phil Coates again responded ‘You may well have Zones is being prepared,
legitimate concerns. But I am afraid that these will be 41 new sites covering
unchanged by the advent of marine planning.
11,700km2 of sea,
‘Please be assured that M planning is all about best bringing the total up to
outcomes ie pre-planned, maximizing coexistence and 218,000km2. In answer
of best “societal value” from different uses of the marine to Lord Patten, Lord
area - not prohibition. And in Wales new wellbeing Gardiner of Kimble
and SMNR legislation is still to play out, but the said that the EA were
WfG act places more emphasis on trying to identify aware of prosecutions
socio-economic and social aspects rather than just for disturbance of the
environmental aspects in sustainable development (the 3 Northumberland coast
and Ashlett Creek in the
pillars being social, economic & environmental).
So if change comes about eg from new Government previous year with three
policy wanting increases areas of marine reserve or more cases in Cornwall
greater allocation to x, y, z, - marine planning will not be under investigation. All
related to fisheries.
the driver of that. What it seeks to do is best manage it.
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Scottish land
ownership
revealed

Anglers surveyed again

The Scottish
Government are
establishing a registry of
who decides how land
is used and managed,
including trusts and
overseas companies.
It will be held by the
Registers of Scotland
and will be free for the
public to use. South of
the border the secrecy of
who owns what adds a
further complication to
access issues.

An EA study of angling claims that angling
contributed £1,460,000,000 to the English economy in
2015. Use of lakes, ponds and reservoirs accounted for
71% of the activity, which was down 22% on a decade
earlier. Use of rivers was down 43%, canals 39% and still
waters 7%. The EA suggested this might be because 2015
was wet while 2005 was dry. Presumably the weather was
the same for still waters as for canals and rivers. No such
survey has been taken of boaters’ contributions to the
economy since the last angler survey, indeed, since the
mists of time.

Middle Level Bill continues

Kevin Foster (Torbay, Con) brought his Middle Level
Bill back to the Commons on Oct 16th, a bill for which
a major concern is the possibility of imposing licence
charges where there have never been any before.
Bob Stewart (Beckenham, Con) asked ‘There is no

INCIDENT FILE
Porthleven rescue attempt

Paddler Ian Prickett heard shouting from the cliffs at Porthleven around 11am in
mid July. Although the message was not clear he followed directions to where a woman
was in the sea. She was face down and there were no signs of life when he turned her
over. He jumped out of the kayak, took her to shore and radioed the coastguard who
sent a helicopter, a lifeboat and a shore unit. She was flown to hospital in Truro but did
not recover.

Liberian fatalities

A canoe carrying a dozen boys and teenagers home between Unification Town
and Dolo in Liberia capsized after hitting an object in a river. Reports of the number
missing, presumed drowned, put the numbers as five or nine.

Three teenage girls rescued from inflatable

Three teenage girls in an inflatable kayak were rescued when they were blown out
to sea at Brancaster and then caught by strong currents. They were recovered from
choppy water by the Hunstanton lifeboat.

Fatalities and alcohol

A Parliamentary Written Answer has revealed that there were eight boating fatalities
in each of 2016 and 2017. In the former year one was related to alcohol but five were
in the following year.

On show
Some of the people and companies showcasing paddling
at the Crick Boat Show.
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question, is there, of a family taking a canoe out having
to pay when they go on these waterways? That would
seem excessive.’
Kevin Foster replied ‘It would be quite common
on other waterways to have a system whereby
if someone was a member of the British Canoeing
Society, that membership fee would cover the cost. The
commissioners may also put in place some restrictions
regarding, for example, children wearing life vests. I think
most of us would feel that that would be a sensible form
of regulation on the waterway.’
‘Although we need to bring in a form of safety
regulation, it is not intended to bring that into the
main scheme, although, as on other waterways, there
might be a requirement to be a member of a recognized
organization that then contributes to the upkeep of
safety equipment and other areas. There would then not
necessarily be an additional charge to go on the Middle
Level.’ He added ‘the navigation advisory committee
must fairly represent the users.’
Further, ‘the commissioners say that if they are likely
to exercise the power, they will recover the charges in
a block charge to British Canoeing, whose membership
fee covers charges for other waterways. I have to make it
clear that there would be a process of negotiation with
British Canoeing, but I cannot see any reason why, in
principle, there would not be a readiness on the part of
the commissioners and British Canoeing to look at a
way of making the Middle Level a more enjoyable place
and, through providing specific facilities, a safer place
for canoeing, and one that would again show that the
waterways is socially inclusive.
The reading was passed unopposed.
Once again we see a big issue made of the BC
compulsory licences. I pointed out to Kevin Foster and
Bob Stewart that ‘you make reference to the British
Canoeing compulsory block licences. The Middle Level
is not of interest to most of their members. Please note
that some 98.5% of British canoeists, not to mention
paddleboarders or overseas visitors, do not belong to this
body, just as most walkers don’t belong to the Ramblers
and most cyclists do not belong to the Cycle Touring
Club. Any arrangements they make for themselves have
little relevance to the great majority of the canoeing
public or even their own members, either geographically
or because the fens do not cater for their interests, be
they surfing, polo, slalom or the various other disciplines.’

An open letter to Michael Gove
Mr Hogg does not specify the scale of the maps he is referring to so
it is not possible to readily identify them. However, comparison with
other Ordnance Survey maps of the same periods shows that Mr Hogg
has misunderstood the maps. ‘Mean High Water’ does not indicate the
place along the river to which mean tides reach but it shows the width
of the river at mean high water.
Thus, on the 1999 Ordnance Survey map at the scale of 1:25,000
Dear Mr Gove
the words ‘Mean High Water’ are printed on both banks of the river
just downstream of Hamsey weir. This section of the river is denoted
Access on rivers
by a strip of blue bounded by a dark blue line on each side of the river
Rowers, paddlers and swimmers would like to have the same right which is the mean high water line. Downstream, above the confluence
as horse riders and walkers to know where they can legally enjoy their with Glynde Reach and also near South Heighton, the letters ‘MHW’
recreation. Since 1982 the public know where they may legally ride and are printed adjacent to the mean high water line on both sides of the
walk by consulting the definitive maps. There is no such map for rivers. river. On Glynde Reach the letters ‘MHW’ are printed on one side
of the river only. The letters ‘MHW’ stand for ‘Mean High Water’ and
Some rivers are public, some are not.
The Angling Trust have many quotations from the 19th and 20th indicate to the user of the map that the dark blue line indicates the
centuries saying that the only rivers which are public are those on limit of the water across the river at mean high water. At the weirs at
which there is historic evidence of use. However, recent research Barcombe Mills the two dark blue lines join and the letters ‘NTL’ are
has shown that in medieval times there was no restriction on the printed. These indicate the ‘Normal Tidal Limit’, the point to which the
use of rivers for navigation and that this public right has not been tides flow up the river. Upstream of Barcombe Mills the conventional
colour, blue, for the river is bounded by thin blue lines. These are the
extinguished.
The antagonism which this difference of opinion has caused has been normal conventional sign for the banks of a non-tidal river. Thus, the
increased by scandalously incompetent letters written by Fish Legal (see modern Ordnance Survey maps show that the tidal limit now to be at
report below). Fish Legal has the same chief executive as the Angling Barcombe Mills and not at Hamsey as stated by Mr Hogg.
In the early 20th century the tide was stopped at Hamsey Weir by
Trust.
At present, as for the past twenty years, the Government policy is that the weir. The Ordnance Survey maps of the period show this.1 The
the use of rivers should be arranged by local agreements. This has been 1963 Ordnance Survey 1:63,360 map shows the ‘High water mark of
an almost total failure because the anglers and the owners of fisheries Medium Tides’ as a thick black line on both banks of the river. These
claim the right to dictate the terms of any such arrangement (see report words, or the initials HWMMT, are printed on both banks below
below). Nearly all such proposals have involved limiting the times Hamsey Weir and other points downstream. The thick black lines
and places when boating and swimming can take place. There is no end just below Barcombe Mills to be replaced by thinner lines. This
organization with the authority to agree any limitation of such activities indicates that the river was non-tidal above that point.2
nor is there any organization to police such a limitation.
The present location of the tidal limit is confirmed by the Crown
Fish Legal provides inaccurate and aggressive advice to those Estate ‘Foreshore and Estuary’ map which shows that the Crown Estate
representing the interests of anglers and so the goodwill required in any ownership of the bed of the river ends at Barcombe Mills.3 The Crown
negotiations is absent.
Estate owns the bed of many tidal rivers and on these there is a public
The Government is requested to change its present policy and take right of navigation.4 In general, the Crown Estate does not own the bed
action to ensure that the law is clarified so that rowers, paddlers and of non-tidal rivers. The Adur & Ouse Rivers Trust also consider that the
swimmers know where they can legally enjoy their recreation.
Ouse is tidal to Barcombe Mills.5
Mr Hogg also wrote ‘The legal presumption about the usual tidal
Yours sincerely
range does not apply if the part of the river concerned is only affected
by extraordinary tides: Reece v Miller (1882) 8 QB 626.’ But in this case
DJM Caffyn
Grove J, in giving judgement, also said that for a spot to be tidal it ‘must
be one where the tide in the ordinary and regular course of things flows
Fish Legal and the Sussex Ouse
and ebbs.’ Spring tides occur ‘in the ordinary and regular course of
things’. The water ebbs and flows at the base of the weirs at Barcombe
Summary
Mills at Spring Tides. The water is thus tidal and so navigable.
Mr Hogg also wrote:
This report considers the accuracy of one letter concerning the
Even if the tide typically extended above Barcombe Mills (which
Sussex Ouse written by Mr Hogg, a solicitor employed by Fish Legal, it does not), that would not change the pre-existing legal position or
to Mr Chris Page, Waterways & Environment Officer, British Canoeing, private rights acquired while the tidal limit was lower downstream.
dated 30th January 2018. In the letter Mr Hogg shows that he does not The usual presumption (that there is a PRN on tidal waters based on
understand the Ordnance Survey conventional signs used in connection Crown ownership and presumed grant of rights to the public; such as to
with rivers. He seeks to establish a bogus claim to historic rights. He navigate or fish) may be rebutted by eg evidence of private ownership.
ignores at least three statutory provisions. He quotes with approval OAPS has evidence of a fishery at Barcombe Mills dating back to
an anonymous QC who disagrees with statements by judges in the before 1237. Several other private ownerships upstream of Hamsey Weir,
Appeal Court and the House of Lords. The letter shows that he failed to like OAPS’s freehold fishing rights, are not affected by any such change
organize an appropriate search of the historic records.
in the upper tidal limit.
There are three Statutes concerning the River Ouse upstream of
Mr Hogg claims that OAPS have evidence of a fishery and that this
Lewes (1790 30 George III. c. 52; 1806 46 George III. c. 122; 1814 54 implies it owns the freehold, which implies that it owns the right of
George III. c. 176).
navigation and so there has been no public right of navigation above
Hamsey Weir since before 1237.
The tidal section of the Ouse from Lewes to Barcombe Mills
This is incorrect because the preface to the 1790 River Ouse
Navigation Act stated that:
Mr Hogg wrote:
Whereas the amending and improving the Navigation of the River
The EA’s reference to the tidal limit is fundamentally flawed. Except Ouse, in the County of Sussex, through the several and respective
in unusual conditions, it rarely reaches Barcombe Mills. Historical maps Parishes of All Saints in the Town of Lewes, Saint John’s under the
confirm this. The 1878, 1899, 1911, 1956 and 1958 OS maps, together Castle of Lewes, Saint Tomas in the Cliffe, near Lewes, Southmalling,
with the ‘2017 OS master map’ all show the ‘Mean High Water’ to be at Hamsey, Ringmer, and Barcombe, in the said County, would be
Hamsey Weir (well below Barcombe Mills). Local knowledge confirms very beneficial, and of great Utility to the Publick: And whereas the
this. The tidal range has extended upstream due to weir alterations and continuing and extending the Navigation of the said River |Ouse, from
dredging in the 1970s… In any event only particularly high springtides Barcombe Mill, in the Parish of Barcombe aforesaid, to a certain Bridge,
reach as far as Barcombe Mills, aided by storm surges and the like.
called Hammer Bridge, situate in the Parish of Cuckfield,…
The Rt Hon Michael Gove MP
Secretary of State for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs
Seacole Building
2 Marsham Street
London SW1P 4DF
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The phrase ‘Amending and improving the Navigation’ implies that
there was before 1790 a public right of navigation from Lewes to
Barcombe Mills whether this section of the river was tidal or non-tidal.
The remainder of this report considers the river upstream of
Barcombe Mills.
The Non-tidal Section of the Ouse
Mr Hogg wrote:
Regarding the true legal position, we have Advice from a QC. While
the Company and Navigation formed by the Upper Ouse Navigation
Act 1790 Act both ceased to operate around 1860, the Act was not
repealed. This is important because Section 47 of the Act states:
‘all persons whomsoever shall have free liberty to use… the private roads
and ways (except the towing path) to the river’ and ‘to navigate upon the river
with any boats, barges or other vessels’ in each case ‘for the purpose of conveying
such goods, wares, merchandises, commodities, matters and things aforesaid… on
payment of such rates and duties as shall be demanded’
So, to quote directly from our QC’s advice:
‘Paddling, or indeed running a business involving the provision of canoes/
kayaks, cannot by any stretch of interpretation be brought within the statutory
purpose of conveying goods outlined in the 1790 Act.’
The ‘things aforesaid’ are listed in Section 47 of the 1790 Act as:
‘Chalk, Soil, Dung, Stone, Gravel or any other Article whatsoever’.
Section 19 provided for tolls to be charged on ‘Chalk, Lime, Mould,
Soil, Compost, or other Articles to be used for the manuring of Land,
Timber, Planks, Firewood, Corn or Grain ground or unground, or any
other Article or Commodity manufactured or to be manufactured at the
said Mill called Barcombe Mill, Beach, Gravel, and all Materials to be
used for the making or repairing of Roads’. The Act allows these articles
to be carried in ‘boats, barges or other vessels’.
If the advice of the anonymous QC is correct then the 1790 Act
did not create a right for people to be carried on the river. So it is
not unreasonable to ask ‘How did the right to transport people, as
provided for in Section 5 of the 1814 Act, arise?’ The 1814 Act altered
and enlarged the powers of the earlier Acts for improving the river
and repealed the provisions concerning ‘Tolls, Rates and Duties’.
The 1814 Act did not alter the purposes for which the river could be
used. This Act provided for a charge of one penny per mile for any
person conveyed by boat except for ‘the Person or Persons having the
management or care’ of the boat. If the right to transport people did not
arise from the 1790 Act it must have been a common law right existing
before 1790 which still exists today. There is no known case of there
being a right to carry people on a river but no right for an individual to
use a boat on the river.
Equally ‘How did the right to float timber arise?’ There was a
right to float timber (see below) but that is not included in the strict
interpretation of goods ‘carried in boats, barges or other vessels’. If
‘Paddling, or indeed running a business involving the provision of canoes/kayaks,
cannot by any stretch of interpretation be brought within the statutory purpose
of conveying goods outlined in the 1790 Act’ then the right to transport
people and float timber could not have been brought within the
provisions of the 1790 Act. Yet the 1790 and 1814 Acts show that these
activities were permitted.
Secondly, in the Brotherton case Lord Justice Balcombe in the Appeal
Court said: ‘the public right to navigate the river with cargo-carrying
vessels and for purposes incidental thereto must be taken to carry with
it a right of public navigation subject to the payment of tolls by vessels
laden with cargo’.6 There was no appeal against this decision to the
House of Lords. Thus the right of public navigation always includes
both commercial and recreational use. The Appeal Court held that it
was unnecessary for the draftsman of the Act to state this explicitly.
Thirdly, section 58 of the 1790 Act Clause 58 states:
‘If any person or any persons shall float any Timber upon the said
River, or any Cut or Canal to be made in pursuance of this Act, or
load any boat… so as to obstruct the passage of any other Boat, Barge,
or other vessel and shall not, immediately upon Notice given to the
Owner or Owners, or Person or Persons having the Care of such Boat,
Barge, or other Vessel so obstructing the Passage aforesaid, hale such
Boat, Barge, or other Vessel, into such Place or Places as shall be proper,
or made for Boats, Barges, or other Vessels to pass each other,… [details
of the penalty to be paid].
This implies that there was after the passing of the Act a right to float
timber on the river.
In the Wills’ Trustees7 case having established that timber was floated
down the river Spey Lord Wilberforce said:
As a matter of principle, it is my opinion clear that this public right
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[the right to float timber] can include and accommodate a right of
passage by canoe: the canoe draws only six inches of water and the
use made of the stream – ie of passing down the stream – is similar in
character. A distinction was sought to be introduced from the fact that
the use for floating was commercial and that for canoeing recreation
and that the admission of the former did not therefore admit the latter.
But, even if one puts aside the mixed quality of the use in this case
(since the respondents at least are a commercial organization) it is in my
opinion clear that once a public right of passage is established, there is
no warrant for making any distinction, or even for making any enquiry,
as to the purpose for which the right is exercised. One cannot stop a
canoe, any more than one can stop a pedestrian on a highway, and ask
him what is the nature of his use.
In the same case Lord Hailsham said:
A second contention of the appellants which I equally find it
necessary to reject was that, assuming that a public right of navigation
is found to have existed in the Spey, it was limited to use for serious
transportation or commerce and could not extend to canoeing purely
or mainly for recreation. I find this wholly unacceptable. Canoeing
as such is well within the use I have found to be established on the
Spey. Except in shape a canoe is not distinguishable in principle from
a curragh, any more than a mule would be distinguishable from a
horse where what is in question is the use of a bridleway. I can find no
authority for saying that the use of a right of way on land or water can
be made to depend on purpose for which, as distinct from, the manner
in which or the vehicle on which it is used, and in principle I find the
suggestion that it can be so limited most unattractive. Once a right of
way is established for horses, carts or foot passengers on land, or for rafts
or canoes on water, I cannot see that it can possibly matter whether the
use is for recreation, business or the commercial carriage of goods or
persons.8
Lord Salmon said:
But once a river is found to be a navigable public river and to have
been so used for a very long time I do not think that the public’s right
to navigate can be restricted to navigation for any particular purpose or
by any particular type of curragh or raft; certainly, in the present case,
canoes cannot be excluded. There is no authority which suggests that
a public navigable river may not be used by the public for purposes of
exercise and recreation as well as transport and commerce so long as it is
not used emulously.9
Lord Fraser said:
It was proved that the Spey had been used on an extensive scale for
floating large rafts which must have drawn at least several inches of
water, and in my opinion there can be no doubt that the right to pass
such rafts down the river is amply wide enough to include the right
to pass canoes, which are much smaller, and draw less water, than the
rafts.10
The Wills’ Trustees case determined the law relating to the recreational
use of rivers under Scots Law. However, in the arguments used to
determine this law no distinction can be made between Scots and
English Law.
It would be necessary to examine the full text of the anonymous
QC’s opinion to understand the full meaning of Mr Hogg’s brief
quotation from it.
Mr Hogg also wrote:
Your letter refers to ‘strength of evidence for common law historic usage of
the site’… You have supplied no evidence to support such a claim for
PRN and none is believed to exist. OAPS has searched extensively, but
found none.
The river upstream of Barcombe Mills was certainly used before the
passing of the 1790 Act.11 One map of 172412 and another of c174013
show that the ‘limit of navigability’ was at Isfield. This is good evidence
that there was a common law right of navigation on the river to Isfield
at that time. It would appear that the river had become physically
unusable by 1790.
Mr Hogg also wrote:
Your letter also refers to Rev Dr Caffyn and his assertion of a general
PRN throughout England and Wales. This simply does not create the
rights to paddle or change the law as you would like. We do not write
at length about this here, and do not intend to debate Rev Dr Caffyn’s
theories which have been dealt with previously and in detail, including
at: QC’s advice proves there is no general right to navigate non-tidal
rivers in England and Wales.
My assertion is that (1) there was a public right of navigation on all
usable rivers in the medieval period and (2) that this right has not been
extinguished. This thesis is based on eight types of evidence.
a. Evidence of the medieval use of rivers.
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b. Bracton wrote in about 1250 that perennial rivers are common to all
persons.
c. The terms of reference of the Commissions appointed under the
River Clearance Acts.
d. The medieval understanding of Magna Carta.
e. The meaning of the word ‘navigable’.
f. The absence of a distinction between tidal and non-tidal waters.
g. Place name evidence.
h. The construction of canals.14
Mr Hart QC, a legal adviser to the Angling Trust, agrees that medieval
rights have not been extinguished. This is the second hypothesis. He
has shown, correctly, that many people in the 19th and 20th centuries
considered most non-tidal rivers to be private. However he has not
commented on the evidence from a, c, e, f, g and h above. He has
certainly proved nothing.
English Law provides no means by which I can establish my thesis
in the courts without permission from the Attorney General, which
he is unwilling to grant as he does not consider me to be the most
appropriate person to bring such a case.
The Ouse Angling Preservation Society were invited in the summer
of 2018 to sue me for paddling on the Ouse upstream of Barcombe
Mills so that this thesis could be tested in the courts. They declined to
do so.
Mr Hogg also wrote:
OAPS is not obliged to permit any paddling. This is often overlooked.
OAPS withdrew permissions in its letter of 21.07.17 after difficulties
with some paddlers and a resultant and significant drop in angling ticket
sales. That drop relates to increased paddling outside the terms of the
1999 VAA (ie trespassing). OAPS attributes much of the trespassing to
statements made by BC.
Later in the letter Mr Hogg wrote:
OAPS might be prepared to permit paddling again, but this
requires a wholesale change in your approach. That would include;
an abandonment of your assertion that there is a PRN on the stretch
concerned (for any reason); an acknowledgment that OAPS’s permission
is required to paddle and; assurances regarding public statements which
BC might make in future regarding this stretch; if any agreement was
formed.
If BC maintains its assertion of a PRN and trespasses continue, or
there is no response to this letter, OAPS will seek an injunction and

damages at court against a trespassing paddler… Should OAPS be
forced into court action, OAPS may be much less minded to permit
paddling at all.
We await hearing from you. If there is no response, any future action
may be taken without further notice.
Canoeing has continued throughout the summer of 2018 and no
further legal action has been taken.
1 Eg Ordnance Survey map Sussex, LIV.NW Revised 1908, Published 1911.
‘Highest point to which Ordinary Tides flow.’
2 Grid reference 430148.
3 Crown Estate, Foreshore and Estuary Map. https://crownestate.maps.arcgis.
com/apps/Viewer/index.html?appid=0aac22685d2f4d78a2a3b0a5aa1660db
accessed at 4/8/2018.
4 Blundell v Catterall, [1821] 5 B & Ald 268.
5 https://oart.org.uk/rivers/sussex-ouse. Accessed 10/09/2018.
6 Yorkshire Derwent Trust Ltd v Brotherton (1990) 61 P.&C.R. 198, 208.
7 Wills’Trustees v Cairngorm Canoeing and Sailing School Limited (1976) SLTR
162,191.
8 Ibid. 203.
9 Ibid. 207.
10 Ibid. 216.
11 See DJM Caffyn, ‘River Transport 1189 – 1600’. A thesis for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy at the University of Sussex. 2010, 390-391.
12 Richard Budgen, Sussex. 1 inch to 1 mile.
13 Philip Overton and Thomas Bowles, about 0.6 inch to 1 mile.

Douglas Caffyn
255 Kings Drive
Eastbourne
East Sussex
BN21 2UR
caffyn@tiscali.co.uk
11th September 2018

Douglas Caffyn is an independent researcher. His work is not to be taken
as evidence of the legal understanding or policies of British Canoeing.

Do you know
Geoff Wood

Someone asked me recently about Geoff Wood (I have often
wondered myself what happened to him after he ‘left’ BCU). Do you
know where he is now?

Pam Bell

Regrettably, Geoff died several years ago.
Geoff was an engineer and was active in folk
music circles. He was also head of access for the
BCU Yorkshire & Humberside region, publishing
the Canoeists Guide to Yorkshire Rivers. For
this he was sacked and the book was withdrawn
and replaced by the union by something milder.
Under the pen name Rob Roy, Geoff set up
the Campaign for River Access for Canoes &
&
Kayaks, quickly attracting over 1,000 members.
Consequently, his BCU membership was
withdrawn.
He organized publicity to draw attention to
the access situation, including the mass rally on the Ure at Masham in 1987.
He advised on the following year’s Seiont demonstration, where a line of anglers
across the river behind a new barrier blocked passage under a bridge. This was
filmed by a BBC news team and access began to be discussed as a public issue,
even in Parliament. There had been physical attacks on canoeists on the river,
one putting a paddler in hospital, and the property of a prominent paddler in
North Wales was subject to an arson attack. Paddlers’ car numbers were taken at
the Seiont demonstration, information which would not have been of use to the
general public. There was concern about the actions of the police. Several paddlers,
including a solicitor, were fined and the BCU dismissed CRACK as a bunch of

lunatics, writing letters to some four dozen of CRACK’s officials, telling them
CRACK membership was not compatible with BCU membership.
Following his prosecution for conspiracy on the Seiont, when the anglers
appeared to make a major false statement in open court, he was fined £625 +
VAT, money he could ill afford as a pensioner. He considered taking action which
would have given him a prison sentence in order to publicize the access issue but
we persuaded him this was beyond the call of duty. He reached an age when he
felt that white water canoeing in Britain was becoming less enjoyable for him and
turned to his other interests.
CRACK’s contention was that the BCU were being well funded in return for
not rocking the boat on access. In the three decades since the Seiont demonstration
the union’s public grant funding has increased exponentially while river access in
England and Wales has seen no progress and remains the most restricted in the
world.

Geoff (R) talks to Richmond anglers before the Masham demo.
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The Hydraulic
Jump
and the Swimmer

Introduction

Approximately 50% of all canoeing accidents happen on white water
and almost all of these occur on weirs: weirs are the biggest cause of
canoeing accidents and the accidents occur owing to the difficult flow
conditions immediately downstream of the weirs.
The hydraulic jump (the canoeist’s stopper) is probably the most
dangerous flow feature and especially to the less able canoeist who
may not recognize the extent of the potential danger. The most benign
jumps have been the cause of drownings, some of which may have been
due to the victim’s becoming disoriented or unconscious owing to the
coldness and not able to stand up or push off the bed of the channel. A
case in Ireland happened where the water depth could not have been
greater than 1.7m and possibly as shallow as 1.5m.
Understanding the reason why hydraulic jumps occur and what
happens to the flow inside one of them should aid with the correct
interpretation of the behaviour of the flow and what is likely to
happen to a swimmer in one. More than this, it is possible to arrive at
conclusions about weir design and modifications to reduce the dangers
owing to the stoppers they cause.
This is the purpose of what follows and it is written for those
without a technical background. It is expected that those with a
scientific background will appreciate the fundamental importance of the
subject matter and accept the simplified form of presentation.

Energy and flow

A stopper is a sudden change in the type of flow of the water in a
channel: all changes have a cause so the first thing to understand is what
causes the water to flow at all.
Energy is the ability to cause change.

In Fig 1 the mass at 1 has greater energy than the same mass at 2
because when it falls to a common level it can cause more change there;
either it compresses the spring more or it is going faster itself.
In Fig 2 the same masses at 1 and 2 have moved to the same height
when they come to a stop so they have the same energy; they finish
with the same energy so they must have started with the same energy
because nothing is giving them more total energy. The total energy
is the same as the masses rise but it is converted from one type into
another. Mechanical energy comes from the combination of height and
speed: mass 1 has a low (zero) height and a large speed and mass 2 has a
medium height and a medium speed and they can both rise to the same
total height.
Water that is not moving (Fig 3) will always rise to the level of its
surface if it is able to do so; the water surface level is the energy level of
all of the water (because the water near to the surface is pushing on the
water lower down).

Flowing water

A steady flow of water in a channel has the same volume per second
passing any place. This same volume in each second could flow with a
deep, slow flow or with a shallow, fast flow, as shown in Fig 4 which, for
any small mass of water (1 or 2), looks like Fig 2. It is easy to show that
the total energy of these two flows are the same, see Fig 5, which again
is like Fig 2 except that we are now dealing with a water flow which
does not happen only once and then stop but keeps on happening
continuously.
It is now possible to explain the flow of water over a hump in a river
bed (perhaps over a rock), see Fig 6. The two basic rules that must be
obeyed are:
(1) The volume of water flowing per second is the same at all places.
(2) The total energy above a constant level is the same at all places.
There are three guesses we could make for the depth of flow over the
hump:
(a) The depth remains the same. This means that the surface level rises
and, because the speed must remain the same (for this constant depth),
the energy would have to rise, impossible!
(b) The water surface stays at the same level. Then the depth reduces
so the speed rises and the energy must increase, again, impossible!
(c) Obviously, the water surface must go down (and the water depth
reduces by a large amount) over the hump. The speed of the flow
increases just enough to keep the total energy (measured above the same
level as before the hump) constant.
(It is left for the reader to draw this flow change on Fig 6 and what
happens downstream of the hump is described in the next section,
which enables the figure to be completed.)
Because the bottom of the channel has risen, the water is now
flowing on a raised platform and the energy in the flow at this raised
location is less: in this raised section of channel the flow is not able to
cause as much change as it could before the hump.
Obviously, we cannot keep raising the bed level until the flow energy
disappears altogether because, so long as the flow continues, it will
always eventually run over the top of a hump of any height that we
build. Hence there is a flow state with least energy.
This is the critical flow state.
The flow over a hump will reduce in energy as the height of the
hump is progressively increased until critical flow occurs (with critical
speed and critical depth) and then will remain at this critical flow if the
hump is further raised. The critical state occurs when the flow depth
gives a speed of flow equal to the speed of travel of a surface wave
through this same depth in still water. This means that no wave can
travel upstream against a critical flow (the speed of flow downstream
is equal to the speed of the wave through the water in the upstream
direction so the wave will stay still).

The hydraulic jump

As the water goes onto the hump it is accelerated and this
acceleration continues downstream of the hump so that the flow
becomes shallower and faster than critical. Here the water has a large
energy owing to its very high speed and even though it is shallow its
flow energy is greater than the critical flow minimum.
This supercritical flow state is not normal for the natural channel
and the flow has to change back to the deep, slow (slower than critical)
normal flow. Because the flow has energy greater than the minimum it
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increases as he goes downstream and the decrease of it in the upstream
direction throws the swimmer back in that direction. It is the total
energy (= height and speed energy taken together) which decreases
suddenly in the downstream direction at the hydraulic jump. If this
difference in the total energy could be made to influence the swimmer’s
movements then he would, undoubtedly, move downstream through the
jump.
These effects can be readily demonstrated in the laboratory by using
either the total energy difference across a jump to push water through
a pipe spanning the jump, as in Fig 7(a), or by using only the height
energy difference to do the same thing, as in Fig 7(b). In the first case
the water flows downstream through the pipe and in the second case it
flows upstream (at first sight giving us perpetual motion).

K

starts to get deeper and slower and move towards the state of less energy
(and critical flow). It cannot continue to gradually increase its depth
right up to the critical state because then it would have minimum
energy and would not be able to flow anywhere (nowhere has less
energy) unless the channel bed level became lower.
At a place in the channel where the fast flow and the natural, deep,
slow flow satisfy a precise requirement then the flow jumps from one
state to the other and misses out the non admissible critical flow state
altogether. This is the hydraulic jump which involves a great loss of
flow energy because the water is thrown around very vigorously and
the energy required to do this is taken from the energy in the upstream
flow. A swimmer in the hydraulic jump is also thrown around vigorously.

The swimmer in the hydraulic jump

An important thing to understand is why the swimmer is caught
and held by the hydraulic jump. Since there is a large energy loss in the
jump the downstream energy is less than the upstream energy and the
swimmer should fall downstream through this energy difference, just
like falling down stairs!
Unfortunately the swimmer’s movement is controlled by only a
part of the energy; he floats on the surface of the water and it is the
height energy that controls his movement. This part of the total energy
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One method which is carefully investigated is worthy of particular
mention, in conclusion. This is the use of flexible roughness on the
downstream slope of a triangular profile weir. This appears to cause
rapid thickening of a boundary layer of slow flow on the face of the
weir with the fast flow riding on top of this boundary layer and being
forced to the surface. The flow then behaves approximately as required
in the two objectives stated above.
Dr George Parr was formerly of the Department of Civil Engineering,
Nottingham University, and was formerly a C2 member of the British wild
water racing team, later becoming WWR chairman.
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Access and passage are not necessarily permitted and safe under all conditions.

Designing for safe hydraulic jumps

Besides the main current in the stream, moving in the downstream
direction, there is a secondary current which helps to hold the swimmer
in the jump. This is the flow that rotates in the vertical plane about
a horizontal axis and which usually appears at the front of the jump,
causing the towback current on the surface. In many cases it is this
alone which prevents the swimmer’s escaping the hydraulic jump and
which, especially, is not appreciated by the novice canoeist as the acute
danger that it is.
Obviously there are two things required in order to overcome the
holding properties of the hydraulic jump:
(a) The jump must be made more flat.
(b) The submerged jet of fast flowing water in the downstream zone
must be brought to the surface so that no towback current appears.
These objectives can be met if the shallow fast flow upstream of the
jump is caused to ride over a deep layer of slow moving or stationary
flow (a separated flow). There have been various successes at doing this,
including the entry gate to the artificial canoe slalom course at Holme
Pierrepont, designed by the undersigned. Some of the ideas tested in
arriving at that final design are shown in Fig 8.

Loch Morar

inlochmorar is a singularly inaccessible place.
The nearest road is 12km away as the crow
flies, at the head of Loch Arkaig. The sole
lochside road is on the north side at the western end
but it reaches only to Bracorina and there is nowhere
to leave a vehicle. The best access place is where the
river leaves the loch to undertake an out and back trip.
The loch is fed by the Abhainn Ceann-loch-morair,
which rises on Meall na Sròine. A channel choked with
large boulders may be possible with smaller boulders
after a conspicuous hillock if there is adequate water
but it is a long way to go to reach it with a suitable
boat. The last few hundred metres to the loch are a
meandering cut deep into peat beds.
At the head of the loch is 589m Meall nan Each,
rising to 829m Carn Mór. The Abhainn Ceann-lochmorair follows the pass from Glen Dessarry, overlooked
by 867m Sgurr na h-Aide. A southerly and more direct
route from Loch Arkaig follows the River Pean and
comes out near the Oban bothy at the foot of 718m

An Stac by the head of the loch. Neither has a formal
footpath all the way.
Several ruined buildings remain at Kinlochmorar,
from where the route on the water lies due west. Loch
Morar is more sheltered than the sea lochs but can still
be subject to sudden storms. Mountain heights decline
westwards. It was used to represent a Norwegian fjord
in filming 633 Squadron.
There are occasional oak or birch woods but the
vegetation is mostly heather with some bracken. There
are sheep. Buzzards, herons and greylag geese might be
seen and the cuckoo heard, indicating there must be
smaller birds about. There are shingle beaches in places
and nobody is likely to be using them.
Gleann Taodhail joins before the
Druim a’ Chùim shoulder runs along
the south side of the loch up to 584m.
Sgurr Mór, at 612m, sees the ridge
on the north side starting to drop
down towards South Tarbet Bay. A
portage route from Tarbet on Loch
Nevis comes over the ridge and drops
down to South Tarbet Bay or branches
off on a slightly longer and less steep
route to Swordland. The portage is
described in Kayak to Cape Wrath.

The hillock beside the Abhainn Ceann-loch-morair.

Running down towards the loch.
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The Druim a’ Chùirn shoulder on the south side of the loch.

The river cuts deeply into the peat. Beyond is Leac Bhuidhe with Druim Ile Coire on the right.

Meall nan Each at the head of Loch Morar.
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The central part of the loch.
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Swordland at the start of a portage less than easy.
Although used occasionally, it is no easy stroll, as a
glance at the terrain indicates.
Off Swordland is the deepest fresh water in Britain,
the 17th deepest in the world at 328m, the depth of
the continental shelf at Rockall. This is the result of
tectonic movement. The abyssal temperature is 6˚C
and, of course, it has a monster, Morag, usually only
seen when the death of a MacDonald of Clanranald
is expected. In 1969 a man appeared on television

with a damaged oar which he claimed Morag had
chomped. Far from being terrified, he seemed rather
sheepish so perhaps other water users should be equally
unconcerned about monster attack.
Between Camas Luinge and the River Meoble there
is a pier which serves the isolated hamlet of Meoble,
445m Cruach Dhubh an Ruidhe and 420m CruachDubh na Leitreach edging the southern side of the
loch.

Wooded shoreline at Brinacory.

Looking east past the islands to the peaks of Morar.

Looking south past Brinacory Island.
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Brinacory Island is wooded, as is the adjacent
shoreline.
Ungrazed pine islands stand across the loch as it
shallows at its western end, including Eilean a’ Phidhir,
Eilean nam Breac, An t-Eilean Meadhoin and Eilean
Bàn. Simon Fraser, the 78 year old Lord Lovat,
the chief of the Fraser clan, was perhaps unwise in
openly declaring his support for Prince Charlie. After
Culloden he used one of these islands to hide. Some
sailors from a warship moored in Morar Bay happened
to land here, perhaps not without reason, and found
him in a hollow tree. He was sent to London where he
had the dubious distinction of being the last person in
England to be beheaded with an axe.
The loch, still with clear water, feeds into the
River Morar past a church, cemetery and motorboat
moorings at Morar. Parking may be possible by the
moorings.

Skeletal tree at Morar.
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The boat moorings at the foot of the loch at Morar at the start of the River Morar.

The river runs down towards the railway viaduct.
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The Falls of Morar dropping down into tidal water.
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Reviews of new books and publications
unusual are the number of full page photographs, the sea included in a
high proportion.
As usual there are details of logistics such as transport there and on
the island, weather, accommodation, where to get free parking discs,
tides and tidal constants, maps, geology, wildlife and history of the island,
giving a brief background to this independent island in the Irish Sea.
Best Canoe Trips in the South of France

Morar’s Silver Sands.

The outer part of the rivermouth is less easy to reach on foot.

FACT FILE
Distance
From the Abhainn Ceann-loch-morair to the
Sound of Sleat is 21km.
Public Transport
Public transport is unhelpful.
Campsites
There is a campsite 1km away at Glenancross.
Youth Hostels
There are youth hostels 29km away at Ratagan
and 31km away at Broadford.
OS 1:50,000 Sheet
40 Mallaig & Glenfinnan
Admiralty Charts
2207 Point of Ardnamurchan to the Sound of
Sleat (1:50,000)
2208 Mallaig to Canna Harbour (1:50,000)
2541 Lochs on the West Coast of Scotland.
Loch Nevis (1:25,000)
Tidal Constants
Mallaig: Dover -0450
Sea Area
Malin
Submarine Area
25 Eigg
Rescue
Inshore lifeboat: Kyle of Lochalsh
All weather lifeboat: Mallaig
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Alders and foxgloves are found
alongside the river. In 1948 a 650kW
power station was added with a weir
raising the loch level by 900mm,
giving 4.9m head of water through
the Kaplan turbines, a fish pass being
added for salmon and trout.
The short r iver runs through
some g rade 2 rapids, under the
West Highland railway line, under
the B8008 and over the Falls of
Morar into tidal water. The falls are
not difficult but can be high with a
holding stopper, depending on the
state of the tide. They have been
graded at 4.
The tidal estuary largely drains to
expose the Silver Sands of fine, white,

quartzite silica, used for filming Local Hero. Wrack
appears, as do shelducks, oystercatchers and common
gulls. The new line of the A830, the current Road to
the Isles, passes over. Vehicle access is only practical at
the parking area near the southern end of the estuary
although there are a couple of more convenient
roadside parking spots for early arrivals. An orange
fender has been rigged up on a long rope as a swing.
An aerial stands beyond Camas Aird nam Fiagan and,
depending on the state of the tide, it may be necessary
to make a circuit of the inlet.
Beyond are some caves and beaches which are less
accessible on foot.
Sgeir Mhór is a solid skerry in what is otherwise a
bar of sand. The view is out onto the Sound of Sleat
with the Sleat peninsula of Skye to the northwest and
the fantastic skyline of the Small Isles of Muck, Eigg
and Rùm to the west.

The Sound of Sleat and Skye off the mouth of the River Morar.
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Peter Knowles
Rivers Publishing
978 0 9957513 3 0
A5
185 pages, paperback
2002. 2nd edition 2018
From Cordee Outdoor Books & Maps, 11
Jacknell Rd, Hinckley, Leicester LE10 3BS
If the cover looks slightly familiar, note
that the water is now flatter and flowing the
opposite way while a paddleboard has joined
in. In fact, Photoshop has a lot to answer for.
This is the second edition of White Water
Massif Central (Aug 02, p33), slightly larger, with more pages, some
additional rivers, some extra sections of rivers which were included
previously and with many new pictures.
In particular, it is now in full colour throughout and has the format
we used in the very popular Pub Paddles. An introductory chart gives
each section with its distance, grade, quality, scenery, attractions for
children and number of users. Each river is introduced with water levels
and temperatures, camping and campsite contacts, other activities off the
water, drink and food (particularly Peter’s addiction to ice cream), maps,
shuttles, tourist offices, canoe hire, rafting and other rivers in the vicinity.
Once again, Fluffy has a regular input to keep everything family friendly
and the humour is always bubbling away in the background.You cannot
take a book too seriously when it says ‘A good breakfast is important...’
while showing a paddler seated at a picnic table with a box of All Bran
and a bottle of white wine.
Attention is drawn to particular regulations, such as slight time
zoning, where buoyancy aids are required and access points which must
be used. On the other hand, you can hardly fail to notice the positive
attitude of the French authorities, the installation of canoe chutes on
ever more weirs, the water releases for paddlers when necessary, indeed,
the welcoming approach to water users. As a result, the public come in
their thousands, brining money into the region from what is a major
part of the tourist industry and boosting the local economy and the
rural infrastructure.
This is a thoroughly enjoyable read, one which will have you
thinking seriously of heading south with the family.
The Isle of Man Coastal Path
Aileen Evans
Cicerone, Juniper House, Murley Moss,
Oxenholme Rd, Kendal, Cumbria LA9 7RL
978 1 85284 879 8
170 x 120mm
158 pages, paperback
1988. 4th edition 2018
£12.95
This guide follows the 158km footpath around
the coast of the Isle of Man with a few pages at the
end to include a couple of inland routes.
Author Aileen Evans is particularly interested in plants and other
wildlife but comes to this book with a fine pedigree of production of
Cicerone guides and a background of outdoor sports. Her climbing
allows her to talk about the safety of the varied cliffs. Several decades
ago she was one of our top slalomists and she comments on the sea
conditions in more detail than is usual in walking guides, noting
overfalls, races and tidal flows with their speeds.
Unusually, the maps are arranged to give the direction of travel from
left to right across the page so north can be in any direction. Travelling
clockwise on the coastal path means that land is at the bottom and sea
at the top, perhaps the opposite of what the paddler might prefer. Also

The Wild Atlantic Way & Western Ireland
Tom Cooper
Cicerone
978 1 85284 909 2
170 x 120mm
251 pages, paperback
2010. 2nd edition 2018
£14.95
The Wild Atlantic Way is a tourist board route
for car drivers. This is a cycle variant, stretched to
run from Derry to Cork and getting off the beaten
track onto more rural lanes. In particular, Achill,
Clare, Inishboffin and the Aran islands are visited. The route does not
always follow the coast closely but often it does and it traces most of the
peninsulas in the southwest.
Useful for those not on wheels is that the cycle route directions are
separated from the rest of the text. Maps are more for route planning
than detail.
The introduction includes such topics as history, geology, wildlife,
culture, music, language and practicalities such as accommodation, food
and cashpoints or lack of them. There is advice on wild camping and
the initial stage of no camping notices on beaches.
Of course there are plenty of pictures of beaches and even the
Aasleagh Falls, from the mirrored water in the placid harbour at Bunbeg
to lines of rugged waves rolling into Lahinch. Take a look at the many
attractions which the west coast of Ireland has to offer both sides of the
shoreline.
Walking Hampshire’s Test Way
Malcolm Leatherdale
Cicerone
978 1 85284 953 5
170 x 120mm
155 pages, paperback
2018
£12.95
The River Test is one of only a couple of
hundred chalk stream rivers in the world. The
Test Way is based loosely on the river, staring from
Inkpen Beacon and finishing at Eling tide mill. In
fact, the footpath does not meet the River Test until Longparish, over a
third of the way down the footpath.
The book features a full length guide to the path, followed by a series
of circular walks from the path, although the section of path following
the river runs to less than 30 pages.
The EA claim that there is no non tidal river at all in Hampshire
open to the public in boats, this pristine river being one of the most
fiercely protected, although the book draws attention to a sign reading
‘Landowners welcome caring walkers’. An irony is in describing the
restrictions on the various walking routes which range from public
foopaths up to BOATs, byways open to all traffic but certainly no boats
to be seen now.
Various others rivers are encountered, including the River Dun,
Bartley Water, River Dever, River Anton and Oakley Stream. There is a
section on the Andover & Redbridge Canal which was 35km long but
of which only some 3km remain, very overgrown. Much of it was used
as trackbed for the corresponding railway, not entirely successfully as
barges at walking pace were better at cornering than were railway trains,
which tended to derail frequently.
As is often seen with Cicerone books, the route uses sections of OS
1:50,000 map to accompany the text. It is also well illustrated with
various pictures of the river and its tributaries, braiding being a frequent
feature in this flat and rural valley.
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New Norwegian charts

NV Charts, who claim to
be Europe’s largest producer
of marine charts for private
b o a t i n g e n t h u s i a s t s , h ave
published six new chart atlases
for the Norwegian coastline from
the Swedish boarder to Haugesund.
Their chart atlases are designed as
combinations of paper charts and
electronic/digital charts for use on mobile devices (iOS, Android, Win)
together with the NV charts app and on PC/laptop (Windows 7, 8, 10)
with the software chart navigator. These nautical publications contain
major changes to navigation lights along the Oslofjorden as well as
updates on the location of marine farms. Based on hydrograhic data,
they are produced with selected additional data and details from Norske
Los as well as their own surveys of the coastline. They are at 1:40.000
and cost E69.80 each.
1: Norway Oslofjord Nord - Oslo to Tønsberg
2: Norway Oslofjord Sør - Svenska Grensen to Kragerø
3: Norway Sørlandet Øst - Kristiansand to Kragerø
4: Norway Sørlandet Vest - Flekkefjord to Kristiansand
5: Norway Sørvestlandet Sør - Flekkefjord to Stavanger
6: Norway Sørvestlandet Nord – Stavanger to Haugesund

What a summer
Long and thin
Or short and fat,
Should I go
Around the rocks
Or up the river flat?
White watering
Was never ever
For me,
Too old and fat
And unfit currently.
Pack a picnic
Or whip around
To MS
Then paddle out
And come back with
A hull full of
Others’ discarded
Plastic.
‘What a disgusting
Shameful mess’.
In or out
Or on the top,
Canoes, canoes
Is all I’ve got.

Henri Lloyd back

Up the river in
A sunny tributary,
Kingfishers
Flashing by to
The right and left
Of me.

Failed throwline investigated

Seven weeks out,
Playing in the sun,
Old and retired,
Aren’t I ‘just
The lucky one’

The Marine Accident Investigation Branch carry out
investigations, typically collisions between commercial
vessels, fires on fishing boats, RIBs which have capsized
at speed or the like. An unusual one this year was the
investigation of a throwline which broke during a
rowing club capsize drill. The 15m Riber throwline
was shown to be made up from sections of line which
had been welded together end to end, which had pulled
apart under strain. Enquiries revealed that lines by other
manufacturers had also failed in the past. One line had
three joints which failed at 19 - 23kgf, compared with
256kgf for intact line. The club found a fault on another
line in the same batch and three more faulty lines have
been found following an announcement by the seller.
The bags are assembled abroad from components made
by various manufacturers and imported prebranded.
They are not classified as lifesaving or safety equipment
and do not have to comply with any recognized safety
or quality standards. Check your throwlines by feeling
along then for discontinuities to ensure they do not have
any welded joins and return them for replacement if they
have. If, after checking your lines, you find any faults
you are asked to assist the investigation by contacting
throwbags@maib.gov.uk.

Canoes that range
In price upwards
To a thousand quid
But the most fun
This summer I had out
On a single sit on
Bought from a guy
Who was emigrating
For just fifty quid.

Kevin Pyne

Sunscreen water resistance

Kevin Pyne

s

Fi

m
l

https://vimeo.com/291693681

Corsica Raid Aventure 2018

27 mins
This has been the 25th year of the Corsica Raid, which styles itself
the world championships of outdoor courses. The six day event crosses
the island from Port Vecchio, checkpoints being placed so that teams
cannot miss seeing the spectacular scenery with views from the peaks.
Running, double sea kayaks, mountain bikes, hiking, via ferrata,
canyoning, mountain Nordic walking, a ropes course with free abseiling
and night coasteering all feature in this race. It is gruelling but rules
allow some selection of sections and deciding when it is better to
conserve energy can be part of the tactics of the race.
The film is in French but there is an option with English subtitles.
With up to three split screens running at the same time, captions can be
hard to read so you will want to view the film repeatedly, then, after all
the action, to watch it again to view the scenery.
The 27 teams came from Corsica and mainland France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Italy, Sweden, Kuwait and Australia. Look to see what we
are missing.
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David Ferguson

QT International is now two decades old. The QuickTide charts each
cover two years.

A man I encountered in a pub recently had as his
claim to fame the five a day fruit campaign. Perhaps
he would have approved of
Nim’s pineapple fruit crisps,
made by air drying thin slices
so that nothing is taken
away or added. They contain
bromelain, claimed to help
overcome muscle injury and
reduce muscle fatigue. They
are available through Tesco
and are in a range which also
has pear, apple and beetroot
and parsnip.

Yellow Images

QuickTide is 20

UK tests allow sunscreens to be described as water
resistant if their resistance does not drop by more than
half after two 20 minute immersions in tap water. Tests
from Which? on two products in sea and chlorinated
water and in rapids showed a leading sunscreen dropped
by 59% after 40 minutes of immersion. The Cosmetic
Toiletry & Perfumery Association claim the research to
be alarmist and say the public should have confidence in
water resistant sunscreens. Cancer Research UK say users
should apply cream regularly, cool off in the shade and
wear T shirts and hats.

The latest flavour in the Primal Pantry range of bars
is Acai Berry & Superseed. The berries are claimed
to be a superfood and it is said they could enhance
physical performance and time to exhaustion during
intense exercise. The berries are combined in bars
with dates, sunflower seeds, papaya, linseed,
pumpkin seeds and figs.

Nautical clothing
manufacturers Henri
Lloyd are to reappear in
the spring, having gone
into administration last
summer and been taken
over by the Swedish
Aligro Group. The
headquarters have been
Paddles from skateboards
Andrew Szeta of Ottawa recycles donated skateboards moved to Gothenburg
to make canoe paddles, perhaps five damaged ones to a with the UK team
paddle to get the wood patterns right. They sell at $300, reduced from 60 to four.
of which $30 goes to his charity, For Pivots Sake, which
gives usable skateboards to children in the Ottawa area Morocco trip
and Iqaluit in Nunavit. He is also making a Prospector
Water by Nature
16 for Novacraft although this will require rather more continue to run
skateboards.
whitewater trips around
the globe. Mostly they
are rafting but 2019
New safety ID scheme
The MCA and RYA have joined forces to reveal RYA includes a kayak trip on
SafeTrx as HM Coastguard’s new official voluntary safety the Ahansal in Morocco.
identification scheme. The world leading RYA SafeTrx
app is designed to improve safety at sea and potentially Lynn Lewis dies
cut vital minutes off the time taken to pinpoint a
Former Sunday
casualty’s location. It monitors your boat journeys and Mirror journalist and TV
alerts designated emergency contacts should you fail to presenter Lynn Lewis
arrive on time. Using iPhone and Android smartphone has died at 81. In 1984
technology, this free tracking and alerting system is he set up Nauticalia,
easily accessible and ideal for everyone who enjoys initially on a Thames
being on the water including kayak users. The free RYA rubbish barge and later
SafeTrx mobile app and website now supersedes the onshore at Shepperton.
HM Coastguard CG66 scheme. It combines a more The company has
technologically cutting edge version of the CG66 specialized in retailing
database function with additional lifesaving technologies marine related nicknacks
so that you can make a 999 call to the Coastguard at the and gadgets, reviewed
touch of a button. The app can be used free of charge on these pages from time
in UK territorial waters. The app is used by many other to time.
search and rescue organizations across the globe. The
RYA SafeTrx app is available to any UK resident who Economy loader
wants to be safer afloat and already has over 13,000 users.
There are some
It provides all recreational boat users with an accessible ingenious, complicated
and simple to use way of automatically informing and expensive devices
HM Coastguard of their voyage plans, vessel and crew for loading boats onto
information, incident data, dynamic location and even a roofracks. I find folding
direct 999 connection in the event of distress.
a towel and placing on
‘When we receive an emergency call we need a huge the car roof behind the
amount of information fast. This app helps us access all rack, lifting up one end
your details so that you can get a swifter response with of a heavy sea kayak
the right resources,’ says the MCA’s Director of Maritime onto it and then lifting
Operations & HM Coastguard, Richard Parkes. ‘RYA the other end and sliding
SafeTrx uses real time advanced technology. CG66 was the kayak into place
just a database but the new app allows users to do works well, protects the
so much more, including summoning the Coastguard, car roof and ensures the
which could save lives.’ The precise geolocation feature, towel is ready at hand
for example, allows the Coastguard to know where the for its intended purpose.
caller is, an important consideration when the person in
distress is unsure of whereabouts, disoriented, injured or Keeping
unfamiliar with the area.
your end up
‘We have already contacted CG66 users to tell
Available on the
them about the switchover to RYA SafeTrx.’ People market is a low profile
are redirected from gov.uk’s CG66 page to the RYA inflatable belt intended
SafeTrx website. ‘Information on CG66 will still be to supply additional
accessible to the Coastguard but we will no longer buoyancy for those over
be accepting new information. I’d like to take this age 16 and over 36kg. It
opportunity to remind all boaters that you must continue has a D ring attachment
to use emergency alerting equipment appropriate to to clip on accessories.
your sport. RYA SafeTrx complements this equipment It also has a CO2
but is not designed to be used instead of it.’ The software cylinder to provide 8kg
consulting company behind the development of SafeTrx, of buoyancy and is able
8 West Consulting, is striving to make this the default take a further 12kg by
technology for keeping the ordinary seafarer safer at mouth. However, do you
sea. With that goal in mind, it is vital that the product want buoyancy which
continues to adapt to new challenges and opportunities.’
brings your waist to the
RYA SafeTrx is free to download from Apple app surface?
store or Google Play. Once downloaded, boaters can run
unlimited free trips using the app. In addition to the Sail
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French firm Sicomin
have launched PB 360
GS to their GreenPoxy
range of epoxy resins.
The two part epoxy
has 37% bio based
content which claims
good adhesion to other
products and low water
absorption. It is said to
be particularly good
with glass or carbon
laminates and suit
complex shapes, such as
paddles or foam boards.

Drone on

Drones are becoming
ever more popular with
12,000,000 predicted to
be in operation by 2020.
One possible use is to
inspect difficult falls or
pieces of water which
cannot be seen easily
from the bank. A variant
is the underwater drone
which might be used to
check what is below a
fall in the way of rocks
or other obstructions.
They might also be used
to provide an insight into
what is involved in some
tidal rapids.

Cheap
inflatables

When we reviewed the OverBoard Classic Waterproof Backpack
(Dec 15, p47) it was black and yellow, take it or leave it. Since then
it has been in use virtually every week, sometimes several times,
and the yellow panel has made it conspicuous when walking
on roads. However, a limited number are available in a range of
colours. The first I saw was pink and I commented on it. ‘Well,
nobody’s going to steal it, are they?’ replied the owner.
As it happens, OverBoard are also offering 2l limited edition waist
packs in a similar range of colours which they describe as a steal at
£29.99.

A T shirt design from Howies’ range, for those who
want to get away from urbanity.

New Typhoon waterproofs

The Sirocco Smock is a water proof top from
Typhoon. It uses a durable, waterproof and breathable
2.5 layer fabric construction. Its ergonomic sleeve design
limits ride up and improves freedom of movement. A
neoprene hem with twin side adjusters ensures a tight
and comfortable fit however hard you are working. The
highly breathable material wicks excess moisture away
from the body while the fully adjustable PU neck and
wrist closers keep water out. The Velcro neck closure
system makes it easy to open up for venting. The seams
are fully taped for extra waterproof integrity. It is also
available in a junior model as well as a hooded version
with fleece lined collar and stowable hood. It costs
£69.95 with the Smock Junior at £39.95 and the
Hooded Smock at £74.95.
They have also produced the new Multisport SK,
claimed to be the ultimate sea kayak drysuit for ocean,
offshore and coastal protection and performance. It is
for paddlers but is also becoming very popular for other
watersports including sailing and personal watercraft.
The Multisport SK features a fully adjustable storm
hood, smooth non chafing GlideSkin fleece lined storm

Typhoon’s Sirocco Smock.
neck seal, latex wrist seals and easy donning hinge entry
system. Low maintenance Aquaseal zips and fully taped
fabric socks complete this fully breathable suit. It is
claimed to give full protection on even the most serious
sea kayak trip. Its fully articulated arms, legs and body
will ensure your comfort for long or short voyages.
Internal braces and a waterproof ergonomic hood, which
can sit over and above a helmet, add to its comfort level.
Safety features include revolutionary high vis glass bead
wrist prints and reflective hood tape while easy access
chest pockets are positioned to work with a buoyancy
aid. Price is £649.95.
The new look Hypercurve drysuit at £349.95 uses a
shaped 3D panel to integrate the plastic PU zip into the
back of the suit. This innovation ensures a superior fit
and easy self-donning experience.
The new look £349.95 Rookie Junior is claimed to
be the perfect entry level junior drysuit with updated
colours. Made from breathable fabric throughout, it has a
flex closure YKK dry zip across the back.

White Water Consultancy International are offering a range of Soul
kayaks. The singles all start at £699 and the double at £1,259.99.
The 303 at 3.05m is in the larger and faster category, surfing well
with the Bitches getting particular mention.

The Funky Monkey is a more traditional style of river running
kayak but with modern ergonomics and comfort, with a choice of
Hooptie or Skeletor outfitting.

Marina Johnson photographs

Go Outdoors are
offering discount
Seveylor inflatable
deckless kayaks. The
two seater Madison is
normally £480. The
three seater inflatable
Tahiti Plus normally sells
at £220. Go Outdoors
have these at £350 and
£120 respectively with
their discount cards.
Economy supermarket
chain Lidl have now
branched out into
kayaks. Their inflatables
cost £40, probably less
than your groceries.

Plan mode, the app has a tracking option called Track
Only mode which enables boaters to analyse their speed
and performance on the water. For customers who do
not wish to use the mobile app, there is an option to
register their details online at https://safetrx.rya.org.uk/
login.html.

The Typhoon Multisport SK drysuit.
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The Typhoon Hypercurve drysuit.

The Chaos Monkey has innovative safety features, well distributed
volume and a fast hull.
White Water Consultancy International photographs

New bio
epoxy foam

The F-Bomb has the same comfort options but has slicey ends.

The Terrible Two is stable with Skeletor outfitting in the stern and a
height adjustable bow seat for a junior.
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Marathon

Triumphs and concerns over fluctuating entries
National Championships
Friday night’s rain, the first for months, did no more than
reduce the fire risk, then it was back to sunny intervals, warm
temperatures and little breeze, pleasant for spectators but hot
for racing.
The national championships were back on the Thames in
Reading, three years after the previous visit. The course was
between Mapledurham weir and a couple of islands below Caversham
bridge. Indeed, on courses where the loops were pleasantly limited in
number for more interesting racing, most of the turns were around

The O54 men’s K1 start.

Brian Greenham led the O64 men all the way.

Robin Avery did the same for the O69 men.

wooded islands which tended to look rather like each other
and the rest of the bank.
The Mapledurham portage was on sand while the other one
was opposite Reading’s clubhouse with a choice of grass or
smooth tarmac. The finish funnel was outside the clubhouse
on the far side of the river from the spectators, who were
treated to background music which was no more than that,
not an open air disco.
Powered craft were out in quantity. For those used to driving by
number on the road, there is sometimes a failure to appreciate that the
relevant factor is the wash size and that a boat might be throwing up
much more wash than another boat travelling alongside at the same
speed. Cruisers, of which there are plenty on the Thames, can be worse
culprits than narrowboats, especially in narrow sections with vertical
walls, such as at the Fisheries, resulting in shouted exchanges with users
believing that being below the speed limit through the water is all that
matters.
Numbers were huge, a few Irish, Dutch and Germans but mostly
indigenous racers.
First away, as usual, were the youngsters in Lightnings, the next
groups being those over 54, the under 12s and 14s and the under 18
C1s.
Talking before the race, Andy Morton said that although he had
not been beaten in some 20 years, he was considering dropping the
nationals and concentrating on the Scottish sea marathons. It was to be
a watershed year, Robin Avery winning the over 69s from him by three
and a half minutes.
In the under 18 C1s Arthur Leech was in a class of his own, winning
by nearly 7 minutes.
The fastest group followed, the seniors to the under 16s, the senior
men first. Surprisingly, Tom Sharpe, Jonathan Boyton, Tim Pendle and
Keith Moule broke completely clear of the field in the first kilometre,
Matthias Akamp of Germany, Mark Wilkes, Tom Simmons and Robert
Poole forming a second group, again completely clear of the rest.
Normally, a large first group would keep together until at least the first
portage. It wasn’t until the second trip up to the top turn that the lead
group broke up, Pendle and Moule getting away, Pendle going on to
take a 15 second win.
The under 23 men were more as expected, their lead group in double
figures behind Samuel Plummer although it was to be Magnus Gregory
taking the title, Matthew Johnson 4 seconds behind him at the line.
The under 18s saw another Longridge win, this time Will Scammell
by nearly a minute, the final sprint being for 2nd place, Alex McIntyre
taking it on the line from German Lasse Lausberg and Tim GannicottPorter right on his tail.
Alex Lane of Longridge pushed Lizzie Broughton to the line in
ladies’ K1, just 3 seconds behind, but then there was a 4 minute gap to
Fay Lamph.
Jenny Withers won the under 23 ladies by over a quarter of an
hour with an even longer gap to 3rd place and no other finishers. It
is a worrying situation when a class which should be producing team
members is not even quorate.
The under 18 ladies were healthier, into double figures, Freya Peters
winning from Kate Hipkins by a minute and a half but three more in
the next 3 minutes.

Boyton, Moule, Pendle and Sharpe.
The various classes between over 34 and over 49 followed. Dan
Seaford of the organizers crossed the finish line in over 34s and
immediately fell in but this may simply have been his way of cooling
off.
Ignoring German entries, the fastest C1 in the seniors was Leech
again, winning by a quarter of an hour. However, the new ladies’ C1
class was quorate, Anna Palmer, very competent in high kneeling C1,
winning by over 5 minutes from Sarah Millest, whose time was only
a minute down on the second fastest man. Can this class become as
successful as ladies’ C1 has become in slalom?
Sunday was doubles day, the first races in Hodys. One crew lost their
rudder and called in at the clubhouse to swap boats, probably against the
rules but more likely to gain admiration for initiative at that age. Watch
out for them in a few years’ time.
They were followed by classes under 14 or over 54. The over 64
women were inquorate so they were given the choice of racing with
the over 64 men or over 54 women. They opted for the latter, who
turned out to be slower than the older men.
In the senior men’s class Moule/Sharpe, Gregory/Pendle, Duffield/
Russell and Berger/Werner broke away in the first kilometre, the
Germans being dropped towards the bottom end of the course.
Gregory/Pendle led over the line, 5 seconds ahead of Duffield/Russell
with Moule/Sharpe half a minute back.
The under 18 men kept together more cohesively. At the line
Scammell/Bell were barely ahead of Gannicott-Porter/McIntyre with
How/Dowden 5 seconds back and another 6 seconds to Benstead/
Smith, tight racing.
Perhaps the most impressive K2 performance was one which was not
essential. Lamph/Broughton were really motoring but with nobody

Under 23s Johnson, Russell and Gregory.

Under 18s Hipkins and Peters.
challenging them. Their eventual win was by 11 minutes and their result
would have given them 6th place in the men’s class.
There were just three under 18 ladies’ crews, Holden/Martyn taking a
4 minute win over Hutchinson/Cox.
Numbers were more respectable in the under 16s. After a start where
they were made to circle back and line up again despite generally
better behaved starts in other classes, the men had 14 finishers, Tarver/

The O59 ladies’ start.

U16s Carmichael and Cox pass the Fisheries.
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Under 14 ladies’ winner Jepson.

Lane and Broughton leading the ladies.
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U12 winners Tideswell/Andrews.

German Heine was the fastest in C1...

O59 winner Dyson Pendle leaves the lower portage.

Missen/Escott heading for the O54 men’s K2 title.

Mackintosh/Chapman won the ladies’ O54 class.

Ladies’ C1 winner Anna Palmer.

... but the national title went to Leech.

Duffield/Russell, Gregory/Pendle, Moule/Sharpe, Berger/Werner.

Tarver/Stewart were U16 winners.
Holden/Martyn were the ladies’ U18 winners.
Lamph and U23 winner Withers.

Golder, nearest, heads for the O39 men’s title.

Guscott, Howell, Simkins and Chapman start in O39 ladies.

O44 men’s winner Jimmy Butler.

O34 ladies Bates and Newson.
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Stewart taking the title by 20 seconds from Wilkinson/Lewis. Hipkins/
Carmichael took the women’s win by over a minute from Brookes/
Guest.
The over 34 and over 44 K2s were eclipsed by the mixed doubles
with an incredible 80 boats on the start line, actually more of a start
band as that many boats could not fit across the river. This really has
been marathon’s great success story in the last few years, an unexpected
success as the results do not have selection implications. Perhaps this
fact and the fun element at the end of the weekend are the very reasons
why it has become so popular. Lane/Gregory’s win was by well over a
minute from Dilai/Russell, the race being for 3rd place which Glover/
Lee-Smith took from Bell/Peters, Seika/Petersen, Myburgh/Boyton and
Johnson/Falltrick, this group of five spread over 25 seconds.
The final class was the C2s, expanding steadily with 13 boats on
the start line. First finishers were Mode/Heine, 45 seconds over the
hour. The first of the home crews, seven and a half minutes later, were
Stenning/Prowse, well over a minute clear of Webb/Finlayson.
Lightning points winners for the juniors were Ealing from Poole
Harbour and Wiltshire Youth, none of which featured in the top two
dozen clubs overall. Top of the general pile were Nottingham with 870
points, just 5 ahead of Norwich so every last point picked up by lesser
members of clubs did count. Host club Reading were placed 3rd, always
the difficult one because many members are often too busy to race but
it is easier to get less competitive local members out onto the water.
At the ACM there was a call for more to be offered to those in
the 18-35 age group who are not at the leading end, bringing the
very reasonable comment from Keith Moule that it is the national
championships. Indeed, should we be moving the other way? This is one
f the largest events in the canoeing calendar and is quite lucrative to run
but the sheer numbers mean that few clubs have the resources or space
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This cruiser couldn’t see anything wrong with his breaking wash.

U14 ladies Enoch/Ball and Poole/Bowers.

Hipkins/Carmichael won the U16 ladies’.

Gannicott-Porter/McIntyre, How/Dowden, Scammell/Bell and Benstead/Smith race for the U18 men’s title.
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to handle it. Could some of the pressure be taken off by restricting age
group categories to their own age groups rather than spilling over into
other age groups with additional entries so that, for example, an over 44
age group should be renamed as 44-49? It would give some paddlers
less time on the water but rather more than the five to ten minutes a
slalomist might get over a weekend.

Broughton/Lamph won the ladies’ title by 11 minutes.

The C2 title went to Stenning/Prowse.

Mode/Heine from Germany were the fastest C2 pair.

Cresser/Enoch were O34 K2 winners.

The start of the mixed K2s was phenomenal, 80 crews on the start line.

Mixed K2 winners Lane/Gregory.
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K1FLgU10: 1 H Toovey, Linlithgow, 23:25. 2 D Ball, Devizes, 25:48.
3 O Villaruel, Ealing, 29:10.
K1FLgU12: 1 M Rae, Leighton Buzzard, 23:35. 2 B Fooks, Devizes, 23:44.
3 E Bennett, Leighton Buzzard, 24:32.
K1LU12: 1 M Ball, Devizes, 44:02. 2 B Perry, Southampton, 45:23.
3 H Toovey, Linlithgow, 49:28.
K1LU14: 1 K Jepson, Falcon, 42:23. (C Schutze, Int, 42:51.) 2 A Green, Worcester, 42:53.
3 Z Bowers, Elmbridge, 42:54.
K1LU16: 1 G Carmichael, Longridge, 1:05:32. 2 A Cox, Elmbridge, 1:06:22.
3 K Brookes, Worcester, 1:07:12.
K1LU18: 1 F Peters, Richmond, 1:42:34. 2 K Hipkins, Longridge, 1:44:09.
3 S Martyn, Wey, 1:44:31.
K1LU23: 1 J Withers, Elmbridge, 2:03:30. 2 A Bray, Fowey, 2:19:05. 3 G Hunt, Chester, 2:37:11.
K1L: 1 L Broughton, Richmond, 1:59:37. 2 A Lane, Longridge, 1:59:40.
3 F Lamph, Wey, 2:03:32.
K1LO34: 1 R Newson, Royal, 1:07:10. 2 J Bates, Falcon, 1:07:20.
3 N Prendeville, Richmond, 1:10:44.
K1LO39: 1 M Chapman, Kirkcaldy, 1:12:31. 2 G Guscott, Leighton Buzzard, 1:14:02.
3 C Howell, Nottingham, 1:14:19.
K1LO44: 1 F Grady, Norwich, 1:09:06. 2 M Butler, Nottingham, 1:13:30.
3 C Sharp, RAF, 1:14:21.
K1LO49: 1 L Kemp, Linlithgow, 1:09:34. 2 S Hawthorn, Worcester, 1:11:46.
3 C Jones, Nottingham, 1:11:51.
K1LO54: 1 S Hawthorn, Worcester, 42:55. 2 M Chapman, Kirkcaldy, 43:00.
3 U Mackintosh, Kirkcaldy, 43:41.
K1LO59: 1 V Metcalfe, Pangbourne, 46:52. 2 W Dodson, Addlestone, 47:20.
3 C Gaffard, Reading, 47:48.
K1MLgU10: 1 D Martin, Wiltshire Y, 23:20. 2 I Vorster, Southampton, 24:03.
3 S Booth, Macclesfield, 24:57.

K1MLgU12: 1 G Thomas, Ealing, 21:49. 2 J Bourne, Poole Harbour, 23:04.
3 K Luc, Falcon, 23:08.
K1MU12: 1 R Tideswell, Cambridge, 42:21. 2 H Singleton, Nottingham, 43:13.
3 A Kabeer, Wokingham, 43:34.
K1MU14: 1 L Ferri, Elmbridge, 36:48. 2 B Cabrera, Fowey, 38:03. 3 O Partridge, Truro, 38:09.
K1MU16: 1 R Stewart, Addlestone, 57:56. 2 Z Tarver, Elmbridge, 57:57. 3 P Lewis, Wey, 58:23.
K1MU18: 1 W Scammell, Longridge, 1:32:35. 2 A McIntyre, Chelmsford, 1:33:25.
(L Lausberg, Int, 1:33:26.) 3 T Gannicott-Porter, Chelmsford, 1:33:27.
K1MU23: 1 M Gregory, Longridge, 1:51:15. 2 M Johnson, Chelmsford, 1:51:19.
3 J Russell, Chelmsford, 1:53:51.
K1M: 1 T Pendle, Norwich, 1:49:17. 2 K Moule, Chelmsford, 1:49:32. 3 J Boyton, Royal, 1:50:47.
K1MO34: 1 N Cresser, Nottingham, 1:31:15. 2 B Irvine, Richmond, 1:33:38.
3 J King, Falcon, 1:33:42.
K1MO39: 1 D Golder, Banbury, 1:34:47. 2 D Oliver, Lincoln, 1:34:55.
3 D Beazley, Bishop’s Stortford, 1:37:36.
K1MO44: 1 J Butler, Nottingham, 59:13. 2 R Rogers, Chester, 59:54.
3 J Smythe, Bishop’s Stortford, 59:56.
K1MO49: 1 A Croucher, Wey, 1:00:20. 2 R Fieldus, Wey, 1:00:21.
3 N Blackman, Royal Leamington Spa, 1:00:22.
K1MO54: 1 N Blackman, Royal Leamington Spa, 36:59. 2 S Missen, Bradford-on-Avon, 37:01.
3 A Dzyma, Richmond, 37:38.
K1MO59: 1 D Pendle, Norwich, 38:41. (L McCarthy, Salmon Leap, 38:44.)
2 G Holmes, Wey, 39:00. 3 P Gorman, Wey, 40:41.
K1MO64: 1 B Greenham, Reading, 38:47. 2 N Mason, Nottingham, 40:29.
3 P Watson, Exeter, 40:37.
K1MO69: 1 R Avery, Banbury, 38:34. 2 A Morton, Kircaldy, 42:00.
3 M Purchas, Bradford-on-Avon, 42:16.
C1L: 1 A Palmer, Longridge, 1:16:11. 2 S Millest, Nottingham, 1:21:51.
3 L Murnaghan, Basingstoke Canal, 1:24:33.
C1MU18: 1 A Leech, Richmond, 43:24. 2 M Kimberley, Longridge, 50:06. 3 L Curtis, 50:19.
C1M: (A Heine, Int, 1:04:03. J Mode, Int, 1:04:46.) 1 A Leech, Richmond, 1:05:50.
2 N Adnitt, 1:20:59. 3 T Barnard, Poole Harbour, 1:21:07.
K2LU12: 1 Perry/Long, Southampton/Falcon, 43:24. 2 Toovey/Fisher, Linlithgow, 44:16.
3 Bennett/Rae, Leighton Buzzard, 52:57.
K2LU14: 1 Poole/Bowers, Elmbridge, 40:01. 2 Enoch/Ball, Nottingham/Devizes, 40:03.
3 Cooke/Cooke, Gailey, 40:47.
K2LU16: 1 Hipkins/Carmichael, Longridge, 1:02:43.
2 Brookes/Guest, Worcester/Nottingham, 1:04:00. 3 Anderson/Walker, Norwich, 1:04:18.
K2LU18: 1 Holden/Martyn, Fowey/Wey, 1:39:52. 2 Hutchinson/Cox, Longridge/Wey, 1:44:03.
3 Kilvington/Boonham, Addlestone/Reading, 1:44:47.
K2L: 1 Lamph/Broughton, Wey/Richmond, 1:56:49. 2 Clarkson/Brown, Cambridge/Barking &
Dagenham, 2:07:41. (Van den Elsen/Allen, Int/Longridge, 2:13:09.) 3 Long/Long, Falcon, 2:18:44.
K2LO34: 1 Prendeville/Von Maltzahn, Richmond, 1:04:18. 2 Golder/Bates, Falcon, 1:05:41.
3 Guscott/Kemp, Leighton Buzzard/Linlithgow, 1:06:02.
K2LO44: 1 Chmiel/Jones, Nottingham, 1:04:33. 2 Mackintosh/Chapman, Kirkcaldy, 1:05:58.
3 Banson/Hicks, Norwich, 1:07:00.
K2LO54: 1 Mackintosh/Chapman, Kirkcaldy, 40:23. 2 Drane/Pendle, Norwich, 40:54.
3 Dodson/Middlehurst, Addlestone/Richmond, 42:04.
K2LO64: 1 Carpenter/Biffin, Basingstoke Canal, 55:53.
K2HU10: 1 Martin/Ball, Wiltshire Y/Devizes, 22:40. 2 Muszka/Hunt, Reading/Fowey, 28:17.
3 Winstanley/Walker, Bishop’s Stortford/Pangbourne, 34:23.
K2HU12: 1 Fooks/Luc, Devizes/Falcon, 20:05.
2 Smith/Rayment, Norwich/Leighton Buzzard, 20:24. 3 Rae/Bennett, Leighton Buzzard, 20:27.
K2Mix: 1 Lane/Gregory, Longridge, 53:21. 2 Dilai/Russell, Nottingham/Chelmsford, 54:39.
3 Glover/Lee-Smith, Falcon/Norwich, 55:36.
K2MU12: 1 Tideswell/Andrews, Cambridge/Lincoln, 39:21.
2 Enoch/Singleton, Nottingham, 40:38. 3 Ayran/Kabeer, Falcon/Wokingham, 42:55.
K2MU14: 1 Ferri/Cabrera, Elmbridge/Fowey, 34:23. 2 Freeland/Stanley, Falcon, 35:34.
3 Motha/Lear, Royal, 35:35.
K2MU16: 1 Tarver/Stewart, Elmbridge/Addlestone, 53:59. 2 Wilkinson/Lewis, Wey, 54:19.
3 Booth/Want, Norwich, 55:55.
K2MU18: 1 Scammell/Bell, Longridge, 1:27:14.
2 Gannicott-Porter/McIntyre, Chelmsford, 1:27:15. 3 How/Dowden, Norwich, 1:27:20.
K2M: 1 Gregory/Pendle, Longridge/Norwich, 1:45:17. 2 Duffield/Russell, Chelmsford, 1:45:22.
3 Moule/Sharpe, Chelmsford/Richmond, 1:45:53.
K2MO34: 1 Cresser/Enoch, Nottingham, 1:24:26. 2 Irvine/Longley, Richmond, 1:27:29.
3 Senk/Seaford, Reading, 1:33:54.
K2MO44: 1 Christie/Butler, Soar Valley/Nottingham, 56:28. (O’Drisceoil/McCarthy,
Salmon Leap, 58:02) 2 Millar/Piper, Exeter, 58:06. 3 Rinvolucri/Carter, Nottingham, 58:37.
K2MO54: 1 Missen/Escott, Bradford-on-Avon, 34:44. 2 Nicholson/Elliott, Southampton, 34:47.
3 Sackman/Greenham, Reading, 34:49.
K2MO64: 1 Mason/Nadal, Nottingham, 38:54. 2 Moore/Oliver, Fowey/Lincoln, 39:34.
3 Parker/Skellern, Worcester, 39:36.
C2: (Mode/Heine, Int, 1:00:45.) 1 Stenning/Prowse, Leighton Buzzard/Hemel Hempstead,
1:08:14. 2 Webb/Finlayson, Richmond, 1:09:37. 3 Phillp/King, Royal, 1:13:10.
Lg: 1 Ealing, 71. 2 Poole Harbour, 63. 3 Wiltshire Y, 52.
Club: 1 Nottingham, 870. 2 Norwich, 865. 3 Reading, 720.
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World Championships
Canadian teenager Marlee Macintosh, racing in her first
ever canoe marathon race, took the junior C1 title on the
opening day of the marathon world championships in Prado,
Portugal. There was triple gold for marathon powerhouse
Hungary with Zsóka Csikós winning the women’s junior K1 and
Dávid Hodován taking the junior C1 men’s title. The easiest win of the
day was posted by Denmark’s Thorbjørn Rask, who turned down an
opportunity to compete at the European sprint championships so he
could concentrate on winning the junior K1 marathon in Prado. The 17
year old Macintosh cleared out on the second lap of the 11.8 kilometre
race and finished more than 30 seconds ahead of Poland’s Adrianna
Antos with Ukraine’s Maria Honcharova 3rd. ‘The portage is really
tough. I’ve never done a marathon competition before,’ the Canadian
said. ‘It feels amazing crossing the line. I could finally breath. I’ve always
done sprint canoeing so this was a new challenge. I feel great. I would
definitely do marathon again.’
Hungarians dominated the next three events up for offer with gold
and silver medals in the women’s junior and U23 K1 events. Csikós was
part of a four boat challenge for the majority of the K1 junior women’s
race before sprinting for home to edge out the fast finishing Dorina
Fekete with Great Britain’s Emma Russell 3rd. ‘It was a very hard race.
Dorina is a very good paddler,’ Csikós said. The second quinella came
in the women’s K1 U23 with Zsófia Czéllai-Vörös and Lili Katona
making a break on the third lap of the eight lap 22.6 kilometre race
with Czéllai-Vörös proving the stronger at the finish. ‘I’m so happy to
have won. Lili came at me really hard which made it a very good race,’
Czéllai-Vörös said. ‘She was pushing me so hard; it was our tactic for the
race. This was my plan for the day and now I’m looking forward to the
K2 this Sunday because I get to paddle with the legendary Renáta Csay.’
In the men’s C1 juniors Hungary’s Hodován and France’s Leo
Dunilac swapped the lead on several occasions during the 19 kilometre
race before Hodován took control on the final lap to clear out to an
easy win. ‘I’m really happy because this is my first gold medal in a world
or national competition,’ Hodován said. ‘My strategy was to make a hard
start and then save my power until the end. I’m very happy. I can’t really
believe it.’
Rask finished 2nd in the European junior K1 marathon but went one
better on Thursday when he surprised his opponents with a break away
after the first lap. ‘My plan was to stay with the group as long as I could
and, hopefully, move away on the last portage,’ Rask said. ‘My plan was
never to leave on the first one but I just went. I thought they would
catch me. I would have been happy with a top 5 finish.’
Portugal celebrated a hometown gold medal and there were also wins
for Hungary, Denmark and Norway on a dramatic second day in Prado
Vila Verde on Friday. A controversial disqualification in the men’s U23
K1 threw that race wide open while Hungary’s Olga Bakó and Emese
Kohalmi defended their K2 junior world title from 2017 and Denmark’s
Thorbjørn Rask teamed up with Nikolai Thomsen in the men’s
junior K2 to take his second gold medal in as many days but the most
popular winner on the day was Portugal’s Sergio Maciel, a previous
U23 and junior C1 world championship silver medallist, who broke
through for his first gold medal in front of a big local crowd. Maciel
and Hungarians Daniel Laczo and Balazs Adolf cleared out to have the
race to themselves but when the Portuguese put the pressure on in the
final lap the Hungarians were unable to answer. ‘I am very proud to
have won a gold after two silver medals,’ Maciel said. ‘I have had a very
complicated season with my club. I felt nervous this morning before the

Marlee Macintosh in her first marathon.
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race, competing at home in front of the fans, but as soon as it
started I forget about it.’
Bakó and Kohalmi showed in Pietermaritzburg last year
they are a class above the rest of the world junior field and
they were even more impressive on Friday. For most of the
race they paddled alongside fellow Hungarians, Zsóka Csikós and
Viktoria Tofalvi but then broke away on the final lap to finish almost
two minutes ahead. ‘I think it was easier than last year because we had
the second Hungarian team alongside us,’ Bakó said. ‘Last year we had
to do it alone and it was long and hard. There was some pressure on
us, being defending champions. We don’t get to train much together
because we both do sprint with other partners. We only had one
training session before these championships.’
The closest finish of the day came in the men’s junior K2 with
Denmark’s Rask and Thomsen storming to a photo finish victory over
South Africa’s Hamish Mackenzie and David Evans. The South Africans
led for all but the final centimetres of the race but were then relegated
to 3rd after incurring a 15 second penalty for a mistake during the race.
The 2nd place went to Spain’s Luis Alvarez and Oscar Borrego but
there was no doubting the winners from Denmark. ‘When they broke
away I thought we wouldn’t be able to catch them and we would have
to have the silver medal,’ Thomsen said. ‘Even with 100 metres to go
I didn’t think we could do it. I thought it was too late but then my
partner said “Go” and we went for it.’
Rask said he was shocked to take double gold. ‘It’s amazing. I had
hoped to fight for a gold so it’s amazing to win two gold medals in two
days,’ he said.
Norway’s Jon Vold was an impressive winner of the men’s U23
K1 but the win did not come without controversy. Hungary’s Mate
Gyorgyjkabab was the favourite and looked to have the race under
control until he was involved in a minor collision with a Spanish
competitor which resulted in the Spaniard falling in the water. After
a long deliberation by race officials Gyorgyjkabab was disqualified,
clearing the way for a three way tussle which saw Vold triumph. ‘I wasn’t
aware what had happened but I saw the Spanish guy had fallen in,’ Vold
said. ‘But I didn’t know it was the Hungarian’s fault. He was looking
really strong so it would have been a hard finish if he had still been in it.
My plan was to stay on the wash for most of the race and be confident
with my finish. On the second last portage I felt strong in my legs so I
knew I had a good chance.’
South Africa’s Andy Birkett moved seamlessly onto the world
marathon K1 throne vacated by countryman Hank McGregor, winning
a thrilling and emotional final. Hungary’s Vanda Kiszli won the women’s
K1, Spain’s Manuel Campos the men’s C1 and Ukraine’s Liudmyla
Babak defended her women’s C1 title. With seven time world champion
McGregor watching from the commentary box, Birkett timed his
race to perfection to hold off Hungary’s Adrian Boros with fellow
South African Jasper Mocke 3rd. McGregor had retired from K1 to
focus on K2 and would paddle alongside Birkett on Sunday. It was an
emotional race for the capacity Portuguese crowd with local favourite
Jose Ramalho damaging his boat early and having to stop for repairs
but despair soon turned to ecstasy for the fans as Ramalho clawed his
way back from a 2 minute deficit to rejoin the leading group with one
lap to go. Although he was unable to match the medallists in the sprint
home, Ramalho received a hero’s welcome when he crossed the finish
in 6th place but the honours went to Birkett, who recently became a
father for the first time, making 2018 a memorable year for the South
African. ‘I’ve been giving marathons a go for a few years now, trying

Zsófia Czélla-Vörös in women’s U23
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Bakó/Kohalmi retained their title.

ICF photographs

Csay takes twelfth win
Maciel pleased the crowd.

S Africans Birkett and Mocke.

to get onto the top step,’ Birkett said. ‘It almost feels unreal being there
today. The first thing I thought about was going home and seeing my
baby boy, which is quite a weird feeling. There are so many strong guys
out there you have to look over your shoulder all the time. The pace
was quite hot at times; other times it was super slow. I just tried not to
get complacent and focussed on the goals ahead.
Kiszli finished 2nd in last year’s world championships and was not
leaving anything to chance in Portugal. The leading pack ranged in size
from four to nine, with Kiszli pulling away on the final lap to finish well
ahead of Hungarian team mate and K2 partner Sara Mihalik. ‘Gold is
always better than silver,’ Kiszli said. ‘It was a hard race for me because I
always worried I might fall in the water so I pushed hard and just tried
to stay with the girls. ‘I try to just focus on myself and not the others.
We tried to work together as a group and it’s easy because Sara and I
know each other well.’
In the C1 competitions Spain’s Manuel Campos held off a spirited
challenge from team mate Manuel Garrido to win his third world title
while Ukraine’s Liudmyla Babak proved once again she is without peer
in the women’s C1. Campos won titles in 2012 and 2014 and has not
finished outside the top three since 2009. The absence of four time
Hungarian world champion Marton Kover opened the door for the
Spaniard. ‘I’m very happy to have won my third world title,’ Campos
said. ‘It’s been a little wait for a few years but I have been working very
hard for this championships. Today was a hard race.’
Babak won last year’s C1 world title by more than 3 minutes and,
while Saturday’s result was closer, the Ukranian was never in doubt.
‘This was a difficult race but I had trained hard for it,’ Babak said.
Renáta Csay and Hank McGregor are the two biggest names in
canoe marathon history and on Sunday they each added another gold
medal to their healthy collection. This time they shared the moment
with their respective K2 partners on the final day. McGregor clocked up
his fourth K2 title, teaming up for the first time with Andy Birkett to
hold out Hungary’s Adrian Boros and Laszlo Solti with Spain’s Miguel
Llorens and Luis Perez finishing 3rd. McGregor shocked the paddling
world when he announced he would only contest the K2 this year but
he was being coy about his future after Sunday’s win. ‘I had a fantastic
time; it was an honour paddling with the current world champion,’
McGregor said. ‘That was probably the hardest thing for me, sitting in
the commentary box watching everybody operate. It was an honour
to watch Andy do what he does best. You never say never; next year is
another year but I’m just going to enjoy the moment right now.’ Just 24
hours earlier Birkett, in the absence of McGregor, won his first ever K1
world title. ‘To be honest, after two laps I wanted to say to Hank “I want
to jump off and have a sleep.” I was pretty broken,’ Birkett said. ‘But
that’s when teamwork really makes all the difference. It was awesome
paddling with Hank, such a thrill; the whole journey was awesome. I
loved the race.’
Hungarian canoe marathon legend Renáta Csay chalked up her
12th K2 world championship gold medal and her 19th title overall in
a mesmerising performance on Sunday. The 41 year old Csay teamed
up with 22 year old Zsófia Czéllai-Vörös to blitz the women’s field,
finishing almost 3 minutes ahead of Spain’s Eva Barrios and Amaia
Osaba with another Spanish crew, Tania Álvarez and Tania Fernández,
finishing 3rd. ‘I really love this. I really love to do this,’ Csay said. ‘This is
always what motivates me; it is my greatest pleasure.’
Czéllai-Vörös said she was thrilled to paddle with Csay. ‘It was a great
way to introduce our new K2 and it was a great pleasure to race with
Renáta for her 19th gold medal,’ Czéllai-Vörös said. ‘I just want to say
thank you to her that she chose me.’ Csay and Czéllai-Vörös had the
race to themselves after fellow Hungarians Vanda Kiszli and Sara Mihalik
were forced to withdraw with rudder problems. Csay is also a seven
time K1 world champion but missed a place in this year’s field after
finishing 4th behind Kiszli, Mihalik and Czéllai-Vörös in the Hungarian
selection trials.
Earlier in the day Spain’s Diego Romero and Oscar Grana won the
men’s C2 title, beating Hungary’s Zoltan Koleszar and Levente Balla
and the Czech Republic’s Jakub Brezina and Jan Dlouhy. It was Grana’s

Women’s K1 winner Kiszli.

Csay/Czéllai-Vörös blitz it.

fourth C2 title but his first alongside Romero. ‘This was a very good
race for us,’ Grana said. ‘It’s great racing here in Portugal. There’s a great
Spanish crowd. It was a hard race; the first lap was very difficult.’
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K1WJ: 1 Z Csikós, Magyarország, 1:34:39.06. 2 D Fekete, Magyarország, 1:34:40.26.
3 E Russell, GB, 1:34:47.28.
K1WU23: 1 Z Czéllai-Vörös, Magyarország, 1:48:49.75.
2 L Katona, Magyarország, 1:49:03.65. 3 S Rees-Clark, GB, 1:51:47.43.
K1W: 1 V Kiszli, Magyarország, 2:06:16.40. 2 S Mihalik, Magyarország, 2:06:29.31.
3 E Barrios, España, 2:06:30.84. 8 L Broughton, GB, 2:09:01.58. 13 A Lane, GB, 2:13:06.82.
K1MJ: 1 T Rask, Danmark, 1:39:22.89. 2 R Foley, Ireland, 1:40:01.38.
3 V Petró, Magyarország, 1:40:03.29. 8 L Shaw, GB, 1:43:02.74. 16 W Scammell, GB, 1:46:44.40.
K1MU23: 1 J Vold, Norge, 1:53:26.37. 2 M Paufler, Deutschland, 1:53:26.93.
3 N Notten, S Africa, 1:53:32.73. 10 M Gregory, GB, 1:58:57.49.
K1M: 1 A Birkett, S Africa, 2:09:29.06. 2 A Boros, Magyarország, 2:09:30.85.
3 J Mocke, S Africa, 2:09:33.04. 18 T Pendle, GB, 2:16:01.82.
C1MJ: 1 D Hodován, Magyarország, 1:40:02.00. 2 L Dubois, France, 1:40:20.37.
3 A Klos, Polska, 1:40:30.68. 7 A Leech, GB, 1:44:03.18.
K2WJ: 1 Bakó/Kohalmi, Magyarország, 1:27:53.20. 2 Csikós/Tófalvi, Magyarország,
1:29:32.56. 3 Russell/Peters, GB, 1:31:19.65.
K2W: 1 Csay/Czéllai-Vörös, Magyarország, 1:56:14.05. 2 Barrios/Osaba, España, 1:58:59.37.
3 Álvarez/Fernández, España, 1:59:29.22.
K2MJ: 1 Rask/Thomsen, Danmark, 1:35:15.46. 2 Alvarez/Borrego, España, 1:35:29.50.
3 MacKenzie/Evans, S Africa, 1:35:30.79. 12 Scammell/Bell, GB, 1:40:58.05.
K2M: 1 Birkett/McGregor, S Africa, 2:02:16.31. 2 Boros/Solti, Magyarország, 2:02:16.97.
3 Llorens/Pérez, España, 2:02:18.61. 14 Gregory/Smith, GB, 2:07:34.11.

And I quote...

... a competitor at the marathon nationals who referred to ‘a fellow
with a name I can’t pronounce, which probably means he is from
Richmond.’ The London club have long welcomed overseas paddlers,
the emphasis of late having moved from Ireland and South Africa to
eastern Europe.

Barging on

The Barge Inn on the Kennet & Avon Canal at Honeystreet, often
visited by DW support crews (and crop circle enthusiasts), has been
closed this year (May, p11). Although there has been talk of converting it
to a private house, agents Christie & Co told us that two offers to buy it
as a public house are under consideration.
The agent has also paid a visit to the Peterborough Arms on the Wilts
& Berks Canal at Dauntsey Lock, a closed pub which has been bought
by the canal trust, restored as a canal centre and about to be reopened as
a pub serving the local community once again.

National championships points

At the marathon ACM it was suggested that the national
championships have little for those in the 18 - 35 age group who are
not so good. Keith Moule made the very valid point ‘It is the national
championships.’
Numbers at the national championships have now made the event
too large for most clubs to host although it is financially worthwhile.
Might one solution, particularly for the older racers, be to restrict them
to a single age group, not to be able to race in every age group from
their own downwards with multiple race entries? They would still get
far more competition time than, say, a slalomist at the equivalent slalom
event.

World’s toughest one day marathon?

Richard Harpham, who has raced the Devizes - Westminster, reckons
the Canadian Muskoka River X is the world’s toughest one day
race. It is only 130km compared with the DW’s 200 and has only 20
portages compared with 77 but the first of these, at 1.7km, starts to give
warnings. Then there are three lakes and some of the rivers have to be
paddled upstream. For a change, next year’s circular race is to be run the
other way round.
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Liptovsky Mikulas Slalom
There were a few surprises on a cold opening day of the World
Cup in Slovakia with Slovenia’s Jure Lenarcic and Great Britain’s
Bradley Forbes-Cryans upstaging more fancied rivals to top C1 and K1
qualifying, while Australia’s Jessica Fox and Austria’s Corinna Kuhnle
lived up to form in the women’s events. Forbes-Cryans finished just
0.18 seconds ahead of Czech world champion Ondrej Tunka in the
men’s K1. With team mate and Olympic gold medallist Joseph Clarke
third fastest, ‘I was definitely feeling up for the challenge today. I just
wanted to go out there and try and deliver my best performance,’
Forbes-Cryans said. ‘I feel like I got pretty close to that. It’s nice to see
some rewards in what is an outstandingly difficult class. There’s just so
many good boats that are capable of winning these events.’
The biggest surprise at the top of qualifying on day one was Jure
Lenarcic, a winner of two team gold medals at U23 level on the
Liptovsky Mikulas course but still chasing his first senior C1 podium
finish. Lenarcic finished ahead of a crack C1 field which included
Olympic gold medallists Michel Martikan and Denis Gargaud-Chanut
as well as a host of world and European champions. There were three
Slovakians in the top ten with world championship silver medallist and
local resident Alexander Slafkovsky qualifying ninth. ‘The first mission
is done; it was my plan to be in the top ten,’ Slafkovsky said. ‘It’s really
special; it’s not so often that you get to start in front of the home crowd
on the home course. All us Slovak guys are excited to be here and
compete at home.’
Corinna Kuhnle followed up her European silver medal earlier in
the month with a solid qualifying run in the women’s K1, finishing
0.80 second ahead of reigning world champion Jessica Fox. ‘I lost a little
bit in the middle section but otherwise it was a well composed run,’
Kuhnle said. ‘The course is tricky but it’s nice. It’s a competition for
the best canoeists in the world so I think it’s good that we have tough
courses. ‘I had a 2nd in the Europeans so I guess that’s my motivation to
get one spot higher.
‘Fox found her way to the top of the leader board later in the day,
knocking off younger sister Noemie by 1.71 seconds to head into
Sunday’s semi finals as the fastest qualifier. ‘You just have to go and
do your run and I was really happy with my race, just really solid and
smooth,’ Fox said. ‘But I’m really happy for Noemie to get a good
result in the qualifiers as well. ‘It’s nice to get that first run back on the
international circuit so it’s always good to get that out of the way and
get a feel for it again.’

Reigning women’s K1 world champion Jessica Fox and reigning
men’s C1 World Cup holder Sideris Tasiadis started the new season
with emphatic victories on the Saturday. Fox was the last athlete on
the tricky Liptovsky course but executed a perfect run to finish ahead
of Corinna Kuehnle and Germany’s Ricarda Funk. A 2 second penalty
for the Austrian for a gate touch proved costly with the final margin
1.58 seconds. ‘I’m really pleased with my K1 races, 2nd in the heats,
1st in the semis, and then to back that up with a win is awesome,’ Fox
said. ‘It’s always tough the first race of the season. Our last competition
was the Australian Open; the Europeans have had their championships
so you know the level’s been up. There’s pressure but there’s also this
expectation that I put on myself. I had a great season last year and I
want to match that. I want to better that. I want to keep improving on
that.’
  Germany’s Tasiadis won the overall men’s C1 World Cup title last
year but missed a medal in the world championships. He also won the
opening World Cup in 2017 and was hoping this year he’d carry his
form right through the season. Like Fox, he was the last paddler on the
course, breaking the heart of local hope Alexander Slafkovsky who had
held the lead since the second run of the 10 man final. Great Britain’s
Ryan Westley finished third, a 2 second penalty robbing him of a chance
to follow up his European gold with a World Cup title but Tasiadis
showed a long off season on the water had served him well. ‘I’ve trained
a lot in the winter and I’ve tried to change a little bit my technique,’
Tasiadis said. ‘I really want to have a medal at the world championships
because I don’t have a medal at that level. I just want to do exactly
what I did here in all my preparation and to feel good on the water. We
will see what happens. If I am as motivated as I am here we can make
something happen in the world championships. There was a popular
hometown win in the mixed C2 with Slovakia’s Sona Stanovska and Jan
Batik taking the gold. Stanovska lives 30 kilometres from the Liptovsky
Mikulas venue and said the win was even more remarkable given the
pair had only come together that week. It’s our first race; we only had
one session and just two runs and now gain we’ve had two runs and the
second one was so good,’ Stanovska said. ‘This is like my home course
and it’s so good that so many Slovak fans have come.’
Jessica Fox brought up a winning double and Germany’s Sebastian
Schubert broke through for his first gold medal since 2014 in the final.
Fox could not have been more impressive in the women’s C1 final,
blowing away the field to win by more than 7 seconds in cold and
wet conditions. Her final time was an error free 106.34 with Czech

Wins for Clarke and Florence

C1 winner Sideris Tasiadis.
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Slalom

Clarke and Westley take 3rd places

Sebastian Schubert returned to top form at Liptovsky Mikulas.
Tereza Fiserova finishing 2nd in 113.96. Great Britain’s current world
champion, Mallory Franklin, finished 3rd. The Australian has dominated
C1 events in recent years and will be a short priced favourite to win
when the discipline makes its Olympic debut in Tokyo in 2020. ‘When
I got into that final with a solid run I just really wanted to charge it and
attack it,’ Fox said.   ‘I fixed the errors I made in the first run and I was
really pleased and very surprised by that time in the finish. I think the
field is growing every year and the girls are very competitive.’
Schubert has to go back to Augsburg in 2014 for his last World Cup
gold medal but showed his very best form to defeat a quality field on
Sunday. Schubert posted a time of 92.06 to edge out Poland’s Dariusz
Popelia, who landed a 2 second penalty, by 0.71 seconds. Olympic gold
medallist Joseph Clarke took the bronze. ‘All the sport has changed a bit
since the 2013 and 2014 season,’ Schubert said. ‘The guys in the finals
take more risks and that’s what I’ve been training on in the winter, to go
closer to the gates. It seems that it’s worked. ‘My last win was four years
ago so I am super happy to win it now after many 4th, 3rd and 2nd
places last year. It’s a good way to start the season with a win in a World
Cup. I was also in the final at the Europeans but it’s good to win.’ The
women’s extreme kayak gold medal went to experienced creek boat
racer Sage Donnelly of the United States. Brazil’s Ana Satila took the
silver and Russia’s Alsu Minazova took the bronze. In the men’s extreme
kayak it was Russia’s Pavel Eigel who took the gold, ahead of New
Zealand’s Mike Dawson and Switzerland’s Dimitri Marx.

Kraków Slalom
Reigning Olympic champions Denis Gargaud Chanut and
Joseph Clarke showed some of their best form since their winning
performances in Rio in 2016 to top qualifying easily on the opening
day of the second World Cup in Kraków, Poland. Frenchman Gargaud
Chanut was more than 2 seconds quicker than the next fastest man on
the course, Slovakia’s Marko Mirgorodsky, with the previous week’s
World Cup winner, German Sideris Tasiadis, third fastest in the men’s
C1 qualifiers. Gargaud Chanut posted a time of 81.96. Clarke cruised
down the course in 77.99 seconds in the men’s K1, putting him 1.14
seconds ahead of the previous week’s World Cup winner, German
Sebastian Schubert, with 2017 World Cup overall champion Vit Prindis
of the Czech Republic 3rd. In the women’s K1 Germany’s Ricarda
Funk showed the form that made her almost unbeatable last year when
she qualified quickest in 89.07, just ahead of Great Britain’s Mallory
Franklin on 89.63. Austria’s Corinna Kuhnle would have been quickest
once again but for a gate touch which cost her a 2 second penalty. Her
final time of 90.21 was 1.14 seconds behind Funk. In the women’s C1
it was Austria’s Viktoria Wolffhardt who topped the qualifying table in
94.47 seconds with Brazil’s Ana Satila 1.27 seconds behind and Mallory
Franklin 3rd.
Australia’s Jessica Fox continued her rampaging start to the season
with another World Cup gold medal on Saturday while Great Britain’s
triple Olympic silver medallist David Florence celebrated a long
overdue return to the top of the podium in the men’s C1. Fox won
both C1 and K1 on the opening weekend of the World Cup season and
then followed up with K1 gold in Kraków on Saturday but the closest
competition came in the men’s C1 with less than 1 second separating
the top six competitors. Florence, who was also fastest in the semi final,
posted 83.86 seconds in the final to just edge out Slovakia’s Alexander
Slafkovsky with Czech Michal Jane taking the bronze medal. ‘It couldn’t
have been any better, to be honest,’ Florence said. ‘We had the European
championships not that long ago and I won the semi final and then
I just didn’t put in a good run. It’s so disappointing to feel like you’re
going all right and to put in good races in qualifying or semis but not
to do it when it really counts. Today, especially going off last, to put in
another really good run and, fortunately, good enough for the win as
well, I’m so happy. I’m really pleased with that.’ There were three British
paddlers in the men’s final but two of the biggest names in the sport
missed out. Olympic gold medallist, Denis Gargaud Chanut picked up
a 50 second penalty for a missed gate and finished 28th while Sideris
Tasiadis, a winner at the previous week’s World Cup, finished 19th in
the semi.
Jess Fox had allowed her competitors a glimmer of hope when she
was only able to qualify 17th fastest for the K1 semi finals but then
put in a sizzling run to qualify second fastest for the final. She finished
the final in 91.51, 0.89 second ahead of surprise silver medallist Lucie
Baudu of France, with Italy’s Stefanie Horn finishing 3rd. ‘It’s such a
difficult course and quite hard on the arms,’ Fox said. ‘I didn’t go as
fast as my semi final but I was clean and tidy with no major mistakes
and a sprint to the finish. I’m so thrilled to win again. I can’t believe
it.’ Ricarda Funk had a rare appearance outside the top three. Although
she was easily the quickest paddler on the course in the K1 final, Funk
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Jessica Fox was on form.
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Bradley Forbes-Cryans in the top ten after starting strongly.
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K1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 101.20. 2 C Kuhnle, Österreich, 102.78. 3 R Funk, Deutschland, 103.65.
10 M Franklin, GB, 118.99. 15 K Woods, GB.
K1M: 1 S Schubert, Deutschland, 92.06. 2 D Popiela, Polska, 92.77. 3 J Clarke, GB, 93.01.
9 B Forbes-Cryans, GB, 113.78.
C1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 106.34. 2 T Fiserova, Ceská, 113.96. 3 M Franklin, GB, 115.10.
4 K Woods, GB, 118.54.
C1M: 1 S Tasiadis, Deutschland, 96.11. 2 A Slafkovsky, Solvensko, 96.66. 3 R Westley, GB, 97.31.
12 D Florence, GB.
K1WX: 1 S Donnelly, USA. 2 A Satila, Brasil. 3 A Minazova, Rossija.
K1MX: 1 P Eigel, Rossija. 2 M Dawson, NZ.

Gargaud Chanut produced a fast first run at Kraków.
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Two 2nds for Franklin
Augsburg Slalom
A rampant Jessica Fox smashed the best canoe slalom paddlers in the
world to make it five gold medals from five World Cup starts when
she won the women’s K1 final in Augsburg, Germany. Fox finished an
incredible 6 seconds ahead of Great Britain’s Mallory Franklin to give
the Australian her third World Cup title in 2018. There was a popular
hometown win for Sideris Tasiadis in the men’s C1, giving the German
his second gold medal of the season. Tasiadis finished just ahead of the
ultra consistent Slovak Alexander Slafkovsky, who recorded his third
consecutive silver medal of the season. Slovenia’s Luka Bozic finished
3rd but Fox was the star of Saturday, racing down the Augsburg course
in 102.10, ahead of Franklin’s 108.56. Slovenia’s Eva Tercelj picked up
the bronze. ‘It was great. I really attacked it and I improved on my semi
final where I wanted to,’ Fox said. ‘I thought after my S gate at the finish
I thought I had a 105 but, to see a 102, I’m just blown away. I am so
happy. ‘I can’t believe it; it’s been an incredible start to the season. I
know last year Ricarda (Funk) won three gold medals and I was three
times 2nd so to get up on that stop this time is wonderful.’ There were
plenty of surprises on Saturday with the Rio 2016 gold and silver
medallists in both the men’s C1 and the women’s K1 failing to make the
finals. Spain’s Maialen Chourraut and New Zealand’s Luuka Jones both
missed the women’s K1 final while France’s Denis Gargaud Chanut and
Slovakia’s Matej Benus missed the men’s medal event. Great Britain’s
David Florence, a winner the previous week in Kraków, also missed the
final.
Jessica Fox came as close as it is possible to a sporting certainty,
winning her sixth consecutive canoe slalom World Cup title on

Sunday. Fox’s slashing win in the women’s C1 kept her unbeaten record
in 2018 intact, three in the K1 and three in the canoe. In the men’s K1,
triple Olympian Peter Kauzer served a reminder of what he is capable
with a stirring victory on the tricky 1972 Olympic course. Even with
a 2 second penalty for a gate touch Fox was able to finish 4.50 seconds
ahead of current world champion Mallory Franklin with Brazil’s Ana
Satila 3rd. ‘I love this course, and I’ve had an amazing weekend,’ Fox
said. ‘It’s been an amazing three weeks and I’m so thrilled with that last
race. I really really attacked it. I hit the last gate but I think the rest of
my run was almost perfect.’
Kauzer also picked up a 2 second penalty but was still fast enough to
sneak home ahead of Czech Jiri Prskavec in 94.86 seconds. Prskavec
also had a gate touch to record a time of 95.10 while Germany’s
Hannes Aigner was 3rd in 95.79. ‘It was quite tight because I did a
stupid touch on gate 11,’ Kauzer said. ‘I felt really comfortable in the
boat all week long. It’s just like the old school of paddling here, a little
bit of the mixture of the old and the new school. I think I had a really
fast bottom part of the course so when I came to the finish I was really
happy.’
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David Florence was back in winning form.
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Jess Fox, double top again.

Joe Clarke scored a win in K1.

Jess Fox took two more wins.

picked up 4 seconds in penalties to leave her 2.41 seconds behind
Fox in 5th place. Saturday’s results meant Fox was a clear leader in the
overall K1 World Cup standings while Slafkovsky led the men’s C1 after
consecutive silver medals.
Jessica Fox’s perfect start to the 2018 season continued with the
Australian making it four gold medals from as many starts by winning
the women’s C1. The C1 gold followed a gold medal in the women’s
K1 24 hours earlier and a golden double on the opening weekend of
the season in Liptovsky Mikulas, Slovakia. Great Britain’s Rio Olympic
gold medallist Joseph Clarke had his best slalom since the Games to
win the men’s K1, finishing more than 1 second ahead of his closest
opponent. Fox picked up six seconds in penalties during her C1 semi,
which put her into the final in fifth position. The double Olympic
medallist had gate troubles again in the final but her raw speed more
than compensated for the 4 seconds in penalties. Fox was the only
woman to go under 100 seconds, her time of 96.51 leaving her 4.53
seconds ahead of Spain’s Nuria Vilarrubla, with Ana Satila 3rd. The
Australian also had the advantage of the best of the weather conditions
with strong wind and rain arriving near the end of the final. ‘The
conditions changed so much towards the end I think I was lucky to go
down when it wasn’t raining, wasn’t windy,’ Fox said. ‘I had a great run,
a couple of touches though that I was a bit frustrated with but it was a
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Ricarda Funk, not placed this time.

fast run and I’m very happy to win again. I feel bad for the girls who
raced at the end when the conditions were really difficult.’
Clarke broke through for his first ever World Cup win but he almost
missed the final. His final time of 76.93 put him 1.31 seconds ahead of
Slovenia’s Peter Kauzer. ‘I’ve been training well so it’s absolutely great to
put it down in a race,’ Clarke said. ‘It’s my first World Cup win so I’m
really happy. I only just scraped into the final in ninth with a touch but
I put it down in the final so I’m really really happy.’  Sunday’s results put
Fox a clear overall World Cup leader in the women’s C1 while Joseph
Clarke now led the men’s K1 after two weekends of action.

S K1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 102.10. 2 M Franklin, GB, 108.56. 3 E Tercelj, Slovenija, 108.86.
K1M: 1 P Kauzer, Slovenija, 94.86. 2 J Prskavec, Ceská, 95.10. 3 H Aigner, Deutschland, 95.79.
4 J Clarke, GB, 97.08.
C1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 111.15. 2 M Franklin, GB, 115.65. 3 A Satila, Brasil, 115.79.
4 K Woods, GB, 121.58.
C1M: 1 S Tasiadis, Deutschland, 100.06. 2 A Slafkovsky, Solvensko, 100.77.
3 L Bozic, Slovenija, 102.87. 6 R Westley, GB, 105.98. 7 A Burgess, GB, 107.40.

K1 winner Peter Kauzer.

Titles evade Britons on difficult course
U23/J World Championships
Slovakia’s Marko Mirgorodsky once again showed the canoeing
world his enormous potential by qualifying fastest in the men’s C1
at the world championships in Ivrea. Also impressing in the stifling
Italian heat were Brazil’s Ana Satila in the women’s U23 K1, Austria’s
Nadine Weratschnig in the women’s U23 C1 and home crowd favourite
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K1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 91.51. 2 L Baudu, France, 92.40. 3 S Horn, Italia, 92.43.
6 F Pennie, GB, 97.10. 12 K Woods, GB.
K1M: 1 J Clarke, GB, 76.93. 2 P Kauzer, Slovenija, 78.24. 3 J Prskavec, Ceská, 78.70.
5 B Forbes-Cryans, GB, 80.43.
C1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 96.51. 2 N Vilarrubla, España, 101.04. 3 A Satila, Brasil, 101.73.
9 K Woods, GB, 159.47. 15 M Franklin, GB. 18 S Ogilvie, GB.
C1M: 1 D Florence, GB, 83.86. 2 A Slafkovsky, Solvensko, 84.13. 3 M Jane, Ceská, 84.42.
6 R Westley, GB, 84.79. 8 A Burgess, GB, 86.95
K1MX: 1 N Gubenko, Rossija. 2 M Dawson, NZ. 3 M Smolen, USA. 9 T Wakeling, GB.
19 G Farrow, GB.
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Men’s U23 Marcello Beda.

Junior Sona Stanovska, placed in two classes.
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Miquel Trave won the junior C1.

Lazkano/Llorente, winners of the U23 mixed C2.

The Micozzis had the fastest C2 time.

Camille Prigent, U23 women’s winner.
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‘Today was easy on the course so I just paddled and it was good to
finish first,’ Mirgorodsky said. ‘This is a big event; it’s very important for
me. This year I also raced World Cups, which are also important, but the
world championships I think are the most important.’
Brazil’s Satila was one of the favourites for the women’s U23 K1 but
said she was not entirely happy with her qualifying run despite posting
the quickest time of 89.39. ‘I was feeling pretty good before the race
started and I managed to do quite a quick run,’ Satila said. ‘But I’m
really disappointed about some easy mistakes and I lost so much time
but I finished first so that is a good way to start the competition.’
Weratschnig was looking to make a big statement in Ivrea after
some disappointing results in the opening World Cups. Her U23 C1
qualifying time of 93.14 was 2.85 seconds ahead of the next fastest
competitor. ‘It’s like being on holiday here in Ivrea, the Italian feeling
and everything,’ Weratschnig said. ‘I’m not happy with my year so far
because I am always out in the semi finals. I’ve never had a really good
run but I hope that will change now.’ Beda was the only real surprise on
the Wednesday but spurred on by a big and passionate Italian crowd he
was able to post an error free time of 79.74 to finish ahead of Austria’s
Mario Leitner on 80.14.
Slovakia’s Sona Stanovska was the star performer on the first day of
junior competition, qualifying first in K1 and a close second in the
C1. A slight gate touch on her C1 run denied Stanovska top spot in
both disciplines but she headed into the weekend’s competition with
a strong chance of a golden double. Only Czech Gabriela Satkova
bettered her time in the C1, her clean run of 97.00 putting her ahead
of the Slovak’s 98.29. In the men’s competition France’s Nicolas Gestin
was fastest qualifier in the C1 while another Frenchman, Anatole
Delassus, headed a France quinella in the men’s K1 junior qualifiers
but Stanovska was Thursday’s stand out, her time of 93.87 in the K1
clocking in more than 3 seconds quicker than Great Britain’s Bethan
Forrow. After a string of 4th and 5th K1 placings at European and world
junior championships Stanovska was hoping this, her final year in junior
competition, would provide her breakthrough. ‘There were just some
little mistakes,’ Stanovska said. ‘In K1 I say that I have never had luck
because at my first European championships I finished 4th, then I was
5th and again 4th. I’m still waiting for my medal. This is my last chance
so, hopefully, I can do it.’
Despite her clean run, Satkova felt she could have done better in the
C1. ‘My run wasn’t as good as I wanted to go; there were a lot of little
mistakes,’ she said. ‘The result really surprised me. Maybe others made
bigger mistakes than I did. I’ve been feeling pretty good but before
my run I was a little bit stressed but now it’s okay.’ Gestin followed up
his team gold medal from the opening day with the fastest qualifying
time in the junior C1 on Thursday morning. His 85.42 put him ahead
of Czech Vojtech Heger and Spain’s Miquel Trave. Delassus was on the
course well before the top 20 paddlers in the men’s K1, his time of
81.43 putting enormous pressure on the remaining paddlers. Fellow
Frenchman Vincent Delahaye got the closest, posting 81.61 to edge out
Spain’s Pau Echaniz in the closest event of the day.
Italian siblings Elena and Flavio Micozzi thrilled the home crowd
with gold in the junior mixed C2 on Friday morning. Spain’s Miren
Lazkano and David Llorente won the U23 C2 mixed event. The
Micozzis had three gate touches on their final run but, in an event
where no crew escaped penalty, their time of 113.77 was easily the
quickest. France’s Jules Bernardet and Doriane Delassus finished
2nd, more than 7 seconds behind. ‘We are very happy but also a bit
embarrassed because this is our first time in front of our home crowd,’
Flavio Micozzi said. ‘We were nervous before the race so we made some
jokes and had a laugh to try and relax. We get on well together.’
Lazkano and Llorente were even more impressive in the U23
final, their time of 103.08 more than 8 seconds quicker than Russia’s
Elizaveta Terekhova and Igor Mikhailov. ‘We solved all our mistakes
from the semi final so we did a very good run in the final,’ Llorente
said. ‘When we crossed the line and saw we were in 1st position it was a
really good feeling. This week was the first time we competed together;
we did just one training run before but it felt really good.’
Lazkano said it was a new experience for both of them. ‘We were
very nervous before the start because we knew we could do better in
the final,’ she said. ‘It’s really different. We are used to doing the course
by ourselves but we managed to do what we wanted.’
Chaloupka and Frenchwoman Camille Prigent broke through for
the biggest wins of their careers on Saturday and Miquel Trave and
Slovenia’s Eva Hocevar identified themselves as stars of the future with
slashing wins in the junior division in front of a big crowd. Chaloupka
went one better than his silver medal in 2017 to win the men’s U23 C1
world title while Prigent took the women’s U23 K1 crown. Chaloupka
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was the fourth athlete on the course in the final and had to endure an
agonizing wait to see if his time of 80.57 would be good enough. ‘It’s
amazing, I’m speechless,’ Chaloupka said. ‘I was so nervous. Of course
I wished the best for the rest of the field; they are all friends but I was
so nervous just to stand there and watch each of them come down.’
After a slow start to the season Chaloupka took the decision on the eve
of the championships to change his equipment. ‘I still probably don’t
understand what I have achieved. It’s so special for me after a season that
wasn’t so good for me,’ he said. ‘I changed my boat two weeks ago; a lot
of people said that was really risky but maybe that was the last percent
of this success.’ It was a popular hometown silver for Raffaello Ivaldi
with Frenchman Cedric Joly taking the bronze.
Prigent, a double junior world championship bronze medallist, was
the last competitor on the course, her time of 89.31 well under the
92.64 set by Lisa Leitner. ‘It’s so cool I can’t believe it yet,’ Prigent said. ‘I
felt good on the water but it was hard because we did a lot of sessions so
I was always feeling stressed. It’s easier when you are last on the course
because when I come to the bottom I know the result. I didn’t look at
my time. I just saw I was ranked 1 and I was, like, no!’
Trave and Hocevar blew away their respective junior fields with Trave
winning the men’s C1 by almost 4 seconds and Hocevar was more
than 3 seconds quicker than the next best in the women’s junior K1.
Trave posted a time of 81.98, quick enough to take bronze in the U23
and 3.84 seconds faster than Flavio Micozzi. ‘It was a really good run, a
great final,’ Trave said. ‘When I was warming up I felt a little bit nervous
but during my semi final and my final I was able to calm down. It was
a hard course but when I did it in the semi final I could see the good
points to pay attention and in the final it was fine.’
Hocevar, a regular at senior canoe slalom World Cups, was able to use
her experience to tame the difficult Ivrea course. Her time was 89.67,
well ahead of Sona Stanovska’s 93.23. ‘It was amazing. I didn’t expect
it but it’s happened,’ Hocevar said. ‘I’ve been training a lot for this. I’m
young but I’ve raced and watched a lot of the older races so this helped
me of course. I was nervous before the final but I told myself I needed
to be calm.’
Italy’s Jakob Weger thrilled his home crowd with a scintillating gold
medal on the final day of competition. Nadine Weratschnig showed her
class to win easily the women’s U23 C1, finishing more than 3 seconds
ahead of the rest of the field despite a 2 second penalty. There was
double gold for the Czech Republic in the junior competition with Jan
Barta winning the men’s K1 and Gabriela Satkova taking the girl’s C1.
Weger held on to win the men’s U23 K1 title, the final margin of 0.03
second over Great Britain’s Bradley Forbes-Cryans less that the time it
takes to blink an eye. ‘It’s an amazing feeling, especially because it’s in
Italy and the crowd is so amazing,’ Weger said. ‘I was nervous but for me
it was already a victory just to make the final because it is always hard.
I was really just trying to enjoy and have fun in the final. I didn’t feel
so well about a week before the worlds. I had a lot of trouble with my
boat so I didn’t really expect to win. I thought maybe a medal. I finished
school this year so I had to study a lot so physically I haven’t been in
great shape.’
Weratschnig overcame a problematic semi final to win the women’s
U23 C1, edging out Great Britain’s Kimberley Woods and Australia’s
Noemie Fox. Weratschnig had 6 seconds in penalties and almost missed
a gate in the semi but still qualified for the final as fifth fastest. She went
even faster in the final with half the field picking up 50 second penalties
for missing gates on the difficult Ivrea course. ‘Finally I got a run; finally
I did it,’ Weratschnig said. ‘It’s been really hard to show what I can do.
Yes, I get frustrated but mostly it’s my coach who gets most frustrated.
‘This win will be good for my confidence.’
Gabriela Satkova was one of only two competitors to go through
the women’s junior C1 final without a penalty, which proved the
difference as her time of 100.45 secured the gold ahead of Italy’s Marta
Bertoncelli. ‘I was a bit stressed at the start, as always, but once I started
to paddle it was really amazing,’ Satkova said. ‘I hoped I would get 3rd
place. I wasn’t sure if I would be fast enough to win. I couldn’t watch
the last few athletes because I was crying too much because I knew
I had won a medal. ‘It was going to be my first individual medal so I
was happy.’ Barta made it a golden double in the juniors for the Czech
Republic. He was the only one to go under 80 seconds in the junior
K1 final, his clean run of 79.40 enough to hold out Anatole Delassus in
80.32. ‘It’s pretty incredible. I think the whole race was cool,’ Barta said.
‘I love it. I love the feeling when I cross the finish line. I was most of
the time improvising from gate 13 on so I think I made it special here.
It’s kind of stressful waiting at the bottom but it’s also a great feeling
because I knew I had done a great run.’
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Jakob Weger, U23 C1 winner, plays to the home crowd.

Nadine Weratschnig, was U23 C1 winner.
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Marcello Beda in the men’s U23 K1. If Mirgorodsky paddled for almost
any other country in the world he would be a household name but the
19 year old is constantly in the shadow of some of the biggest names in
the sport, all Slovakian and all world beaters so it is only at junior and
U23 level that Mirgorodsky gets the chance to take the limelight away
from the likes of Benus, Slafkovsky and Martikan and he has taken every
opportunity presented to him, winning two world junior C1 titles, an
under 23 world title last year and then qualifying fastest this time. His
time of 82.15 was only 0.20 quicker than Czech Vaclav Chaloupka.

Junior C1 winner Gabriela Satkova.
K1WJ: 1 E Hocevar, Slovenija, 89.67. 2 S Stanovska, Slovensko, 93.23.
3 N Braendle, Schweiz, 94.20. 5 B Forrow, GB, 98.53. 9 P Spicer, GB, 123.99. 11 L Leaver, GB.
K1WU23: 1 C Prigent, France, 89.31. 2 L Leitner, Österreich, 92.64. 3 K Woods, GB, 94.91.
K1MJ: 1 J Barta, Ceská, 79.40. 2 A Delassus, France, 80.32. 3 T Zima, Ceská, 81.00.
10 E Chappell, GB, 92.60.
K1MU23: 1 J Weger, Italia, 77.22. 2 B Forbes-Cryans, GB, 77.26. 3 E Holmer, Sverige, 80.85.
12 C Bowers, GB.
C1WJ: 1 G Satkova, Ceská, 100.45. 2 M Bertoncelli, Italia, 101.24.
3 S Stanovska, Slovensko, 104.55. 8 B Forrow, GB, 112.81. 13 D Cooil, GB.
C1WU23: 1 N Weratschnig, Österreich, 94.37. 2 K Woods, GB, 98.17. 3 N Fox, Australia, 99.18.
18 S Ogilvie, GB.
C1MJ: 1 M Trave, España, 81.98. 2 F Micozzi, Italia, 85.82. 3 N Gestin, France, 86.23.
10 B Haylett, GB, 147.58. 12 S Maingay, GB.
C1MU23: 1 V Chaloupa, Ceská, 80.57. 2 R Ivaldi, Italia, 81.28. 3 C Joly, France, 83.91.
5 S Ibbotson, GB, 86.52. 12 W Smith, GB.
K1WJT: 1 Ceská, 109.38. 2 Slovenija, 109.70. 3 Italia, 110.40. 4 GB, 111.45.
K1WU23T: 1 Slovensko, 109.67. 2 Ceská, 112.84. 3 GB, 112.88.
K1MJT: 1 France, 93.30. 2 Ceská, 93.59. 3 Deutschland, 95.63. 5 GB, 99.44.
K1MU23T: 1 France, 88.21. 2 Italia, 90.31. 3 Österreich, 91.71. 19 GB, 146.91.
C1WJT: 1 Ceská, 119.13. 2 GB, 127.94. 3 France, 129.38.
C1WU23T: 1 España, 117.27. 2 Slovenija, 119.03. 3 Ceská, 123.64. 4 GB, 127.63.
C1MJT: 1 France, 97.58. 2 Ceská, 103.72. 3 Slovenija, 105.91. 12 GB, 171.89.
C1MU23T: 1 Deutschland, 94.78. 2 France, 97.21. 3 GB, 99.03.
K1WXU23: 1 A Satila, Brasil. 2 S Jones, Deutschland. 3 A Hilgertova, Ceská. 10 E Davies, GB.
13 C Lee, GB.
K1MXJ: 1 J Rohrer, Schweiz. 2 J Krejci, Ceská. 3 P Echaniz, España.
K1MXU23: 1 D Marx, Schweiz. 2 M Quemeneur, France. 3 N Inkin, Rossija.
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Fox makes history despite a 50

... but Corinna Kuhnle took the K1.
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Jess Fox did win the C1 class...

Alexander Slafkovsky edged out of the C1...

... by winner Sideris Tasiadis.

Fox’s record run stopped

48

Tacen, Austria’s Corinna Kuhnle delivered the run that finally
snapped the historic dominance of the Australian. In the men’s
C1, Germany’s Sideris Tasiadis took his third World Cup gold
of the season, relegating Alexander Slafkovsky to his fourth consecutive
silver medal. It took something special from the two time Olympian
from Austria to stop the rampaging Australian in the pelting rain. ‘I
think everyone came here wanting to beat Jess; she’s the one that’s being
chased and that’s what I wanted to do,’ Kuhnle said. ‘That’s what I was
trying to do and it’s worked out. I do love this course. I’ve won a couple
of races here and championships so I really feel comfortable here.’
Kuhnle posted a clean time of 107.94 with Fox second in 109.01 and
another Austrian, Viktoria Wolffhardt, winning her first ever K1 medal
by finishing 3rd.
Fox said she was thrilled to win another medal. ‘After each weekend
I was telling myself “Wow, it’s going to be really hard to back that up.”
It’s just been an amazing season, my best season ever,’ Fox said. ‘I’m just
really happy to be on the podium again. I’m really happy with my run
except for the last two gates and the finish line. To be on the podium
like this and be consistent, I think that’s what is important.’
Tasiadis followed up his winning performances in Liptovsky and
Augsburg with a faultless run in Tacen, his time of 103.00 pipping
Slafkovsky’s 103.68. It was a breakthrough win for the German in Tacen.
‘This is my first gold medal here, in fact my first medal on this course,’
Tasiadis said. ‘I like the course very much; you can go with the water
but today the course was tough. You have to be awake the whole time
because if you sleep just a little bit then you will lose the gate. I’m really
happy about my final because my semi final was not so good.’ Another
German, Franz Anton, took the bronze on the course where he won his
first ever World Cup medal.

on the second part I was fighting and did some small mistakes but I’m
really happy for this run today. I just focus on myself, otherwise I can’t
do what I did today. I think this is the mentality of all the athletes.’
Anton’s time of 100.05 put him ahead of Denis Gargaud Chanut, the
2016 Rio gold medallist. Slovakia’s Alexander Slafkovsky went into the
final as the overall World Cup leader after four consecutive silver medals
in 2018 but had to settle for 8th on Saturday but with double points on
offer it was enough to hold out Bozic with Sideris Tasiadis, who failed
to make the final, finishing 3rd.
Fox won the opening three K1 World Cup titles and finished second
in Tacen the previous week. ‘It’s all about getting it out of the way now
rather than at the world championships. I guess,’ Fox said ‘It’s frustrating
and disappointing, my worst run of the season, but I’ve learned a lot this
season. Today was a risk I didn’t need to take so I’m really disappointed
with my judgment there. It was a costly error and you learn from each
one.’
Jessica Fox put the finishing touch on her history making C1 slalom
World Cup season with a fifth victory on Sunday, maintaining her
perfect record and sealing the overall season title. Italy’s Giovanni De
Gennaro became the fifth individual winner of the men’s K1, with
Jiri Prskavec finishing 3rd and wrapping up the 2018 title. Just 24
hours after wrapping up the 2018 K1 World Cup title, 24 year old Fox
wrapped up the C1 title just by making the final. No other athlete in
the history of canoe slalom has won every slalom in a season and no
athlete has ever won both the K1 and C1 world titles in a single season.

Ana Satila was the fastest qualifier in women’s K1.

David Florence was best in C1 qualification.

Jess Fox completed a historic clean sweep in C1.
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K1W: 1 C Kuhnle, Österreich, 107.94. 2 J Fox, Australia, 109.01.
3 V Wolffhardt, Österreich, 113.10.
K1M: 1 Z Jakse, Slovenija, 82.33. 2 J Prskavec, Ceská, 82.44. 3 M Biazizzo, France, 84.52.
17 Z Franklin, GB, 86.63.
C1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 103.23. 2 R Lawrence, Australia, 108.38.
3 S Stanovska, Slovensko, 111.15. 7 E Miller, GB, 122.11.
C1M: 1 S Tasiadis, Deutschland, 103.00. 2 A Slafkovsky, Solvensko, 103.68.
3 A Franz, Deutschland, 104.29. 20 T Abbott, GB.
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Tacen Slalom
Australia’s Jessica Fox had already created history in 2018
and on Friday she showed every sign that her total domination
of canoe slalom this year might extend into a fourth weekend. The
two time Olympic medallist was unbeaten in both the women’s K1
and C1 this year, winning golden doubles in Liptovsky, Kraków and
Augsburg, a record without peer in the history of both men’s and
women’s paddling. On Friday in the rain at Tacen, Slovenia, the 24 year
old safely navigated her way into both the K1 and C1 semi finals at the
weekend. She was seventh quickest behind Germany’s Ricarda Funk in
the K1 and five seconds quicker than the next best in the C1. ‘It’s been
an incredible start to the season, my best ever in both K1 and C1,’ Fox
said. ‘It would be amazing to go four, five, but the competition is always
tough, especially in Tacen, so I’m looking forward to getting out there
and having a good crack at it. It’s very special and, obviously, I’m very
proud of the way I raced. It means a lot because I’ve never won three
gold medals in the K1 before in the World Cup and I’ve never won the
overall title before in the K1. I guess that’s what is exciting. This is the
first time I’m in the running for that.
Funk, who dominated World Cups in 2017, was looming as the
biggest threat to Fox’s perfect record. ‘Jessica is a really good paddler,’
Funk said. ‘I will really try to be as fast as she is but we will see how it
goes.’
In the men’s events, hometown knowledge helped Slovenia’s Zan
Jakse to take a surprise top spot in the men’s K1 qualifying. Jakse, who
lives just minutes from the Tacen course, finished 0.11 second ahead
of Czech Jiri Prskavec. Prskavec currently sat second in the overall
World Cup standings but was still to win this season. ‘I’m pretty happy.
I didn’t feel all that confident on gates one and two but I guess that’s
pretty normal here in Tacen,’ Prskavec said. ‘I haven’t had many good
races here but it’s a lot of fun and the Slovenian fans are always good.
‘I’m pretty happy with my season but I just need to get to the top one
day. I’m trying to work on clean runs because that’s something I’ve
been struggling with in finals.’ In the men’s C1 Slovakia’s Alexander
Slafkovsky continued his strong season by qualifying fastest ahead of
four Slovenians, headed by Luka Bozic. Slafkovsky had taken three
consecutive silver medals but was a clear overall leader in the race for
World Cup honours.
Like a European summer, the incredible winning run of Jessica
Fox had to end eventually. On a day more resembling winter in

La Seu d’Urgell Slalom
Brazil’s Ana Satila was the star performer on the opening day of the
World Cup finals in Spain, qualifying fastest in the women’s K1 and
second quickest in the C1. Great Britain’s David Florence issued a
reminder of his abilities with an eye catching performance in the men’s
C1 while team mate Mallory Franklin was the quickest in the women’s
C1. Frenchman Boris Neveu was the first qualifier in the men’s K1 but
just 0.04 second ahead of 2018 World Cup leader Czech Jiri Prskavec
with Australia’s Lucien Delfour a further 0.05 second back in third.
Florence, a two time C1 world champion and three time Olympic
silver medallist, posted a time of 100.55 to lead the C1, qualifying ahead
of the defending World Cup champion, Germany’s Sideris Tasiadis, in
101.32. Another Brit, Ryan Westley, was third quickest while defending
Olympic champion Denis Gargaud Chanut of France was fourth. Two
time Olympian Satila had not finished on the K1 podium this year but
stunned the best in the world by posting 103.18 to qualify fastest for
the next day’s semi finals. Her time just pipped Australia’s Jessica Fox,
beaten only once this year, who clocked in at 103.23. Spain’s Maialen
Chourraut showed, once again, how formidable she can be on her
hometown La Seu course, qualifying third in 103.93. Franklin, the
defending C1 world champion, was the most impressive winner of the
day, rocketing to the finish line in 112.05 seconds, 2.50 seconds quicker
than Satila, with another Brit, Kimberley Woods, third. Fox, unbeaten in
C1 this year, qualified 11th quickest.
Germany’s Ricarda Funk and Slovenia’s Luka Bozic took gold on
day two but both fell just short of taking the overall 2018 titles. Funk,
who scraped into the women’s K1 final in last position, recaptured
the form which saw her dominate the 2017 World Cup season to take
victory in 102.68 but, in a dramatic finish to the race for the 2018
title, the German fell just one point short of Australia’s Jessica Fox,
who finished last in the final after missing a gate and incurring a 50
second penalty. Hometown favourite and 2016 Olympic gold medallist
Maialen Chourraut was 2nd in 104.45 while Mallory Franklin was 3rd
in 105.34. ‘I had a really good run and it felt good,’ Funk said. ‘Being the
first run, I didn’t know where I would end up, so I’m really happy. This
is a difficult course to get everything perfect and you know all the other
girls are so good.You have to have a very good run.
Bozic qualified fastest for the men’s C1 final and held his form to
take the gold in 99.84, just ahead of Germany’s Franz Anton, who had
also scraped into the final in 10th place. He said he felt calm, despite
being the final athlete on the course. ‘I have been in this position a
couple of times so I needed to just focus and do what I had to do,’
Bozic said. ‘I think my run was perfect on the first part of the course;

Ricarda Funk won the women’s K1.

Luka Bozic was overall C1 winner.
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Giovanni De Gennaro took the men’s K1.
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‘It’s awesome; yesterday was the first time I’ve ever won the K1 title and,
to back it up today, it’s awesome to do the double,’ Fox said. ‘It’s very
rewarding. I’ve had a great season. I’m super happy with the way I’ve
been paddling but the season is not over yet; we’ve still got the world
championships and that’s the most important one.’ The three time world
champion made sure of the overall win with victory in Sunday’s final,
her time of 111.14 putting her just ahead of 2017 world champion
Mallory Franklin on 112.18. ‘I’m absolutely thrilled, it’s been an
amazing World Cup season,’ Fox said. ‘I heard that Mallory and Nadine
had put down some fast times so I gave it everything in that race and
I’m thrilled to come away with that overall title.’ Austria’s Nadine
Weratschnig, the reigning U23 world champion, finished 3rd in 114.72.
De Gennaro was the second athlete on the course in the men’s K1
final but his error free time of 93.28 proved fast enough to take the
gold. ‘I had a good first run but I saw some room to improve,’ De
Gennaro said. ‘It means a lot. We had highs and lows during the season;
the first two World Cups I couldn’t find my performance but after a
really hard summer I could finally close the gap. I know it’s only one

race but it gives me a lot of confidence for the world championships.’
Lucien Delfour was the slowest qualifier in the final but posted his
best run of the time to grab the silver in 93.87, his first World Cup
medal since 2015. Prskavec finished 3rd in 95.62 but took the 2018
K1 title despite no individual golds during the season. He posted 304
points. Frenchman Mathieu Biazizzo was 2nd on 242 and Czech 2017
champion Vit Prindis took 3rd with 222 points. Fox finished on 360
points, Franklin was 2nd on 243 and Austria’s Viktoria Wolffhardt was
3rd on 242.
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K1W: 1 R Funk, Deutschland, 102.68. 2 M Chourraut, España, 104.45. 3 M Franklin, GB, 105.34.
K1M: 1 G De Gennaro, Italia, 93.28. 2 L Delfour, Australia, 93.97. 3 J Prskavec, Ceská, 95.62.
11 J Clarke, GB. 13 C Bowers, GB. 17 B Forbes-Cryans, GB.
C1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 111.14. 2 M Franklin, GB, 112.18. 3 N Weratschnig, Österreich, 114.72.
16 K Woods, GB.
C1M: 1 L Bozic, Slovenija, 99.84. 2 F Anton, Deutschland, 100.05.
3 D Gargaud Chanut, France, 101.69. 5 R Westley, GB, 104.04. 15 A Burgess, GB.

While the cats are away

Gate 21 in its slot, seen from below.

Robert Holdway spins downstream.

Holme Pierrepont Slalom
Some slalomists seem to go for the tightest of turns rather than pass
backwards through a gate but the second gate on the Holme Pierrepont
course was definitely a reverse gate. Gate 4 was upstream, some of
those breaking in under the outer pole finding their bows bouncing
up and hitting it from underneath. More dramatic for some was the
downstream run from 8 to 9, straightforward on the face of it but
several competitors found themselves performing skyrockets over a wave
between them.

Austin Barker takes gate 21 in the slot in the wall.

Callum MacEachen cuts across

Mairi Edwards about to break out of what passes for an eddy.

Dave Rawding gets an unexpected lift.
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Further down the course, 20 to 21 was across a stopper, which some
did not manage. Most did get there to tackle gate 21, upstream and
tucked in a slot in the wall.
Having the top people in Rio allowed a chance for other Premier
paddlers to increase points tallies, topped by Alice Haining and local
Remi Baudot in K1 and Sophie Ogilvie and Will Smith in C1. The
Merrifields had the C2 event to themselves.
Mallards did not have the course to themselves but seemed perfectly
happy walking along the edge of the course, pecking at the weed,
spectators seated next to them on one side, whirling blades on the other.

K1WP: 1 A Haining, Selkirk, 117.41. 2 N Setchell, Holme Pierrepont/Jem, 117.50.
3 L Leaver, Edinburgh Schools, 117.84.
K1MP: 1 R Baudot, Nottingham Surf, 103.19. 2 E Lee, Llandysul, 104.19.
3 P Sunderland, Stafford & Stone, 104.67.
Off: 1 L Royle, Stafford & Stone, 122.48. 2 J Lines, Frome, 125.36. 3 I Lavis, Brecon, 135.57.
C1WP: 1 S Ogilvie, Central Cats, 129.26. 2 D Cooil, Tees Tigers/Vajda, 136.45.
3 E Miller, Lee Valley, 137.09.
C1MP: 1 W Smith, Winchester, 107.08. 2 S Ibbotson, Holme Pierrepont, 110.72.
3 W Coney, Llandysul, 112.33.
C2: 1 Merrifield/Merrifield, Taunton, 154.75.
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Fox rewrites record book
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gold medallist Maialen Chourraut of Spain, in 95.96, with Slovenia’s
Ursa Kragelj third in 96.23. ‘It’s nice to be back. I had some good
memories from here two years ago,’ Fox said. ‘Obviously, with Rio
it was amazing to win a second Olympic medal but I was left a bit
frustrated because I felt like it wasn’t my best race. That’s what I’ll be
looking for next, just one
Jessica Fox was two runs away from creating yet another moment
in history after qualifying fastest in the women’s C1. If Fox could win
the C1 title she would become the first slalomist to go through an
entire international season undefeated after she won all five World Cup
events earlier this year. Czech Ondrej Tunka gave a timely reminder of
his abilities, qualifying fastest in the men’s K1, 12 months after winning
his first world title in Pau. Fox showed there had been no drop in her
incredible 2018 form, posting a time of 101.32 to pip Mallory Franklin
in 101.61. Team mate Kimberley Woods was 3rd in 108.30. Fox had

Jess Fox in K1, undeafeated in women’s C1 over the whole season.
Martikan leads the Slovak men’s C1 team.

won the C1 world title for three years in a row before losing to Franklin
last year. ‘I think last year was really disappointing and frustrating,’ Fox
said. ‘But that happens and it’s just about learning and coming back
stronger and I’ve had a great year this season. ‘I’ve been feeling good.
I’ve changed boats and tried different things so I’m just looking forward
to racing here again. Last time we came here there was only K1 so, now,
to do both is really nice.’

Tunka caused a major upset when he won the men’s K1 world title
in Pau last year. His form since then had been patchy but he was back
to his best on Thursday with an 84.87 to be fastest into the semi finals.
Italian Zeno Ivaldi, who missed much of 2018 with an injury, was
second fastest in 85.52 while Olympic gold medallist Joe Clarke was
third in 85.86, a gate touch robbing him of the quickest time. ‘I felt
good. I’m just happy that I’m straight into the semi final and I don’t

Tunka back on form in men’s kayak.

Funk was placed 3rd.

The GB women’s C1 team on their way to the title.
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World Championships
Great Britain picked up two gold medals and the Slovakian C1 men’s
team won an incredible eighth consecutive title on the opening day
of the slalom world championships in Rio, Brazil. France picked up
the fourth gold medal on offer, the women’s K1, with Great Britain
taking the men’s K1 and the women’s C1. Britain showed off its depth
in slalom with bronze medals in the men’s C1 and women’s K1. In
men’s C1, Alexander Slafkovsky, Michal Martikan and Matej Benus have
won every men’s C1 world championship teams title since the 2008
Beijing Olympics, clocking up their eighth title by just 0.28 second
from Slovenia with Great Britain 3rd. ‘We are changing the history;
it’s amazing,’ Slafkovsky said. ‘It was a very tough race today; the other
teams had very strong very good runs and I touched the last upstream
gate so I thought it would not be enough. We really are a compact team;
everybody knows what to do and even if something goes wrong we are
very fast at creating and we think well.’
The 17 year old Bethan Forrow teamed up with C1 world champion
Mallory Franklin and former European champion Kimberley Woods
to help Great Britain defend the women’s C1 team title. Franklin and
Woods were part of the successful team in Pau last year and said it was
exciting to have Forrow join the team. ‘It’s so good in Britain that we
have this depth and to have Beth be able to come in and paddle at this
level,’ Franklin said. ‘She hasn’t had that much exposure yet but she’ll get
there.’
‘I was definitely nervous,’ Forrow said. ‘My expectations were, like,
way above my level. I’m really pleased with the way I paddled and to be
able to do it with these two.’
The British K1 men’s team added to the gold medal haul a short
time later with Olympic gold medallist Joe Clarke teaming with
Bradley Forbes-Cryans and Chris Bowers to beat Poland and the Czech
Republic. It was the first K1 men’s team title for Great Britain since
1997, a year before Bowers was born. ‘We’ve had a really good feeling
throughout the whole of the British team in this camp and throughout
the year as well,’ Forbes-Cryans said. ‘We’ve put in a lot of work to be
more of a team and I think that paid off today. Myself, Joe and Chris
work incredibly hard back at Lee Valley and I think this is all just
testament to that hard work. Everyone’s thinking about that one Tokyo
boat and there is definitely competition, extremely tough competition,
fighting it out for that one position, but we all do our best just to
leave that on the water and to get on with it while we are on the team
together.’
The first gold medal of the world championships went to the French
women’s K1 team of Lucie Baudu, Marie-Zelia Lafont and Camille
Prigent. ‘It’s awesome; we are so happy. It’s good to start the world
championships like this,’ Prigent said. ‘It makes us confident for the
next races. It’s good for the team. Everyone was happy this morning
and excited to race.’ The French finished ahead of Germany and Great
Britain.
Five time Olympian Michal Martikan showed what might have
been by posting the fastest men’s C1 qualifying time. Rio was the first
Olympics 39 year old Martikan missed since 1996 but he showed on
Wednesday the course held no fears for him. Australia’s Jessica Fox, a
bronze medallist on the same course in Rio in 2016, took her first step
to defending her 2017 world title by qualifying fastest in the women’s
K1. Martikan, easily the most experienced paddler in the field, showed
he is still as strong now as he was when he won the first of his two gold
medals 22 years ago in Atlanta. While others struggled to put together
smooth runs, Martikan breezed down the course in 88.86 seconds, 1.36
seconds ahead of Rio gold medallist France’s Denis Gargaud Chanut, in
90.22. Great Britain’s Ryan Westley picked up a 2 second penalty for a
gate touch but was still quick enough to finish third in 91.58. Martikan
said to finally get a chance to compete on the Olympic course was a
special opportunity. ‘I think so,’ he said. ‘I was not paddling in the Rio
Olympics. I was sitting in the crowd, watching the race. I dreamed that
I would like to paddle at the Olympic Games at this course. It’s always
special because the Olympics is the best we can paddle at this most
beautiful sport in the world. I was surprised about the result today but
I was not surprised by the run. After our eighth consecutive gold medal
in team events yesterday my feelings are very good and it’s the main
reason why I was paddling so smooth today.’
Fox continued her outstanding 2018 season with the fastest time in
the women’s K1, posting a time of 94.14 to finish ahead of Rio 2016

Michal Martikan on the one Olympic course he missed.
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Pochwala/Stach won the mixed C2.

Franz Anton, C1 world champion.
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Hannes Aigner took the K1 title.
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have to do a second run, which I’ve been doing a lot of this year,’ Tunka
said. ‘I haven’t been feeling as good in the last year and I don’t know
why. At training I feel good but in the races I always make a big mistake.
I think it is good for me to know I can still do a good run.’
Poland’s Marcin Pochwala and Aleksandra Stach, winners of a solitary
bronze medal during the World Cup season, became the C2 mixed
world champions on Friday. In other highlights, Germany’s Ricarda
Funk bounced back to her best form by qualifying fastest for the next
day’s K1 women’s final while Slovenia’s Benjamin Savsek showed he
was ready to defend his world title with the quickest time in the men’s
C1 semis. Pochwala, a four time Olympian in C2, is Stach’s C1 coach
and the pair have been paddling together for one year. Their best result
this year was a 3rd on their home course in Krakow. ‘I feel very good.
I think it’s a dream,’ Pochwala said. ‘This is my first time as a world
champion. We have been together for about one year but we don’t have
professional training. We don’t paddle together every day. We thought
we could maybe win a medal this week. That would have been a good
result for us.’
‘He is my coach in C1 so in C2 mixed we maybe train together
one time a month,’ Stach said. Pochwala and Stach finished in 104.48,
which included a 2 second penalty. The French pair of Yves Prigent and
Margaux Henry, 2nd overall in the World Cup series this year, posted a
clean run of 106.84 to take the silver. Czechs Veronika Vojtova and Jan
Masek finished 3rd in 108.25. Fellow Czechs Tereza Fiserova and Jakub
Jane, winner of the World Cup series, picked up two gate touches and
finished 4th.
Benjamin Savsek broke through for a long overdue C1 world title
in Pau last year and looked determined to hold onto the crown with
a 98.13 qualifying run. ‘It was a nice run, the boat was fast and I’m
happy to be in the final for tomorrow,’ Savsek said. ‘I focus on this
race, not the world title. This is a new race and I just try to be my best.
I’ll try to show my best, what I can do.’ World Cup winner Alexander
Slafkovskyof Slovakia was second quickest in 98.24 while another
Slovenian, Luka Bozic, was third in 99.44. Among the big names to miss
out was Great Britain’s two time world champion David Florence.
Ricarda Funk caused several heart flutters when she capsized on her
first qualifying run on Wednesday but put that behind her to post a
sizzling second run on the same afternoon. She followed up with the
quickest qualifying time in Friday night’s gloomy conditions. ‘I’m really
happy I’m in the final and I’m happy that I had a good run because in
the qualifying I was really struggling,’ Funk said. ‘This is canoe slalom. It
happens sometimes. Training has been okay. I haven’t had many training
sessions. I could have had a few more but it’s the same for everyone.’
Funk posted a time if 104.18, with Ursa Kragelj 2nd on 105.45. Rio
silver medallist Luuka Jones was third fastest on 105.87. Defending
world champion Jessica Fox of Australia qualified sixth fastest. The
biggest shock was the absence of Rio gold medallist Maialen Chourraut
from the final after the Spaniard missed a gate and incurred a 50 second
penalty.
Jessica Fox won her sixth individual slalom title, successfully defended
her 2017 K1 world crown and became the most successful individual
paddler in the history of the sport on an emotional day. Germany’s
Franz Anton won his first C1 men’s title and paid tribute to his friend,
Stefan Henze, who died in a car accident at the Rio Olympics two
years ago. Fox had qualified sixth fastest for the K1 final and watched as
the top five qualifiers all failed to top her 102.06. She said her win was
some compensation for the disappointment of finishing 3rd at the Rio
Olympics. ‘I’m quite emotional and shocked,’ Fox said. ‘I had a great run
until I got to the bottom section and than it almost fell apart. I’m just so
happy I was able to hold it together and escape what could have been
a terrible mistake. With Rio I felt like I had a bit of unfinished business
after the Olympics. I left a bit frustrated with my paddling. I just wanted
to come here and be free and really unleash in that final. ‘I can’t say I
look at the statistics. I’m just here to do what I can do. I hope six world
titles is not the end of my journey. I’m feeling like I’m at my best and,
hopefully, can keep going that way.’ Mallory Franklin took the silver in
104.34 and Ricarda Funk, with a 2 second penalty, was 3rd in 105.32.
Franz Anton fought back the tears after hanging on to win the men’s
C1, revealing later that it was the memory of German coach Stefan
Henze which drove him to victory. ‘We lost Stefan here two years ago
and this is something I always have with me,’ Anton said. ‘It was great
that he could be here with me on this run and that I could be fast.
His last day was the final day of our C2 run and, after, he was gone.
This was the memory when I went back home so it’s great that I could
come back here and win the medal. He was a good friend; we are a
team and everyone knows each other. We have such great emotions
and memories.’ Anton posted a time of 97.06 with Ryan Westley 2nd
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in 97.94 and another German, Sideris Tasiadis, finishing 3rd in 98.87.
Defending world champion Benjamin Savsek had two gate touches and
finished 7th.
The records continued to tumble for Jessica Fox on the final day,
her victory in the women’s C1 confirming her status as the greatest
female paddler in the history of the sport, and Hannes Aigner became
Germany’s first K1 world champion for more than a decade after a
slashing run in Sunday’s final. Fox was once again in a class of her own
in the women’s C1. She had now won the title four times, had won
the K1/C1 double for a second time and managed to paddle through
an entire season undefeated in C1. Her win takes her total world titles
across all disciplines, including teams, to eight, leapfrogging her mother,
Myriam Jersusalmi, to become the most successful female slalom paddler
of all time. Just 24 hours earlier she overtook her father, Richard, as
the most successful individual slalomist of all time. ‘It’s been the perfect
season, the perfect world championships. I’m absolutely thrilled,’ Fox
said. ‘Yesterday was really hard because I couldn’t appreciate what I
had achieved because I had the C1 semis in the afternoon but now all
the emotion is there; it’s amazing to share it with everyone that’s here,
my team, my family. I can’t wait to get home and celebrate. ‘Growing
up with two parents who were very successful in the sport was always
pretty daunting, and I never thought I would be able to beat dad’s
record of five titles or achieve what mum achieved. To beat them is
very cool, very special, but it’s as much their achievement as mine.’ Fox
posted a clean run of 109.07, almost 5 seconds faster than defending
world champion Mallory Franklin in 113.85. Tereza Fiserova was 3rd in
116.74.
Germany’s Hannes Aigner broke through for the biggest win of his
career, registering 89.69 in a near perfect K1 run to land his country
their first world title in the discipline since Fabian Dorfler won in
Sydney in 2005. ‘It was pretty hard for me to make this run. I had a
lot of finals and didn’t make a good performance, Aigner said. ‘This
was the first time for me to make a pretty good run in an important
final. I risked everything. I didn’t want to finish in the 4th place so it all
worked out. Now this is my best season ever. We have a long tradition
in K1 men in Germany; we have many titles but the last title was a long
time ago so I’m happy to continue this series of success for Germany.’
Czech Jiri Prskavec, a 2015 world champion, picked up his second silver
medal in a time of 90.65, while Pavel Eigel won Russia’s first ever world
championship medal when he finished 3rd in 92.17.
The 2019 world championships, which doubles as a Tokyo 2020
qualifier, will be held in La Seu, Spain.
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K1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 102.06. 2 M Franklin, GB, 104.34. 3 R Funk, Deutschland, 105.32.
10 F Pennie, GB, 175.00. 20 K Woods, GB.
K1M: 1 H Aigner, Deutschland, 89.69. 2 J Prskavec, Ceská, 90.65. 3 P Eigel, Rossija, 92.17.
5 J Clarke, GB, 93.37.
C1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 109.07. 2 M Franklin, GB, 113.85. 3 T Fiserova, Ceská, 116.74.
8 B Forrow, GB, 124.20. 17 K Woods, GB.
C1M: 1 F Anton, Deutschland, 97.06. 3 R Westley, GB, 97.94. 3 S Tasiadas, Deutschland, 98.87.
17 A Burgess, GB. 20 D Florence, GB.
K1WT: 1 France, 108.37. 2 Deutschland, 102.12. 3 GB, 109.36.
K1MT: 1 GB, 92.88. 2 Polska, 93.88. 3 Ceská, 94.84.
C1WT: 1 GB, 115.78. 2 Ceská, 117.34. 3 France, 121.27.
C1MT: 1 Slovensko, 99.67. 2 Slovenija, 99.95. 3 GB, 100.07.

Keith and Audrey in 1968...

... and with their current motor.

Attention to detail.

Wick and Audrey recreate that photo.

Including Jon Goodwin, Mike Thomas, Ken Langford, Fred Doodey, John MacLeod, Chris Skellern, John Court and Heather Goodman.

John Mac hitch hiking.

Chris Skellern and Fred Doodey nearest.
Jon Goodwin with his own not insignificant
runabout but no roofrack.

Left: Rodney Witter passes the time of day
as Melvin Swallow counts horses.
Right, from the right: Heather Goodman,
Audrey, Ken Langford and Jon Goodwin.

In colour after 50 years

Now there’s something you won’t have seen on the BBC news
website since at least the last Olympics, a link to a canoeing
competition, the slalom world championships.
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Oct 24th was the 50th anniversary of Sunderland paddlers Audrey
Keerie and Keith Wickham winning the Llangollen Town Slalom. (It
was also their 48th wedding anniversary, which Audrey had forgotten.)
To celebrate the occasion they decided to recreate the photograph of
them at the station entrance with trophies as used by Streamlyte in
advertising.
Props included dozens of names from the top of slalom in that era
plus their partners. The station master came out to clear the obstruction
from the entrance, then discovered he had been there 50 years ago
and so was included in the photography. False number plates had been

prepared for a borrowed Mini of the right vintage and for one of Wick’s
current sets of wheels, a racing Bentley.
It was a bit of a rush. As Audrey said, ‘Wick, why is this so last
minute? You have had 50 years to organize things...’
After the photo session, everyone decamped to the Royal Hotel,
perhaps not as fast as might have been expected for a racing car as it
takes about a nine point turn to get it round in the middle of a set of
three way traffic lights with roadworks barriers everywhere.
At the hotel everyone was treated to a champagne meal with a free
bar, the Wickhams’ great generosity doing nothing to detract from the
occasion.
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World Championships
Czech Ondrej Rolenc, already a triple wild water sprint
world champion, broke through for his first C1 classic world
title in the mountains of Muotathal in Switzerland and fellow Czech
paddler Martina Satkova enjoyed a golden day, winning both the K1
and C1 classic world titles. Rolenc feared the tricky conditions would
not be to his liking on the Thursday but he showed his versatility with
a strong start to finish run that gave him a 9 second buffer on his closest
opponent. ‘For me this is more important because it’s my first win in
the classic race,’ Rolenc said. ‘I’ve won the three sprint world titles so for
me this is very satisfying.’ Rolenc was 9 seconds faster than Frenchman
Louis Lapointe.
Satkova came hoping to regain her C1 classic world title and looking
for a strong performance in the K1 and ended up winning both. ‘I’m
very satisfied with that run; it’s my first ever classic K1, so this is the
most beautiful race result for me,’ she said. ‘This river is really hard but
I really love wild water. It’s perfect here. The waves are strong but the

Hostens, placed 2nd in women’s K1.

Satkova took the women’s K1 title.

Remember small advertising rules?
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nature is beautiful and the water is clean. I’m in love with this
country. It’s perfect.’ Satkova finished more than 17 seconds
ahead of Frenchwoman Manon Hostens in the K1. Hostens
travelled straight to Muotathal from the sprint world cup in Duisburg
the previous weekend. Satkova was also almost 12 seconds ahead of
Italy’s Cecilia Panato in the C1.
Slovenia’s Simon Oven showed his liking for the Muotathal course
with a win in the men’s K1 classic, in the process becoming the first
Slovenian to win a world title in the men’s K1 classic. ‘Last year I won
the World Cup here so I knew I could do really well,’ he said. ‘The
water is really good; there were lots of waves and stoppers so you can
have lots of fun. It’s a really special feeling to know that you are first
in your country. We were aiming for the win and we did it.’ For the
third time a French athlete took home the silver, this time Paul Jean
in a time just over 4 seconds slower than Oven, but the French finally
broke through in the men’s C2, with Stephane Santamaria and Stephane
Dazeur showing they are the premiere men’s C2 paddlers in the world
with victory in the classic to follow on from their sprint world title in
Pau last year. ‘It’s a short classic race compared to others,’ Dazeur said.
‘Usually they are 15 to 20 minutes; this one was only 12 minutes so we
have not time to waste. We have to paddle strong to keep the speed of
the boat. If you waste just a few seconds the boat slows down and it is
very hard to get your speed back after that.’ Italy picked up a gold in the
women’s C2 with Alice and Cecilia Panato getting the glory ahead of
Germany’s Verena Sülzer and Maren Lutz.
Martina Satkova picked up her third gold medal when she helped
steer her K1 team to victory on Friday. Unofficially, Satkova picked
up a fourth gold medal when she helped her team win the women’s
C1 team gold but the competition results will not stand because of a
lack of entries. Satkova teamed up with Anezka Paloudova and Barbora
Dimovova to post a comfortable win in the K1. France finished with
the silver, more than 9 seconds behind, while the home team picked
up the bronze. Ondrej Rolenc continued his winning ways with team
mates Marek Rygel and Antonin Hales to win the men’s C1 teams gold
medal. Germany, led by veteran Norman Weber, picked up the silver
and France took the bronze. The Czechs went within 0.07 second of
making it a clean sweep in the team events with the French trio of
Paul Graton, Paul Jean and Maxence Barouh edging out Adam Satke,
Filip Hric and Karel Slepica for the gold in the men’s K1. The French
posted a time of 12:23.50 to the Czech 12:23.57. Germany picked up
the bronze.
Upsets were the order of the final day of competition with reigning
world champions in all but one sprint category defeated. Manon
Hostens took the gold in the women’s K1, relegating Martina Satkova
to the silver, while fellow Frenchwoman and defending world champion
Claire Bren took 3rd. ‘This is so amazing; in 2016 and 2017 I finished
2nd and this is my first world title in K1,’ Hostens said. ‘It’s so amazing.
Martina has had such a wonderful world championships so I’m very
very happy.’
In the men’s C1 Slovenia’s Blaz Cof finished ahead of Marek Rygel
and Ondrej Rolenc, denying the latter a 4th world title but it was a first
ever title for the Slovenian. ‘It’s pretty amazing. I still can’t believe it,’
Cof said. ‘I was really struggling over the past couple of days down the
course; the water level is really low down the river. I changed my course
after yesterday so I really didn’t know what to expect. When I saw the
result at the end I knew it was enough for a medal but I wasn’t sure
which one.’
Anze Urankar of Slovenia went into the K1 as the defending world
champion but he also had to settle for 3rd. He was denied gold by
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Wild water racing

Cresser wins Masters A

C1 winner Cof.
fellow Slovenian and former world champion Nejc Znidarcic with
another Slovenian, Vid Debeljak, 2nd. ‘This meant a lot to me; it’s my
third world title. I’ve wanted it for six years now,’ Znidarcic said. ‘I’ve
been five time 2nd; every time I’ve made a little mistake so now I’m
really emotional. I usually aren’t but this time it means a lot. I’m not
disappointed when I finish 2nd if I put in a good run and today was a
good run.’
In the women’s C1 France’s defending world title holder, Claire
Haab, finished 8th with gold going to Cecilia Panato, silver to Czech
Marie Nemcova and bronze to Satkova. ‘I’m very satisfied with my
race. I’m very tired but very happy,’ Panato said. ‘I won the C2 race
with my sister but this was my first individual title.’ The only defending
world champions to hold onto their titles were the C2 pair of Stephane
Santamaria and Quentin Dazeur. They headed a French trifecta
of Ancelin Gourjault and Lucas Pazat and Tony Debray and Louis
Lapointe. While the Czechs were unable to win any individual sprint
titles they did pick up team gold in the women’s K1 and the men’s C1.
Slovenia took the gold in the men’s K1 teams event.
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Sp: K1W: 1 M Hostens, France, 1:12.36. 2 M Satkova, Ceská, 1:13.15.
3 C Bren, France, 1:13.47.
K1M: 1 N Znidarcic, Slovenija, 1:04.24. 2 V Debeljak, Slovenija, 1:06.00.
3 A Urankar, Slovenija, 1:06.03.
C1W: 1 C Panato, Italia, 1:19.89. 2 M Nemcova, Ceská, 1:20.14. 3 M Satkova, Ceská, 1:20.26.
C1M: 1 B Cof, Slovenija, 1:11.34. 2 M Rygel, Ceská, 1:11.94. 3 O Rolenc, Ceská, 1:12.05.
K1WT: 1 Ceská, 1:18.05. 2 France, 1:189.37. 3 Deutschland, 1:18.43. 6 GB, 1:49.57.
K1MT: 1 Slovenija, 1:08.73. 2 France, 1:09.36. 3 Deutschland, 1:10.06. 10 GB, 1:16.40.
Cl: K1W: 1 M Satkova, Ceská, 12:42.07. 2 M Hostens, France, 12:59.40.
3 M Mathys, Schweiz, 13:04.41. 18 V Murray, GB, 13:44.53. 19 L Oxtoby, GB, 13:45.53.
K1M: 1 S Oven, Slovenija, 11:56.93. 2 P Jean, France, 12:01.11. 3 P Graton, France, 12:03.73.
9 N Cresser, GB, 12:19.01.
K1MMasA: 1 N Cresser, GB, 12:29.89. 2 G Deprins, Belgique, 12:30.82.
3 C Lemenu, France, 12:41.55.
K1MMasB: 1 G Schmid, Österreich, 12:20.73. 2 K Mruzek, Ceská, 12:32.99.
3 P Leymonderie, France, 12:54.65. 6 J Wallis, GB, 14:51.67.
K1MMasC: 1 J Klammer, Deutschland, 13:06.84. 2 J Christie, GB, 13:21.56.
3 P Sindelar, Ceská, 13:26.61.
K1MMasE: 1 O Von Hartz, Deutschland, 13:10.96. 2 M Keller, Schweiz, 13:49.42.
3 H Kraus, Deutschland, 14:47.39. 4 J Rennock, GB, 14:55.12. 5 M Williams, GB, 15:15.14.
K1MMasF: 1 J Thomas, France, 13:41.63. 2 C Flouret, France, 13:51.58.
3 R Vincent, GB, 14:13.51.
C1W: 1 M Satkova, Ceská, 13:45.37. 2 C Panato, Italia, 13:57.15.
3 M Lutz, Deutschland, 14:14.44. 12 R Houston, GB, 15:14.81.
C1M: 1 O Rolenc, Ceská, 13:00.57. 2 L Lapointe, France, 13:09.63. 3 M Rygel, Ceská, 13:16.11.
C2W: 1 Panato/Panato, Italia, 13:37.20. 2 Sülzer/Lutz, Deutschland, 13:52.44.
3 Raguenes/Beziat, France, 14:00.45. 5 Houston/Revell, GB, 14:15.42.
C2M: 1 Santamaria/Dazeur, France, 12:17.02. 2 Debray/Lapointe, France, 12:22.59.
3 Gourjault/Pazat, France, 12:34.72. 12 Ryan/Rees-Clark, GB, 13:47.46.
K1WT: 1 Ceská, 13:09.49. 2 France, 13:18.55. 3 Schweiz, 13:31.36.
K1MT: 1 France, 12:23.50. 2 Ceská, 12:23.57. 3 Deutschland, 12:24.30. 11 GB, 13:27.16.
C1WT: 1 Ceská, 14:27.91. 2 Italia, 14:44.27. 3 France, 14:48.29.
Nats: Sp: K1W: 1 Ceská, 64. 2 France, 48. 3 Deutschland, 45. 9 GB, 2.
O/A: 1 Ceská, 159. 2 France, 136. 3 Deutschland, 85. 12 GB, 2.
Cl: K1W: 1 Ceská, 62. 2 France, 46. 3 Schweiz, 35. 7 GB 5.
K1M: 1 France, 51. 2 Slovenija, 43. 3 Ceská, 27. 7 GB, 12.
CW: 1 Ceská, 44. 2 Italia, 40. 3 France, 36. 5 GB, 12.
O/A: 1 Ceská, 158. 2 France, 151. 3 Deutschland, 79. 7 GB, 23.

Almost kept in the dark
Holme Pierrepont WWR
The WWR at Nottingham had to work around the freestyle
championships. It was decided that the event would run an hour early,

to get clear of the freestyle finals, but it didn’t. Paddlers were still on the
water when the short boats packed up and it actually ran late, by which
time it was all but dark.

K1 and C1 team events.
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Sprint
Evening racing at Holme Pierrepont.
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Sprint races with portages

Emma Wiggs won the women’s L2.

really great to be racing alongside Jeanette because I know
she’s a world class athlete so, to have both of us on the podium,
it’s the first time ever and a bit of a dream of mine because
she’s my room mate and a total legend,’ Wiggs said.’ It certainly
makes it a bit more challenging and we are trying to juggle it at the
moment. It’s going to be a real challenge to try and do two boats and
remain competitive in both of them. ‘It’s something we are going to
look to see if we can do it but for me it’s a brilliant new challenge.’
In the closest finish of the day Farias had to wait for official
confirmation before being declared winner of the KL1 final. The 2017
world champion was given the nod just ahead of Brazil’s Luis Carlos
Cardoso Da Silva. ‘I have been training a lot for this season but my start
was not very good,’ he said. ‘For the first two or three paddles I did not
stay with my brain. I saw the line and I pushed a lot at the end. It’s a
good result for me.’
Yemelianov once again proved he is the premiere men’s KL3 paddler
in the world, comfortably winning Friday’s final to add to his 2016
Paralympic gold medal and 2017 world championship title. ‘This is a
good result but, at the moment, I am just in my heavy training period
of the year,’ Yemelianov said. ‘I will focus more on speed now ahead of
the world championships. I feel good with a lot of strength and energy.
It’s very hard to be at the top and to climb to the top.’ Ukraine’s Nataliia
Lahutenko won the women’s VL3 200 final.
World champions Marko Tomicevic and Milenko Zoric once again
showed they were the team to beat in the K2 1,000 after posting
another strong win in the Olympic event. Tomicevic and Zoric
broke through for the first big win of their career at last year’s world
championships and were too strong for a world class field in Hungary
on Friday afternoon. ‘We are focusing on this season first,’ Tomicevic
said. ‘We have the Europeans in Belgrade this year so we would like to
show our people what we can do. For us we just focus on our race. Last
year was important for us because we had our first big win.’
Cuba’s Serguey Torres Madrigal and Fernando Dayan Jorge Enriquez
won the men’s C2 1,000, following up their World Cup win last year.
Tokyo will mark 20 years competing at the top level for Madrigal. ‘I feel
very good because this year I set my personal best time so I think I can
do better,’ Madrigal said. ‘I think I will finish in Tokyo; it will be my last
Olympic Games. It would be nice to finish with a medal.’
Hungary’s Anna Kárász showed she is over injury problems which
have dogged her career by winning the women’s K1 1,000. Kárász said
the win was important for her confidence. ‘I feel like I’m not afraid of
the 1,000 now,’ Karasz said. ‘It’s been a tough year but I feel like I’m
really close to my top form now but I need a lot of patience. Of course
it is frustrating; it was really hard when you feel like you want to push
harder and train harder but your body won’t let you.’
The New Zealand women’s team, Canada’s brutal C2 combination,
Spain’s versatile men’s team and Portugal’s Fernando Pimenta shook
off any early season nerves with blistering performances on Saturday.
Laurence Vincent-Lapointe and Katie Vincent, already red hot favourites
for the first ever women’s C2 500 Olympic gold medal in Tokyo, took
advantage of a strong tail wind to chase down the early Chinese leaders,
knocking a massive three seconds off the previous world best time in
the process. ‘We stuck to our race plan and it was perfect,’ VincentLapointe said. ‘We knew that the best part of our race is the finish so we
really knew we could get them back.’

The men’s L2 went to Curtis McGrath.

Marko Tomicevic and Milenko Zoric took the men’s K2 1km.

Szeged Regatta
It was business as usual for the biggest names in
international paracanoe on the opening day of the World
Cup in Szeged. Rio 2016 Paralympic gold medallists Emma
Wiggs, Curtis McGrath and Serhii Yemelianov were among the athletes
to cruise through their respective heats, qualifying directly for finals on
Friday and Saturday. Great Britain’s Wiggs was untroubled in her heat
of the women’s KL2 200. ‘It was really nice to get out on the course
and get racing, the course is phenomenal and it’s brilliant to be in the
spiritual home of canoeing,’ the multiple world champion said. ‘It’s been
a really tough year, been a really hard winter, so we’re really looking
to peak towards the end of the year so this is a great stepping stone
to give us an idea how much the brutal winter has made a difference.’
Wiggs would also be racing in the va’a competition in Szeged after the
outrigger canoe was added to the programme for Tokyo 2020.
Australia’s McGrath would also compete in the va’a but on Thursday
he was comfortably winning his heat of the KL2. ‘It was fast start call
but good hit out, good competition,’ McGrath said. ‘I was really just
trying to nail the start, which I didn’t quite do, but I had a good middle
of the race and then came home strong. I followed my race plan, so
looking forward to see how we go in the final.’ Ukraine’s Yemelianov
showed he has maintained his good form from Rio and last year’s world
championships, winning his heat of the men’s KL3, while British duo
Robert Oliver and Jonathan Young also won their KL3 heats.
Paralympic and world champion Curtis McGrath survived a late scare
to hold the men’s KL2. Italian world champion Estaban Gabriel Farias
also scraped through to win men’s KL1 but there were no problems for
Emma Wiggs and Serhii Yemelianov. Australia’s McGrath just held on
to beat New Zealand World Cup debutant Scott Martlew in a photo
finish. ‘It just goes to show New Zealand are producing some very good
paddlers,’ McGrath said.   ‘I’ve never raced against him before. Scott was
there when I first jumped in a kayak so it’s pretty cool to race against
him now. I’m unfit. It was a better result than I thought I would get. I
think at the end I was a little bit wobbly.
‘Wiggs was racing a va’á boat for the first time since 2014 and held
out team mate and KL1 Paralympic gold medallist Jeanette Chippington
and multiple world champion Susan Seipel to take gold in the new
Paralympic event. ‘It’s brilliant to have it in the Games for Tokyo; it’s
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your whole tool kit and to keep challenging those tool skills in a team
boat.’
Rio K1 1,000 gold medallist Marcus Walz of Spain was focusing his
attention on team boats this year and made a perfect start when he
paired with Rodrigo Germade to win the K2 500. ‘We had a great
winter; we trained really hard, thinking of this event, because we won it
at the world championships last year,’ Walz said. ‘Last year we came 2nd
in the K4 at the world championships so we know we are one of the
best boats in the world so we just want to try this year for the gold.’
Their team mates, Cristian Toro and Saul Craviotto, won in K2 200
in Rio and were back on top of the podium on Saturday. ‘It’s the first
time we’ve been back together since the Rio Olympics but we don’t
train too much because we are also in the K4; we focus on the K4,’ Toro
said. ‘But two weeks ago we got back in the K2 and we felt good so we
decided to race again.’
The two Spanish K2 teams later joined up to win their heat of the
K4 500. The Czech Republic’s Martin Fuksa took advantage of the
absence of double Olympic gold medallist Sebastian Brendel to win
the men’s C1 1,000. ‘I’m really happy to start the season off with a win,’
Fuksa said. ‘I’m looking forward to racing against Sebastian, maybe next
weekend (in Duisburg).’

Carrington/Imrie took the K2 200m.

ICF photographs

Pimenta was just as impressive in the men’s K1 1,000, blasting out
of the start and leaving a world class field in his wake as he careered to
gold. After missing world championship gold by just a fraction last year,
Pimenta was determined to go one better when this year’s titles were
held in Portugal. ‘I had a good feeling in this race but I know I have the
possibility of being in better shape and I can work a lot more,’ he said.
‘I want to enjoy the worlds in Portugal and take my best so that I can
fight for medals.’
New Zealand once again underlined their depth in the women’s
events. Double Olympic gold medallist Lisa Carrington was rested
from the individual events in Szeged but team mate Caitlin Ryan
comfortably filled the void in the K1 500. ‘Whenever I get in the K1
I harness my inner Lisa,’ Ryan said. ‘It’s a big feat to live up to her
paddling, so whenever I get an opportunity I really want to follow in
her suit and build a really good team.’
Carrington then teamed up with K4 partner Kayla Imrie to win the
women’s K2 500 in impressive style. It was the first time they’d raced
together in a K2. ‘It’s awesome that we know we can paddle together
and for it to go as well as it did,’ Carrington said. ‘Every partner I’ve
had has had different skill bases and it’s really nice to learn new ways of
working together as a team. ‘I think it’s just awesome to be able to use

Roi Rodriguez set a new world record for K1 500m.

Carrington/Imrie won their first race together in K2.

Anna Kárász, recovered from injury.

Laurence Vincent-Lapointe won C1 over 200m.

Fernando Pimenta won the men’s K1 1km.

Walz/Germade won the K2 500m.
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Poland’s Vincent Slominski and Mateusz Kaminski won C2 1,000 last
year but were happy to start their 2018 season off with a win in the C2
500 in Szeged. ‘We are training for the 1,000; we train our tactics for
the 1,000 but we start here with the 500,’ Slominski said. ‘We will start
our 1,000 season at the European championships.’ China’s Wenjun Lin
and Luqi Zhang won the women’s C2 200, holding out Russia’s Irina
Andreeva and Olesia Romasenko and Kincso Takács and Virag Balla of
Hungary.
Spain and New Zealand continued to dominate on Sunday in windy
conditions which helped several athletes set world fastest times. Spain
picked up gold medals in the men’s K4 500 and K1 500 while the
New Zealand women’s team took K4 500 and K2 200 golds. Canada’s
Laurence Vincent-Lapointe posted the fastest ever C1 200. ‘My goal
was to do under 45 seconds and I think I have done that twice in one
day,’ she said. ‘I didn’t think I could do that fast but the conditions are
really top notch here and I was feeling solid and strong in my boat.’
The New Zealand women’s team and the Spanish men’s team both left
Szeged with four gold medals with both teams snaring their respective
K4 500 titles. Double Olympic gold medallist Lisa Carrington finished
with three gold medals for the weekend, including the K4. Carrington’s
second gold on Sunday came in the K2 200, paddling alongside U23
world champion Aimee Fisher. ‘For me personally there’s been a lot
of changes but it really feels like it’s coming together now. I’m really
enjoying jumping in with these different combinations.’ The New
Zealand K4 dominated the World Cups in 2017 before finishing 3rd
in the world championships. Carrington said the team was using that
result to drive them this year. ‘It was a really good indicator that we still
had work to do and I think we still do,’ she said. ‘We just need to keep
striving to keep getting better. I know each one of us can; we are all
working so hard every day but we love it.’
The depth in the men’s Spanish team was underlined by wins in the
K4 and the K1 500. The K2 200 and 500 boats teamed up to hold off
the fast finishing Hungarians in the K4. ‘We’ve been training really
hard but we come here and we see that there are a lot of other very
strong countries competing, Marcus Walz said. ‘The Hungarians are
obviously very strong and we know there are teams who aren’t here,
like the Germans, so we know that it is going to be difficult but we are
very motivated and we are going to keep training hard.’ Team mate Roi
Rodriguez won a very fast K1 500, setting a new world’s best time in
the process. The conditions were really fast. I think I did a world record
so I can’t believe that,’ he said.
Denmark’s Emma Jorgensen, who was disappointed to miss the K1
500 final on Saturday, bounced back to form with a strong win in the

K1 200 on Sunday. ‘I think I’m going much better in the 200 than the
500,’ Jorgensen said. ‘You need to have endurance in the 50 and I’m
struggling with that but it was nice to go out today and have a good
feeling for once.’
Martin Fuksa took the C1 500 gold on Sunday, also setting a new
world mark for the distance, while Hungary’s Jonatan Hajdu and
Adam Fekete brought the big home crowd to their feet with victory
in the C2 200. ‘It’s fantastic to win here in Szeged; there is such a great
atmosphere,’ Fekete said. ‘I hope we can build on this to finish on the
podium in the world and European championships.’
Lithuania’s Vadim Korobov surprised even himself with a win in the
C1 200. ‘I’ve been preparing for 1,000 but I’ve won the 200 which is
even better,’ Korobov said. ‘It was a surprise for me because the semi
final had not been very good but the final was great from the start to
the finish.’
Russia’s Evgenii Lukantsov won the closest race of the day, the men’s
K1 200, while China’s Shixiao Xu took the gold in C1 500. ‘This is
the first time I have competed in a World Cup so I’m very happy to
win,’ Xu said. ‘I will keep working at this event and then hopefully
find someone to paddle a C2 with.’ The 5,000 metre races introduced
portages where athletes have to leave the water and carry their boat for
40 metres. It proved no problem for Hungarian Vanda Kiszli, a world
champion paddler in marathon where portages are commonplace. ‘It
was a tough race because at the start there was a really strong headwind
and at the portages we weren’t allowed to use our splash cover so our
boats were full of water,’ Kiszli said. ‘My family and friends are here; my
boyfriend is here so I’m very happy I could manage this win here.’ Team
mate Zsanett Lakatos won the women’s C1 5,000 while Serguey Torres
Madrigal added the men’s C1 5,000. ‘That was my best 5,000 time for
the season,’ Madrigal said. ‘I’ve never done portages before so when I
came to the race and saw I had to do them I had to learn very quickly. I
just tried to do them the best I could.’
Portugal’s Fernando Pimenta won the final event on the programme,
the men’s K1 5,000. ‘It’s been an amazing weekend,’ Pimenta said. ‘I like
to give my best, to give a show to the people. I love canoeing and I love
the competition, side by side with the best athletes in the world.’

ICF

200m: K1W: 1 E Jørgensen, Danmark, 38.918. 2 L Stensils, Sverige, 39.040.
3 S Guyot, France, 39.462. 6 J Walker, GB, 39.873.
K1WL2: 1 E Wiggs, GB, 48.423. 2 C Henshaw, GB, 49.118. 3 N Andreeva, Rossija, 52.779.
K1WL1: 1 A Dupik, Rossija, 56.143. 2 K Zapata, Zongghuo, 56.348. 3 J Chippington, GB, 56.993.
K1M: 1 E Lukantsov, Rossija, 33.844. 2 C Arévalo, España, 34.044. 3 A Seja, Lietuva, 34.083.
K1ML3: 1 S Yemelianov, Ukraina, 39.379. 2 C De Carvalho, Brasil, 40.506.
3 D Littlehales, Australia, 40.729. 4 R Oliver, GB, 41.062. 5 J Young, GB, 41.395.
K1ML2: 1 C McGrath, Australia, 41.340. 2 S Martlew, NZ, 41.501.
3 A Abdulkhabibov, Uzbekistan, 42.962. 6 N Beighton, GB, 43.634.
K1ML1: 1 E Farias, Italia, 48.051. 2 L Da Silva, Brasil, 48.084. 3 R Suba, Magyarország, 48.562.
5 I Marsden, GB, 52.967.
C1W: 1 L Vincent-Lapointe, Canada, 44.504. 2 O Romasenko, Rossija, 45.660.
3 K Vincent, Canada, 45.737. 9 K Reid, GB, 47.976.
V1ML3: 1 C McGrath, Australia, 48.903. 2 K Sherkuziev, Uzbekistan, 49.103.
3 D Phillipson, GB, 50.414.
K2M: 1 Toro/Craviotto, España, 31.429. 2 Novakovic/Grujic, Srbija, 31.752.
3 Mazur/Kliczkowski, Polska, 32.268. 4 Naftanaila/Thomson, GB, 32.413.
V1WL2: 1 E Wiggs, GB, 59.366. 2 J Chippington, GB, 1:01.632. 3 S Seipel, Australia,1:02.554.
500m: K1W: 1 C Ryan, NZ, 1:46.576. 2 D Bodonyi, Magyarország, 1:47.748.
3 H Peters, Belgique, 1:49.059. 12 R Simon, GB.
K1M: 1 R Rodriguez, España, 1:35.149. 2 F Pimenta, Portugal, 1:35.266.
3 Z Noé, Magyarország, 1:36.505.
K2W: 1 Carrington/Imrie, NZ, 1:39.018. 2 Lehaci/Schwarz, Österreich, 1:39.980.
3 Portela/Vasconcelos, Portugal, 1:40.785.
K2M: 1 Germade/Walz, España, 1:26.893. 2 Pogreban/Postrigai, Rossija, 1:27.809.
3 Nádas/Erdóssy, Magyarország, 1:27.982. 17 Carson/Kovacs, GB.
C2W: 1 Vincent-Lapointe/Vincent, Canada, 1:53.513. 2 Ma/Sun, Zongghuo, 1:54.130.
3 Takács/Balla, Magyarország, 1:55.941. 14 Reid/Tomos, GB. 15 Bracewell/Gill, GB.
K4W: 1 Magyarország, 1:31.722. 2 Portugal, 1:31.755. 3 Magyarország, 1:31.905.
7 GB, 1:33.433.
K4M: 1 España, 1:18.002. 2 Magyarország, 1:18.291. 3 Magyarország, 1:18:430. 16 GB. 18 GB.
1km: K1W: 1 A Kárász, Magyarország, 3:56.180. 2 T Takács, Magyarország, 3:57.214.
3 T Medert, Deutschland, 3:59.908. 4 L Broughton, GB, 4:02.364.
K1M: 1 F Pimenta, Portugal, 3:24.359. 2 B Kopasz, Magyarország, 3:25.647.
3 R Rodriguez, España, 3:26.259. 12 T Lusty, GB. 18 J Boyton, GB.
K2M: 1 Tomicevic/Zoric, Srbija, 3:09.667. 2 Peña/Cubelos, España, 3:12.511.
3 Havel/Spicar, Ceskà, 3:12.839. 12 Johnson/Lusty, GB.
5km: K1W: 1 V Kiszli, Magyarország, 22:13.380. 2 L Broughton, GB, 22:14.958.
3 A Koziskova, Ceskà, 22:39.247.
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Duisburg Regatta
The German sprint team flexed their muscles on Friday, winning
two of the three gold medals on offer at the World Cup in Duisburg.
Germany welcomed back their gun athletes after nearly all of their
Olympians sat out the opening World Cup in Szeged one week earlier.
Three of their four winners on Friday were Olympic gold medallists.
Great Britain’s Lizzie Broughton won the K1 1,000. Yul Oeltze and
Peter Kretschmer, the reigning C2 1,000 world champions, showed
their form has held up with a big win over a strong field in Duisburg.
‘This is really impressive for us,’ Oeltze said. ‘It’s our home venue, it was
a good race and we had a lot of fun.’ Kretschmer, a 2012 K2 Olympic
gold medallist, said competing at home was nerve racking. ‘For sure.
After the winter, you always try to figure out where you are, so we’re
happy it worked out for us,’ he said. ‘It’s hard to see where everyone else
is. We can see the lanes next to us but that is all.’ Max Hoff and Marcus
Gross were part of Germany’s K4 1,000 gold medal team at the Rio
Olympics; it was the K2 1,000 which bought them glory. Hoff, 35, who
admitted he had considered retiring 12 months earlier, said the World
Cup win was a great confidence boost. ‘It’s so cool and this regatta
course is just 20 kilometres away from my flat so it’s totally special,’ he
said. ‘Last season with Marcus we had a lot of ups and downs so we are
really happy to start like this. ‘I’m at an age where you have to think
about stopping paddling and for sure I was thinking about it last year
quite a lot but I love the sport and I love to be out on the water; now
we’ll see what happens.’
Gross, who also took Olympic gold in the K2 in Rio, said he and
Hoff have some unfinished business after missing a medal at last year’s
world championships. ‘Last year we had lots of good sessions and
we knew we could do it much better than we showed in the world
championships,’ Gross said. ‘That was difficult for us, to end the season
with that bad race, because we knew we could do better.’
Great Britain’s Broughton has made a name for herself as a marathon
paddler but has relished the opportunity to race shorter distances at the
opening two World Cups. She took silver in the K1 5,000 in Szeged,
before taking gold in the K1 1,000 on Friday. ‘The 1,000 certainly
seems short compared to a marathon,’ Broughton said. ‘I’ve done all
our marathon trials back home and I’ve been doing a bit more sprint
training than normal alongside that in preparation for this. World Cup
gold medallist sounds pretty good.’
There were more gold medals for Germany, a new world’s best time

for Canada’s powerhouse C2 team and Czech Martin Fuksa triumphed
in a world championship C1 rematch on day two. Max Rendschmidt
in the K1 1,000 and Yul Oeltze and Peter Kretschmer once again in the
C2 brought the home crowd to life in perfect racing conditions. The
very knowledgeable crowd also witnessed Canada’s Laurence VincentLapointe and Katie Vincent once again lower the world’s fastest ever
time in the C2 500 and world champions Lisa Carrington and Caitlin
Ryan again stamping their authority on the K2 500. Sweden’s Linnea
Stensils broke through for a maiden K1 500 World Cup win, Hungary’s
Levente Apagyi and Kolos Csizmadia won the men’s K2 200, Slovakia’s
Peter Gelle and Adam Botek broke through to win the K2 500, and
China’s Wenjun Lin and Luqi Zhang won the C2 200. The C1 1,000
match up between Fuksa, Germany’s world and Olympic champion
Sebastian Brendel and Brazilian Olympic silver medallist Isaquias Dos
Santos was one of the most eagerly anticipated races of the weekend but
Fuksa, a winner at the previous week’s opening World Cup in Szeged,
took the race out hard and had the gold medal sown up well before the
finish line, despite the passionate home town support for triple Olympic
gold medallist Brendel. ‘I had a lot of power and a lot of strength so
I knew I would be winning with 200 metres to go,’ Fuksa said. ‘But
these are World Cups. I have been focused on this but now I have two
weeks until the European Cup so I hope it will be a good race like
this.’ Dos Santos finished 2nd and Brendel 3rd but the German crowd
had plenty more to keep them happy, including the K1 1,000 gold to
Rendschmidt.
‘Last year I wasn’t so good in the K1 so I’m very happy that
today I could change it,’ Rendschmidt said. ‘I think in the European
championships and the world championships I can do both the K1
and the K4. The last two weeks we trained a little bit in the K4 but
K1 is a very important boat so I’m happy I could win here.’ Germany’s
second gold medal on Saturday went to the C2 pairing of Oeltze and
Kretschmer, who followed their C2 1,000 win from Friday with victory
in the C2 500. ‘It was really satisfying yesterday so this race was really
a bonus, the cherry on the cake. This was really satisfying,’ Kretschmer
said.
‘We don’t do a lot of training for 500,’ Oeltze said. ‘In fact, this was
our first 500 competition together and the first time we paddled at 100
per cent for the 500.’
Carrington and Ryan, world K2 500 champions in 2017, took a
break in Szeged but were back together in Duisburg and showing they

C2 winners Yul Oeltze and Peter Kretschmer.

Martin Fuksa in C1.

Locals Max Hoff and Marcus Gross win the K2 1km.

Vincent-Lapointe and Vincent both paddling on the left.
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Broughton takes kayak 1km win
The German K4 500m win.

The NZ women take the K4 500m.

have lost none of the speed which took them to the top of the podium
in Racice. ‘We worked pretty hard out there today,’ Carrington said. ‘We
had a few nerves so we just wanted to put together a good performance
and I think we managed to do that.’
‘The K2 was where my first world championship gold medal came
from so it’s something I really enjoy,’ Ryan said. ‘It’s a challenge; it’s
doing it as a team and I really enjoy that team aspect.’
The biggest question before every international C2 500 race is not
whether Canada’s Vincent and Vincent-Lapointe can win but if they can
go even faster than ever before. On Saturday the answer was ‘Yes,’ with
the duo posting a lightning 1:51.428, more than a full second faster
than the previous world record time they set in Szeged only one week
earlier. ‘It felt really fast out there,’ Vincent said. ‘There was a great wind
on the course; the course is really fast. We just really put it all out there
today. We won’t get to race the C2 again until the world championships
so we wanted to leave nothing out there. I honestly love racing. I love
coming to these events. I love racing for Canada especially so for me to
wake up in the morning and know I get to race for Canada, it’s enough
for me to put it all out there.’
Sweden’s Stensils broke through to win K1 200 in Belgrade last year
and on Saturday convinced herself she is also a more than competent
K1 500 paddler by winning in a blanket finish. ‘This is my best result in
the 500 so I am very happy,’ Stensils said. ‘I felt like I could win it but
I wasn’t really sure. I really think that I can be a 500 metre paddler but
before I’ve mainly raced 200 because it was available but I love both. I
really hope I can race both.’
The Hungarians, usually a world canoe sprint powerhouse, sent a
small team to Duisburg but they reminded the paddling world of their
depth with Apagyi and Csizmadia’s gold in the K2 200. ‘Our start was a
little bit of a problem but after that we were able to go faster,’ Csizmadia
said. ‘It was perfect conditions. We have only been paddling together for
three days but this is the future.’
Slovakia’s Gelle and Botek followed up their K2 1,000 silver medal
from Friday with a hard fought K2 500 gold on Saturday. ‘It’s a really
hard race, this 500; it’s always close so we need to be really focused,’
Gelle said. ‘For us it was a hard day yesterday to do three really hard
1,000 metre races and then we needed to focus on this race.You have to
be really focused for this race.’
The German and New Zealand K4 teams reasserted their authority
and there were more golds for Russia, Canada, Poland and the Czech
Republic on the final day of competition. The men’s K4 500 will be a
new event at the Tokyo Olympics and, after dominating the event last
year, the German combination of Max Rendschmidt, Ronald Rauhe,
Tom Liebscher and Max Lemke on Sunday once again showed they
are the team to beat. ‘It was our first race for the season so it hurts all
the time,’ Rauhe said, ‘But actually we’ve had a lot of fun together in
training and now in competition. I think we have grown up to be a
pretty good team. It’s just fun racing all the time.’
The New Zealand women’s K4 team also dominated most of last
season before finishing 3rd behind Hungary and Germany at the world
championships. On Sunday Lisa Carrington, Caitlin Ryan and Aimee
Fisher were joined by 22 year old Rebecca Cole and, despite some
anxious moments, found themselves back on top of the podium. ‘Poland
had a fantastic charge through to the finish and they definitely pushed
us through to the end,’ Carrington said. ‘It’s so important for us to keep
learning about our race in the K4. I think it is something we will be
taking a lot from so it’s so important to have a race like today where we
are pushed all the way.’
Carrington also won with Aimee Fisher in the non Olympic K2 200.
‘It was awesome. I think one of the coolest things about it was I just
enjoyed it so much,’ Fisher said. ‘On the start line my heart rate was
going pretty wild, which I just haven’t felt for a long time now, so it’s
cool to feel like I’m back.’
There was double gold for the Czech Republic with Martin Fuksa

Marta Walczykiewicz won the 200m.

winning the C1 500 and, in the process, securing his third gold medal in
a week. ‘I am very happy; it’s always amazing,’ Fuksa said. ‘As I have said
a lot of times, I am always looking for more races. These guys are top
athletes in the world so I always love racing with these guys.’ Team mate
Josef Dostál bounced back from a disappointing K1 1,000 on Saturday
with a win in the K1 500, despite almost falling out of the boat with 80
metres to the finish line. ‘Yesterday I made a big tactical mistake,’ Dostál
said. ‘Today I wanted to beat the guys. I had a bad grip on my paddle
and nearly fell in the water with 80 metres to go but I was so glad to
beat them.’
Marta Walczykiewicz took a silver medal in the K1 200 at
the Rio Olympics but had not won a race for four years before
Sunday’s triumph in Duisburg. ‘I don’t remember when I last won,’
Walczykiewicz said. ‘I’m stronger than last year so I’m back. Last year
was very difficult for me because I had a problem with my arm but now
I’m good. It just hurts a little bit.’
The Canadian dominance of the women’s canoe events continued
with Laurence Vincent-Lapointe celebrating her 26th birthday with
gold in the C1 200. ‘It felt pretty strong,’ Vincent-Lapointe said. ‘There
was a headwind out there today so it’s not as fast as I know I can do but
it was still a good race. It never gets boring. It’s such a good feeling to
know what you can do and then to be able to recognize it.
C2 partner Katie Vincent also got a chance to compete on her own
and responded by winning the C1 500. ‘It feels great; one of the strong
points for us is that we are able to push each other in the C1,’ Vincent
said. ‘The race felt good for me. I knew I had a strong second half so I
wanted to use that to my advantage.’
The Russians enjoyed a strong day on the water, winning three gold
medals, including two in less than one hour for Ivan Shtyl who won
the C1 200 and then partnered Alexander Kovalenko to win the C2
100. Russia’s third gold medal was won by Evgenii Lukantsov in the
K1 200, a repeat of his performance from one week earlier. ‘It’s a very
good result. In Szeged first, now in Duisburg, next maybe in Belgrade
(European championships),’ Lukantsov said.
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200m: K1W: 1 M Walczkiewicz, Polska, 39.989. 2 L Stensils, Sverige, 40.301.
3 S Guyot, France, 40.450. 6 J Walker, GB, 40.918.
K1M: 1 E Lukantsov, Rossija, 35.424. 2 A Di Liberto, Italia, 35.555.
3 K Csizmadia, Magyarország, 35.780. 10 J Schofield, GB.
C1W: 1 L Vincent-Lapointe, Canada, 45.885. 2 K Kurach, Rossija, 47.929. 3 K Reid, GB, 48.616.
17 C Bracewell, GB.
500m: K1W: 1 L Stensils, Sverige, 1:48.285. 2 A Pulwska, Polska, 1:48.342.
3 S Guyot, France, 1:48.473. 11 R Simon, GB. 17 J Walker, GB.
K1M: 1 J Dostál, Ceskà, 1:38.717. 2 A Peters, Belgique, 1:39.405.
3 R Poulsen, Danmark, 1:39.928.
C1W: 1 K Vincent, Canada, 2:06.482. 2 K Kurach, Rossija, 2:07.488.
3 M Sun, Zhongguo, 2:09.370. 7 C Bracewell, GB, 2:16.996.
K2W: 1 Carrington/Ryan, NZ, 1:38.724. 2 Hostens/Guyot, France, 1:40.752.
3 Peters/Broekx, Belgique, 1:41.090. 15 Lewis/Kerr, GB.
K2M: 1 Gelle/Botek, Slovensko, 1:28.627. 2 Mateev/Poulin, Canada, 1:28.766.
3 Fitzsimmons/Wood, Australia,1:28.854.
C2W: 1 Vincent-Lapointe/Vincent, Canada, 1:51.428. 2 Ma/Sun, Zongghuo, 1:54.509.
3 Jahn/Koch, Deutschland, 1:57.905.
K4W: 1 NZ, 1:31.652. 2 Polska, 1:31.992. 3 Rossija, 1:32.619. 7 GB, 1:36.225. 18 GB.
K4M: 1 Deutschland, 1:19.752. 2 Magyarország, 1:20.566. 3 Rossija, 1:21.176. 15 GB.
1km: K1W: 1 L Broughton, GB, 3:58.718. 2 K Johansson, Sverige, 4:00.149.
3 C McArthur, Australia, 4:02.739.
K1M: 1 M Rendschmidt, Deutschland, 3:26.559. 2 A Peters, Belgique, 3:27.179.
3 T Liebscher, Deutschland, 3:27.508. 5 T Lusty, GB, 3:28.547. 17 J Boyton, GB.
K2M: 1 Hoff/Gross, Deutschand, 3:11.974. 2 Gelle/Botek, Slovensko, 3:13.744.
3 Fitzsimmons/Wood, Australia, 3:14.557. 13 Lusty/Johnson, GB.
5km: K1W: 1 A Bull, Australia, 21:38.723. 2 L Stensils, Sverige, 21:40.083.
3 A Burnett, Australia, 22:03.714. 5 L Broughton, GB, 22:13.075.
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Russell placed over 500m
U23/J World Championships
The biggest names competing at the U23 and junior world
championships in Bulgaria all impressed on the opening day
of competition. Italy’s Carlo Tacchini relished racing without two of
the biggest names in the sport, New Zealand’s Aimee Fisher showed
her passion for racing has returned and Canada’s Katie Vincent won
the early round of her eagerly anticipated C1 battle with Belarus’s
Alena Nazdrova. Tacchini has established himself as one of the leading
C1 paddlers in the world, alongside Olympic gold medallist Sebastian
Brendel and World Cup winner Martin Fuksa. He made the most of
his opportunity to race without the German and the Czech alongside
him and posted a comfortable heat win. ‘Of course, it is a bit different
but if you want to compete against Martin and Sebastian you have to be
ready in these kinds of races,’ Tacchini said. ‘I’m ready; this is a step for
the world championships so I’m quite focussed on the result. ‘I’m kind
of happy about my season and I’m also improving so that’s pretty good.’
Fisher began her defence of her U23 K1 200 with a solid heat
win. The New Zealander, who has also made her name as a member
of the senior team, said she had fallen out of love with paddling but
the excitement had recently returned. ‘It’s definitely weird being the
reigning world champ. I’m usually the underdog going into these
things,’ she said. ‘I’m just happy to be back and happy to be enjoying the
sport again. The last year has been a bit rough. I lost the passion there
for a bit. There were a whole lot of changes and I guess I just struggled
to adapt to them for a while but it’s really come together over the past
month. I’m just so excited to be able to come out here and express
some of those really good things that are going on.’
Vincent, the reigning C1 200 U23 gold medallist, fired the first shot
in her battle against Belarus’ Alena Nazdrova by winning her C1 200
and 500 heats, beating Nazdrova in the 500 metres. ‘I definitely feel a
bit of pressure,’ Vincent said. ‘But I’m okay with it. I’m feeling really
excited to have that kind of pressure because it means you are one of
the best so, hopefully, I can keep going at it and we’ll see what happens.
It’s definitely a high calibre race. There’s no risks to take; it’s going to be
hard racing for everyone.’
Germany and Hungary led the way on the first day of medals; 14
gold medals were awarded on a busy day with Germany and Hungary
taking three each, Canada and Belarus two apiece and single gold
medals to Australia, Portugal, Russia and Sweden. The Hungarians
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On course at Plovdiv.

Carlo Tacchini had less competition than expected.
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dominated the women’s team boats, taking gold in both the
U23 and junior K4 500 races. Agnes Szabo, a member of the
U23 K4 team, said the depth in women’s kayak in her country
was staggering. ‘We have to train a lot because there are so many good
girls that didn’t get here,’ she said. ‘We are lucky because we train
together a lot, even though we race against each other in different K4s,
but it works. We were so nervous before today that we were talking a lot
but it was funny and we enjoyed it, the anxiety.’ Germany won medals
in the men’s U23 C1 and C2 1,000, as well as women’s U23 K1 1,000.
Conrad-Robin Scheibner finished ahead of the highly regarded Carlo
Tacchini in the C1 1,000 and issued a warning to his twice Olympic
gold medallist countryman Sebastian Brendel. ‘This was my first chance
to do it in C1 and I had some problems to adapt to being lonely in the
boat in the heat,’ he said. ‘But I told myself now is the time to shine and
so I want Sebastian to know that he should be scared now!’
Katie Vincent broke through for her first C1 500 U23 world title, in
the process seeing off rival Alena Nazdrova in a tight finish. ‘I’ve come
2nd and 4th before so, to finally be in the middle of the podium, I’m
really happy with that,’ she said. ‘I felt really good. It’s nice to be with
the juniors and the U23; we’ve got a really good mix. I’ve still got
another 200 metre race tomorrow so I have to focus on that.’
Australia’s Joel McKitterick and Thomas Green were among the more
convincing winners on Friday, blitzing their U23 K2 1,000 opposition.
‘If you had asked me yesterday I would have said I’m not sure, maybe
top three,’ McKitterick said. ‘Being on top now is just awesome. It’s
like a long dream that everyone wants to achieve but only a few people
actually do.’
Canada’s Katie Vincent and Sophia Jensen both picked up second
individual gold medals while Hungary and Lithuania also enjoyed
winning doubles on day three. Jensen and Vincent followed up their
C1 500 metre gold medals 24 hours earlier by winning the C1 200
metre junior and U23 titles respectively. Vincent and Laurence VincentLapointe have been unbeatable in C2 at a senior level this year but
Vincent said she enjoyed the opportunity to remind people what
she can do individually. ‘It’s always a new game every weekend so, to
come out and execute the plan the way I wanted to and go home
with two gold medals, I’m ecstatic now,’ Vincent said. ‘It’s good for my
development to take a little bit of a break and focus on myself for two
weeks and then it makes me more excited to get back in the boat with
Laurence to train for Portugal.’
The 16 year old Jensen showed in Plovdiv that the future for
women’s canoe in Canada is strong. ‘Yesterday, considering it was the
first A final, I was pretty stressed,’ she said. ‘Today it was more of just go
and do the same thing, just rip and have fun.’
The golden double for Lithuania came through Arturas Seja in the
U23 K1 200 and Vadim Korobov in the U23 C1 men. The gold came as
a shock for Korobov, who had been focusing more on the longer races.
‘I’m really surprised because all of my training was much more towards
the 1,000,’ Korobov said. ‘So it was a bit unexpected but I’m still not
bad at 200. I missed the start and after yesterday’s 1,000 I’m really tired
and feeling a bit slow so my second 100 metres was better than my first
one.’
One of the biggest upsets on Saturday came in the women’s U23
K1 200 with Hungary’s Anna Lucz taking gold and the defending
champion, Aimee Fisher, finishing 7th. ‘It was an amazing race. I did
what I could and I’m really happy now,’ Lucz said. ‘I was nervous. I’m
always nervous before a race but I think it is good for me. ‘This means a
lot for me because I’ve been trying with the 200 metres for a long time.’
Hungary’s second gold medal went to Alida Dora Gazbo, who followed
up her K4 500 gold from Friday with a junior K1 200 victory.
Bartosz Grabowski won Poland’s first gold medal of the world
championships, taking the junior K1 200 metre title. ‘This is my first
medal at a world championships so I’m really happy,’ he said. ‘I started
very slow but the rest of the race was okay. Russia’s Nikita Nekrasov
won the junior C1 men’s 200 while France’s Laura Ruiz and Flore
Caupain took the honours in the women’s junior C2 200. Belarus
won the final gold medal on offer on Saturday with Volha Klimava and
Nadzeya Makarchanka winning the women’s U23 C2 200.
Teenager Sophia Jensen won her third gold medal and Hungary
picked up five titles on the final day of competition. Jensen teamed up
with Julia Lilley Osende to win the C2 women’s junior 500, adding to
the C1 500 and 200 medals she won earlier and making her the most
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successful athlete at the world championships but there were several
athletes picking up second gold medals on Sunday, including German
U23 C2 500 pair Tim Hecker and Conrad-Robin Schneider. Jensen
had the biggest workload of the week and did not disappoint. ‘I knew
we had medal potential for sure; we’ve trained really hard and I knew
we could do anything if we just put our heads down,’ Jensen said of her
C2 win. ‘I’m a little bit tired today so I’m glad this is the last one and
I’m excited to be going home.’
Hungary’s Tamara Takacs celebrated her birthday by storming home
over the final 100 metres to snatch the U23 K1 500 gold, overrunning
Aimee Fisher in the shadows of the finish line. ‘It was a very hard race,’
Takacs said. ‘Aimee Fisher was very strong and very fast in the first 200
metres but I think I have the best supporters so my last 100 metres was
very fast. I didn’t look at anyone else. I just focussed on my lane and
tried to do my best.’
The men’s U23 K4 500 gold went to the Slovakian team of Samo
Balaz, Milan Frana, Csaba Zalka and Adam Botek. In one of the closest
finishes of the day, Slovakia pipped Russia by just 0.035 of a second. ‘I
thought we got 2nd but it was unbelievable that we won,’ Zalka said.
‘This has been an unbelievable feeling and we want to repeat it. We have
two more years in U23.’
There was double gold for Hungary’s Karina Biben, who teamed up
with Olga Bako to win the women’s junior K2 500. Bako said it was
special to team up with Biben in the final. ‘I’m really happy to have a
partner like Karina; we are best friends on and off the water,’ Bako said.
‘We are always on the same wavelength. I hope we can paddle together
with each other in the next years.’
Also landing a second gold was Hungary’s Benedek Tibor Kos, adding
the U23 K1 500 to the K1 1,000 he won on Friday. ‘This day is so
crazy,’ he said. ‘My favourite event is the 1,000 because the 500 is so
fast. My start was bad and the end was so difficult.’ Also picking up gold
medals on the final day were the Czech Republic, Russia, Ukraine and
Belarus.
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200m: K1WJ: 1 A Gazsó, Magyarország, 40.548. 2 I Sauchuk, Belarus, 40.623.
3 I Bellan, Italia, 40.864. 11 E Dale, GB.
K1MJ: 1 B Grabowski, Polska, 35.260. 2 M Jedinák, Slovensko, 35.613.
3 T Maassen, Deutschland, 35.701.
K1MU23: 1 A Seja, Lietuva, 34.542. 2 S Stafanovic, Srbija, 34.582.
3 C Zalka, Slovensko, 34.909. 14 I James, GB.
C1WU23: 1 K Vincent, Canada, 45.593. 2 D Borowska, Polska, 45.630.
3 A Nazdrova, Belarus, 45.648. 12 A Fitzhenry, GB.
C2WJ: 1 Ruiz/Caupain, France, 46.115. 2 Bielicke/Wehrmann, Deutschland, 46.150.
3 Olarasu/Cociu, Moldava, 46.250.
C2WU23: 1 Klimava/Makarchanka, Belarus, 43.742. 2 Rakhmatova/Zokirova, Uzbekistan,
43.894. 3 Crossman-Serb/Macintosh, Canada, 45.461. 9 Bennett/Fitzhenry, GB, 48.110.
500M: K1WJ: 1 E Rendessy, Magyarország, 1:49.735. 2 I Sauchuk, Belarus, 1:51.375.
3 E Russell, GB, 1:51.814.
K1WU23: 1 T Takács, Magyarország, 1:48.228. 2 A Fisher, NZ, 1:49.080.
3 A Svita, Belarus, 1:49.456.
K2WJ: 14 Kneen/Clark, GB.
C2WJ: 1 Jensen/Lilley Osende, Canada, 1:58.306. 2 Li/Li, Zhongguo, 1:58.997.
3 Nagy/Molnár, Magyarország, 2:00.199.
C2WU23: 1 Klimava/Makarchanka, Belarus, 1:55.926. 2 Rakhmatova/Zokirova, Uzbekistan,
1:57.650. 3 Scczerbinska/Borowska, Polska, 1:58.146. 8 Bennett/Fitzhenry, GB, 2:05.441.
K4MJ: 1 Ceskà, 1:21.055. 2 Deutschland, 1:21.232. 3 Rossija, 1:22.363.
K4MU23: 1 Slovensko, 1:17.964. 2 Rossija, 1:17.999. 3 Ukraina, 1:18.901. 11 GB.
1km: K1WJ: 1 M Rei, Portugal, 4:15.603. 2 O Bakó, Magyarország, 4:16.903.
3 A Neumiarzhytskaya, Belarus, 4:17.146. 4 E Russell, GB, 4:17.691.
K1MJ: 1 B Kós, Magyarország, 3:56.901. 2 M Hiller, Deutschland, 3:58.593.
3 A Novak, Belarus, 4:00.383. 9 P Miles, GB.
K1MU23: 1 M Nathell, Sverige, 3:41.858. 2 S McTavish, Australia, 3:42.393.
3 J Vold, Norge, 3:43.016.
K2MJ: 1 Smalianik/Litvinau, Belarus, 3:30.856. 2 Kukacka/Vorel, Ceskà, 3:31.206.
3 Darne Palmada/García, España, 3:32.700. 13 Kereszturi/Shaw, GB.
K2MU23: 1 McKitterick/Green, Australia, 3:17.472. 2 Balz/Linka, Slovensko, 3:19.871.
3 Kurschat/Bachmann, Deutschland, 3:20.999. 12 Chmiel/Smith, GB.
K4WJ: 1 Magyarország, 1:36.497. 2 Deutschland, 1:38.497. 3 Rossija, 1:38.664.

Broughton’s perfect race

The course at Montemor-o-Velho.

back and Henshaw, who led for most of the race, fading to finish 3rd
in 1:06.407. It was compensation for Volik after she struggled in the
Paralympic kayak class heats earlier in the day. ‘I thought I got a very
good start and that I was doing well but the other girls were very
strong and then I realized I was not doing so good,’ Volik said. ‘I was
very disappointed with my kayak race earlier today but I think I will do
better next time. I spend more time on my kayak because it’s Paralympic
class.’
In Wednesday’s only other final, Germany’s Peter Happ defeated
Chile’s Robinson Mendez in the men’s VL1. Happ and Mendez are
both newcomers to paracanoe but the German said he is enjoying every
minute. ‘This is my first year with the national team so, to take 1st place
in the VL1, I’m super happy and just glad to be here,’ Happ said. ‘I was
not nervous before the race but, when I was at the start, yes, I could feel
my stomach. I like it; this is the best sport I can do with my national
team. It’s the travelling around, competing with the other guys; it’s a lot
of fun.’
Two athletes who came to paracanoeing after successful careers in
other Paralympic sports became world champions for the first time on

Larisa Volik, winner of women’s V1 L3.

Charlotte Henshaw won women’s K1 L2.

World Championships
Russia’s Larisa Volik successfully defended her VL3 paracanoe world
title in a thrilling finish on the opening day of the world championships
in Montemor-o-Velho, Portugal. Volik, who won her first world title in
Racice last year and is also the reigning European champion, finished
powerfully to overtake Ukraine’s Nataliia Lahutenko and Great Britain’s
Charlotte Henshaw in the shadows of the finish line. Volik’s time in
the non Paralympic event was 1:06.262 with Lahutenko 0.135 second
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Helene Ripa, winner of women’s K1 L3.
Thursday. Great Britain’s Charlotte Edwards took her world title less
than two years after deciding to switch from a successful Paralympic
swimming career to canoeing while Sweden’s Helene Ripa triumphed
after a career which included a Paralympic gold medal in crosscountry
paraskiing. Only Italy’s Estaban Farias was able to defend his world
crown, winning the men’s KL1 ahead of Paralympic silver medallist
Robert Suba of Hungary. The 31 year old Edwards caused a boilover
by beating team mate and current Paralympic, world and European
champion Emma Wiggs in a tight finish to the KL2. In another upset
Helene Ripa pipped reigning world champion Amanda Reynolds of
Australia in the final of the women’s KL3 to win her first world title.
Henshaw came to paracanoe in December of 2016 after taking silver
and bronze as a Paralympic swimmer. ‘I’ve been waiting for this for
a long time. I never managed to do it as a swimmer so this is pretty
special,’ Henshaw said. ‘I really think there is something to being
comfortable with the water and to understand and be confident with
the movement through water and on water and I think that has helped
me out. There’s an incredible team back in the UK who have guided
me through that transition from swimming to kayaking and it seems to
be working.’
Ripa’s para athlete career began in 1992 when she competed as a
swimmer at the Barcelona Paralympics. She took gold and silver in
paraskiing at the 2014 Sochi winter Olympics and then competed in

2016 in Rio in paracanoe. The 46 year old struggled to hold back tears
after winning Thursday’s world title. ‘It means a lot to me because this
is another step on the road to Tokyo and this medal shows that I am on
the right track,’ Ripa said. ‘I changed sport about two years ago and I
think I made the right choice. This is a real challenge for me and I still
want to know how good I can get. The transition has been easier than I
thought because you need a strong upper body for both but it’s still hard
and it’s a very different kind of training.’
Estaban Farias led from start to finish to successfully defend his KL1
men’s world title, holding out Suba in a time of 49.796 with Brazil’s
Luis Silva 3rd. ‘This was the hardest race for me,’ Farias said. ‘The wind
made it really difficult so I am very glad to have won again.’
Portugal’s Fernando Pimenta showed he was feeling no pressure
as hometown favourite by cruising to victory in the heats of the K1
1,000 on Thursday. Hungary’s five time Olympic gold medallist, Danuta
Kozák, also showed she had returned to racing in top form while
Germany’s Max Hoff and Marcus Gross, New Zealand’s Lisa Carrington
and Caitlin Ryan and Czech Martin Fuksa also impressed in perfect
racing conditions. Canada’s Laurence Vincent-Lapointe, already a raging
favourite for Olympic gold in 2020, did nothing to dissuade her fans
with a strong heat win in the C1 200 while three time Olympic gold
medallist Sebastian Brendel kept his German fans happy with a solid
C1 1,000 heat win. Pimenta had been the public face of the world
The women’s K1 500m title went to Danuta Kozák.

Lisa Carrington was fastest over 200m.

impressed in Thursday’s heats. ‘This morning I was nervous again. I am
like a little boy,’ veteran Hoff said. ‘Marcus is always laughing at me but
now I’m in the race and I feel like I am getting better.’
Carrington and Ryan got an early win over Hungarian rivals Anna
Kárász and Danuta Kozák in what was looming as one of the great
races of the championships. ‘I think it is so exciting to be able to race
Danuta and Anna but it is just a heat and it was top three through so we
really just wanted to make top three so we don’t have to do the semi,’
Carrington said. ‘We’ve got a busy week so we just want to cut the races
down where we can so we’re pretty happy.’
Traditionally, Sebastian Brendel saves his best racing for the biggest
events and, after having his colours lowered at this year’s Duisburg
World Cup, he was out to hold onto his world title. ‘We’ve had a long
time training after the European championships and I think we have a
good time in us now,’ he said. ‘I hope I can bring my best this weekend.
We will see this weekend how it goes.’
Vincent-Lapointe had already proven herself the best female canoe
paddler on the planet and now set her sights on lowering the world
record she already held whenever she went onto the water. A strong
headwind on Thursday prevented her from setting a new record but she
was still comfortable with her performance. ‘I was strong throughout,
from the beginning to the finish so, even though there was a very strong
headwind, I think I did a very good race,’ she said. ‘You feel when you
think you have done everything you could do it’s like an exam; you feel
you’ve done all the training, all the studying you could do for the race,
and that’s what I feel right now so I could not be more excited to race
here this weekend.’
There was double gold for Ukraine and another world title for
Australia’s Curtis McGrath on day three. The 2016 Rio Paralympic gold
medallist Serhii Yemelianov successfully defended his KL3 200 world
title, finishing ahead of Brazil’s Caio Carvalho and Russia’s Leonid
Krylov. ‘This is a great result for me,’ Yemelianov said. ‘Now we can
look ahead for Tokyo.’ It was the first time on the top of the podium
for Ukranian team mate Maryna Mazhula, victorious in the women’s
KL1 200. Mazhula finished ahead of Italy’s Eleonor De Paolis and

championships and had been the centre of media attention in the lead
up to the event. After charging out of the start line, 29 year old Pimenta
eased off in the final stages to cruise through to the semi finals. He said
the expectation was not affecting him at all. ‘I don’t feel the pressure at
all; it is normal,’ Pimenta said. ‘I have been competing in competition
since 2005 when I was 15 years old and we live for this but this is
special because I have my family, my friends, my sponsors and my team
mates. It’s good for me and it’s good for my career.’
Kozák made her long anticipated return to racing with a strong
K1 500 heat win. The Hungarian won three gold medals at the Rio
Olympics but took time off to have a baby. ‘I’m feeling good. I like
racing and I’ve missed it,’ Kozák said. ‘I had one year off and I really
liked it but it is good to be back.’
Max Hoff and Marcus Gross were looking to make a statement
after missing a K2 1,000 medal at last year’s world championships and

Curtis McGrath won men’s K1 L2.

Fernando Pimenta took the K1 1km title.
Max Hoff and Marcus Gross, K2 1km winners.

Emma Wiggs won women’s V1 L2.
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Igor Tofalini took his first world title.

Great Britain’s Jeanette Chippington, the defending world and Olympic
champion.
Curtis McGrath took another KL2 world championship gold, his
time of 41.735 quicker than the times he set winning last year’s world
title and the 2016 Paralympic gold medal. The Australian said he had
been dealing with a lot of distractions this year so was uncertain how
he would perform in the final. ‘That was pretty tough but we had
really great conditions and I was pushed all the way,’ McGrath said.
‘The competition is really heating up; it’s two years tomorrow until the
Paralympic Games so it’s exciting. Momentum is building for the games.
It’s definitely been difficult. I had a good prep for this competition;
thankfully I did enough, just.’ McGrath finished just ahead of the rapidly
improving New Zealander Scott Marlew with another Ukranian,
Mykola Syniuk, 3rd.
Two years from the Tokyo Olympics Germany already sent out a
warning to the rest of the canoe sprint world, winning both K2 and
C2 1,000 metre. Yul Oeltze and Peter Kretschmer did something
which hasn’t been done for almost two decades, successfully defended
a C2 1,000 world title, and Marcus Gross and Max Hoff bounced
back from the disappointment of missing a medal at last year’s world
championships to win the K2 1,000. In other results, Czech Josef
Dostál successfully defended his K1 500 world title, Hungary’s Dóra
Bodonyi won the women’s K1 1,000 and Hleb Saladukha and Dzianis
Makhlai won Belarus’ first ever C2 200 title. Brazil’s Isaquias Dos Santos,
Sebastian Brendel and Martin Fuksa warmed up for their C1 1,000 duel
at the weekend by finishing 1st, 2nd and 3rd in the C1 500. Russian
Kseniia Kurach upset Belarus’ Alena Nazdrova and Canada’s Katie
Vincent to win the C1 500 while Hungary’s Tamara Csipes-Galbacs and
Erika Medvec won the women’s K2 1,000 but Germany provided the
highlights in the only two Olympic events contested on Friday. ‘Every
time you win it’s a great feeling and when the win is a little bit of
history it’s even more exciting,’ Kretschmer said.
‘It’s a good feeling that we are such a good team; we know we can go
very fast and for now we are just happy to have won the race,’ Oeltze
said.
Max Hoff and Marcus Gross could not hide their disappointment
after missing the K2 1,000 podium at the 2017 world championships.
They left nothing to chance on Friday, leading from the start and
powering to the finish ahead of Spain’s Francisco Cubelos and Inigo
Pena, with defending world champions Marko Tomicevic and Milenko

Zoric of Serbia finishing 3rd. ‘Last year was a bad day I think because
we had fast times but we weren’t able to show it on the day,’ Gross said.
‘Today we showed we were able to do it again. Every time you go on
the start line and paddle again, the fire inside the belly burns to win
again.’
Tears flowed freely as three more world titles were decided on the
final day with Curtis McGrath winning his second title for the week,
Emma Wiggs overcoming enormous pain for her gold and Brazil’s Igor
Tofalini winning his first ever world title. Wiggs fought through the pain
of a badly injured wrist to win the women’s VL2, one of the three new
Paralympic events contested on Saturday, but the Brit, who lost her KL2
world crown to team mate Charlotte Henshaw earlier in the week, was
playing down the significance of her injury. ‘I’m just proud to have sat
on the start line and delivered the best I possibly could and today that
was good enough for gold,’ Wiggs said. ‘It’s really irrelevant, injuries. If
you line up on the start line then you are there to race with whatever
you’ve got. Obviously the silver medal was disappointing; everyone
wants to lay down their best and hope that’s good enough to win but I
can’t really be unhappy; it helps that it’s my team mate on the top spot.’
McGrath picked up his second gold medal in as many days and the
eighth of his career when he triumphed in the men’s VL3. McGrath
raced in an eye catching new boat which measured considerably shorter
than other boats in the field. ‘It’s pretty good,’ McGrath said. ‘It’s a metre
and a half shorter than everyone else’s boat here so it’s a very different
shape. I think there are a few little tweaks I’d like to see before Tokyo
but it looks good in the water and it’s doing the job for me. It’s nice to
be able to do two boats; it keeps it stimulating and exciting at the same
time.’ The most emotional of all Saturday’s Paracanoe gold medallists was
Igor Tofalini who overcame his team mate Luis Silva to win the VL2, his
first ever world title. The former rodeo rider gave Brazil their first gold
medal in the Paracanoe events in Montemor-o-Velho.
Three time Olympic champion Danuta Kozák made a triumphant
return to top level racing but Fernando Pimenta stole the day when he
thrilled a capacity home crowd to snatch the K1 1,000 crown.   While
Kozák reminded the canoe sprint world of her class with two
gold medals it was the win for Pimenta which sent the crowd into
raptures and created history for Portuguese canoe racing. His win
also overshadowed world class performances by five time Olympic
champion Sebastian Brendel and by red hot women’s C1 Olympic
favourite Laurence Vincent-Lapointe. Pimenta arrived at Montemor-oVelho carrying the hopes of the nation but shrugged off the pressure to
become the first Portuguese athlete to win a world title in an Olympic
class event. ‘I don’t believe it. I can feel my legs failing,’ Pimenta said.
‘It’s such a crazy moment. I think maybe next week I will believe this
moment has happened. I slept for nine hours last night because I was so
relaxed. I know that this is such an important result for Portugal, a good
start for us for the next season.’ Pimenta started slowly but took control
over the middle stages of the race to beat Germany’s Max Rendschmidt
and Czech Olympic silver medallist Josef Dostál.
Any question marks over Danuta Kozák’s form on her long awaited
return to top level paddling were quickly dispelled on Saturday with
the Hungarian overpowering Lisa Carrington and reigning world
champion Volha Khudzenka of Belarus to take the women’s K1 500
crown. ‘It’s very hard to get to the top of the world; it takes a lot of
training, very hard training,’ Kozák said. ‘I am not the sort of person
who feels confidence. I always feel nervous so I am happy to get a win.’
Kozák teamed up later in the day with Anna Kárász to win the K2 500,
pipping Carrington and Caitlin Ryan at the finish line to win by just
0.023 of a second.

Yul Oeltze and Peter Kretschmer retained their C2 1km title.
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K1 L3 winner Serhii Yemelianov.

Kárász said it was special to race in the same boat as the reigning
Olympic K2 champion. ‘This is a really big thing for me,’ she said. ‘The
K2 is working really well. I’m just very pleased and glad to have the
opportunity to paddle with Danuta.’
Sebastian Brendel showed once again why he is the undisputed king
of men’s canoe racing with a powerful start to finish performance in the
men’s C1 1,000. It was his fourth consecutive C1 1,000 world title with
Martin Fuksa second and Isaquias Dos Santos, who turned the tables on
Brendel in the 500 one day earlier, finishing 3rd. ‘This was a very big
race for me today because Isaquias was very fast yesterday,’ Brendel said.
‘I always have pressure because everyone always wants to beat me and
everyone is always expecting that I will win. It’s not easy to do it every
year; it takes a lot of high level presentation so I am happy to have been
able to do it again this year.’
Laurence Vincent-Lapointe had to work harder than in any previous
races to hold her C1 500 world title.Vincent-Lapointe finished ahead of
Russia’s Olesia Romasenko with Poland’s Dorota Borowska 3rd. ‘I feel
the pressure but I try and do my best and work to get faster and faster
every year,’ Vincent-Lapointe said. ‘There is no way you cannot feel the
nerves before a race at worlds. I feel very stressed before but that’s the
game.’ In non Olympic events Germany’s 2016 K2 500 silver medallists
Tina Dietze and Franziska Weber overcame a disrupted campaign to
win the K2 200 while Hungary’s Mark Balaska and Balazs Birkas won
the men’s K2 200. Russia took the men’s C4 500 title and Germany
won the final medal on offer for the day, the men’s K4 1,000.
Four of the favourites for Olympic gold in Tokyo in 2020 enhanced
their reputations on Sunday with strong gold medal performances. Lisa
Carrington, Laurence Vincent-Lapointe and Katie Vincent and the
Hungarian women’s and German men’s K4 500 teams all showed that
even two years from Tokyo they will be tough to beat. Carrington once
again set herself a punishing world championship schedule but was able
to pick up gold in the K1 200, the event in which has won the past two
Olympic gold medals. ‘It being such a big weekend and still being able
to put that out there, it gives me quite a bit of confidence,’ Carrington
said. ‘It’s the race that put me on the map. I love doing it and I feel like
I can still keep improving. [Doing four events] is incredibly challenging
but it’s good for me to be able to do it. At these times you just have to
put as much pressure on yourself as possible.’
One of the close silver medals for New Zealand came in the women’s
K4 500 where five time Olympic gold medallist Danuta Kozák helped
Anna Kárász, Erika Medveczky and Dora Bodonyi to a 0.010 win for
Hungary. The Hungarians have dominated the women’s K4 in recent
years and are still working through their best possible combination for
Tokyo. ‘It was a very, very tough race today,’ Kárász said. The New
Zealand team is very strong; they have improved a lot in recent years so
we just gave all that we could.’
Germany dominated the men’s K4 team boat and added to the
legend on Sunday by defeating Spain and Hungary to defend their
2017 world title. Max Rendschmidt, Tom Liebscher, Ronald Rauhe and
Max Lemke finished 0.367 second ahead of the Spaniards. ‘We lost the
European final to the Spanish guys so we knew that today we had to do
a little bit more,’ Liebscher said. ‘The secret of our K4 is that we are all
individual guys and we can all race in individual events. At training we
push as hard as we can against each other and then when we get into
the K4 we work well together.’
There was no photo finish required for the women’s C2 500 with
Laurence Vincent-Lapointe and Katie Vincent adding another world
title to their collection. The pair are also strong favourites to win when

The winning German K4 500m crew.

the C2 500 makes its Olympic debut in 2020. ‘We are both always
surprised with what we can do and we know it’s not the end so that’s
why we are surprised,’Vincent-Lapointe said. ‘For either of us this is the
first time we have done something like this so we are incredibly lucky.
The canoe community around the world is unreal so to be part of this
event is awesome enough,’Vincent said.
Carlos Garrote brought the big Spanish contingent in the crowd to
their feet with a nail biting win in the men’s K1 200. The Spaniard
beat Lithuania’s Arturas Seja by 0.107 with Russia’s Evgenii Lukantsov
finishing 3rd.’My friends, my family, they are all here so I am very happy
for my people,’ Garrote said. ‘I am very happy. I felt very strong and
now I am the world champion.’ In non Olympic events Belarus picked
up two gold medals in canoe events with Alena Nazdrova and Kamila
Bobr winning the women’s C2 200 and Artsem Kozyr taking the men’s
C1 200. Brazil’s successful world championships continued with Erlon
Silva and Isaquias Dos Santos winning the men’s C2 500 while Russia’s
Artem Kuzakhmetov and Vladislav Blintcov won the men’s K2 500.
Fernando Pimenta, 24 hours after sending Portuguese fans into raptures
with a K1 1,000 gold, finished off the world championships with a gold
in the K1 5,000. Laurence Vincent-Lapointe added a third 2018 world
title when she led from start to finish in the gruelling women’s C1
5,000, while Sebastian Brendel continued his dominance of the men’s
C1 5,000 by winning his fifth consecutive world title. Great Britain’s
Lizzie Broughton put together a perfect race to take the women’s K1
5,000.
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200m: K1W: 1 L Carrington, NZ, 38.821. 2 E Jørgensen, Danmark, 40.548.
3 L Stensils, Sverige, 40.585. 5 J Walker, GB, 40.728.
K1WL3: 1 H Ripa, Sverige, 53.671. 2 A Reynolds, Australia, 53.881.
3 M Lulea, România, 54.826. 9 C Dixon, GB, 59.911.
K1WL2: 1 C Henshaw, GB, 52.627. 2 E Wiggs, GB, 53.402. 3 N Andreeva, Rossija, 56.412.
K1WL1: 1 M Mazhula, Ukraina, 55.665. 2 E De Paolis, Italia, 56.795.
3 J Chippington, GB, 57.050.
K1M: 1 C Garrote, España, 35.259. 2 A Seja, Lietuva, 35.366. 3 E Lukantsov, Rossija, 35.512.
K1ML3: 1 S Yemelianov, Ukraina, 39.031. 2 C Carvalho, Brasil, 39.761.
3 L Krylov, Rossija, 40.896. 4 R Oliver, GB, 40.987. 11 J Young, GB.
K1ML2: 1 C McGrath, Australia, 41.735. 2 S Martlew, NZ, 42.360.
3 M Syniuk, Ukraina, 43.230. 7 N Beighton, GB, 44.160. 12 D Phillipson, GB.
K1ML1: 1 E Farias, Italia, 49.796. 2 R Suba, Magyarország, 50.606. 3 L Silva, Brasil, 51.376.
6 I Marsden, GB, 53.896.
C1W: 1 L Vincent-Lapointe, Canada, 45.567. 2 O Romasenko, Rossija, 46.242.
3 D Borowska, Polska, 46.812. 16 K Reid, GB.
V1WL3: 1 L Volik, Rossija, 1:06.262. 2 N Lahutenko, Ukraina, 1:06.397.
3 C Henshaw, GB, 1:06.407.
V1WL2: 1 E Wiggs, GB, 57.766. 2 J Chippington, GB, 1:00.491.
3 M Nikiforova, Rossija, 1:00.546.
V1ML3: 1 C McGrath, Australia, 47.642. 2 C Carvalho, Brasil, 48.837. 3 J Eyers, GB, 49.492.
4 D Phillipson, GB, 49.747.
K2M: 1 Balaska/Birkás, Magyarország, 31.873. 2 Craviotto/Toro, España, 32.133.
3 Nebojsa/Marko, Srbija, 32.156.
500M: K1W: 1 D Kozák, Magyarország, 1:47.254. 2 L Carrington, NZ, 1:47.984.
3 V Khudzenka, Belarus, 1:48.724. 13 R Simon, GB.
K1M: 1 J Dostál, Ceská, 1:37.905. 2 T Liebscher, Deutschland, 1:38.912.
3 B Nádas, Magyarország, 1:39.516.
C1W: 1 K Kurach, Rossija, 2:10.991. 2 A Nazdrova, Belarus, 2:11.631.
3 K Vincent, Canada, 2:12.148. 11 C Bracewell, GB.
K2W: 1 Kárász/Kozák, Magyarország, 1:43.065. 2 Carrington/Ryan, NZ, 1:43.088.
3 Fritz/Kriegerstein, Deutschland, 1:45.589.
C2W: 1 Vincent-Lapointe/Vincent, Canada, 1:56.395. 2 Balla/Takács, Magyarország, 1:58.632.
3 Makarchanka/Klimava, Belarus, 2:00.485. 12 Reid/Bracewell, GB.
K4W: 1 Magyarország, 1:33.761. 2 NZ, 1:33.771. 3 Polska, 1:34.568.
K4M: 1 Deutschland, 1:20.056. 2 España, 1:20.423. 3 Magyarország, 1:21.480. 13 GB.
1km: K1W: 1 D Bodonyi, Magyarország, 4:02.892. 2 L Broughton, GB, 4:03.927.
3 B Hartley, S Africa, 4:04.017.
K1M: 1 F Pimenta, Portugal, 3:27.666. 2 M Rendschmidt, Deutschland, 3:28.391.
3 J Dostál, Ceská, 3:29.177. 10 T Lusty, GB.
K2M: 1 Hoff/Gross, Deutschland, 3:15.797. 2 Cubelos/Peña, España, 3:16.617.
3 Tomicevic/Zoric, Srbija, 3:17.407. 18 Lusty/Johnson, GB.
5km: K1W: 1 L Broughton, GB, 24:01.737. 2 M Litvinchuk, Belarus, 24:12.014.
3 J Egan, Ireland, 24:15.075.
K1M: 1 F Pimenta, Portugal, 21:42.723. 2 R Poulsen, Danmark, 21:43.723.
3 E Vold, Norge, 21:44.849. 20 Z Chmiel, GB, 23:52.018.
KW: 1 Magyarország, 217. 2 Polska, 198. 3 Deutschland, 170. 10 GB, 101.
KM: 1 España, 232. 2 Magyarország, 226. 3 Rossija, 182.
CW: 1 Canada, 143. 2 Belarus, 138. 3 Magyarország, 126. 14 GB, 48.
O/A: 1 Magyarország, 927. 2 Rossija, 874. 3 Deutschland, 761. 7 GB, 561.
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Changing levels of support
British Open Championships
Each day of the championships was held in fine autumn weather,
calm at each end of the day but picking up to a light headwind in
the middle of the day. It did not seem to reach much strength but
again felled two long lines of barriers festooned with governing body
advertising simultaneously, worrying for those standing between them
as they fell.
All sorts of championships were included, from the Services to
Paddle-Ability. Saturday morning’s events were mostly over 1km,
one of the first to go to a national final being the C1s of various age
groups, Budrikis taking the senior title. It is of concern that the closest
challenger capsized 10m from the line and, after having pushed himself
hard, seemed to be in distress. He was not picked up by a rescue boat,
the commentary did not mention what was happening right in front
of the tower and it was only when asked urgently to help that another
paddlers went to assist.

The U23 men’s K1 went to local Ziggy Chmiel by a couple of
seconds but the open men’s K1 was taken by Tom Lusty by 9 seconds,
an astonishing margin in a national championship race. There were only
three entries in the corresponding women’s race, Murphy taking the
title.
There was a healthier turnout for the U23 women’s K1, which ReesClark, another local, took by 6 seconds.
Moving to 200m sprints, the three C1s finished just 1.15 seconds
apart, Weir leading from Calvert, very tight racing.
Only three crews contested the U23 men’s K2 over 1km, Cadell/
Petersen taking the title from Callow/Nobbs by 11 seconds. The open
men’s race was rather healthier, Bowley/Lusty winning from Gregory/
Smith by 1.76 seconds.
Battison/Kirk took the C2 title uncontested. The U23 women’s C1
200m title went to Reid, a second clear of Fitzhenry, then a 5 second
gap before four more arrived in quick succession.

An Army K4 wins the services 1km title.

Lambert/Thomas and Battison/Kirk in C2 1km, despite what it says.

Fitzhenry and Reid battle out the U23 women’s C2 title.

Budrikis wins the C1 1km race.

Chmiel wins in U23.

Dale, Duffield, Davison, Clark and Cadell in girls’ U18 K1 200m.

Murphy wins the women’s 1km open from de Bruijn.
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Cadell/Petersen take the U23 K2 1km title.

Carmichael, Ip and Hipkins in girls’ U16 K1 200m.

Simon takes the U23 women’s 200m title from Lee-Smith.

Bowley/Lusty win men’s open K2 1km from Gregory/Smith. .

Gallagher sees off Atkins in the boys’ U18 200m.
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Cawthorn heading for the win in the women’s open 500m.

Eccles, lane 7, takes the U23 200m.

The men’s open K1 500m went to Tom Lusty.

Caines, red, takes the C1 500m from Weir.

An Anker Valley plus crew take the U23 K4 500m.

Burton Phoenix take the men’s K4 500m from Wey and Nottingham.

Halliday, near, wins the C1 500m title.

Fitzhenry wins the U23 500m by 8 seconds.

Clarkson wins the girls’ U14 500m.

Hipkins and Carmichael fight for the girls’ U16 500m title.

The girls’ U18 500m goes to Russell.
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Rees-Clark takes the U23 500m from Lee-Smith.
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Echelon start to the girls’ U16 K2 500m, Hipkins/Carmichael leading all the way.
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The girls’ U18 500m start, won by Dale/Clark in the patriotic K2.
The U23 women’s K1s saw Simon win by a second from Lee-Smith
and the 9th boat only 5 seconds behind the winner, fine racing by all.
Rachel Cawthorn took the open women’s title from Brown with Lewis
only 1.1 seconds off the win time. Perhaps the closest race was the U23
men’s K1 final, a photofinish with Eccles just 0.01 sec clear of Devonald
and the whole class within 3.35 seconds of the win.
Dowling Clarke/Palmer had a comfortable win in the U23 women’s
C2s, in which there were four entrants.
The women’s open K2 went to Brown/Lewis, 1.37 seconds clear
of Walker/Myburgh, but then there was a 10 second gap before the
remaining three crews who had a spread of 0.63 sec, ignoring the crew
disqualified and the non finishing boat. Only two crews finished the
U23 equivalent, Lee-Smith/Rees-Clark nearly 10 seconds clear, again a
disqualification and a non starter this time.
O’Grady/Stoycher took a 3 second win in open men’s K2, in which
there were only three entrants. The U23s were much better, Glover/
Littlewood just 0.11 second up on Eccles/Orme in a field of seven.
Moving on to 500m racing, the U23 men’s K4 went to a mixed crew
of Anker Valley and others with a 5 second lead. Another mixed crew
won the open race by a couple of seconds.
Rees-Clark took the women’s U23 K1 final from Lee-Smith by 0.10
sec, exciting racing which put the two comfortably clear of the rest of
the field. On the other hand, Cawthorn took the open equivalent by 6
seconds.
The U23 men’s K1 was taken by Chmiel by 0.12 sec from Carson, a
capsize taking place beyond the finish line. Could this have been to cool
down in the warm conditions? Lusty added the open men’s 500m title
to his score, 2.55 seconds up on Bowley.
Only 0.37 sec separated Caines and Weir in the open C1, the latter
also capsizing once over the line. The U23 women’s C1 went to
Fitzhenry by 8 seconds but there were another seven canoes in her class.
The women’s open K4 had a 14 second win from a crew which also
included Fitzhenry.
The U23 men’s K2 title went to Carson/Kovacs, 1.3 seconds up
on Glover/Littlewood, the other boats several seconds back. The open
men’s race was won by Bowley/Lusty by over 2 seconds but it was a
close run thing for the next place, the Johnsons taking it by 0.16 sec
from Beevers/Mitchell.
There were just four boats on the start line for the national title in
the women’s K2 but really only one boat in the race. Lewis/Simon were
20 seconds clear of the next boat. Contrast this with the final race, a
non championship event for C4s. The winning time by a mixed crew
was just 0.27 second ahead of the next crew which included Schofield.
In addition to the independent paddlers, of which there are quite a high
proportion in open canoes, there were also female paddlers, some good
racing with only just over 8 seconds between the four boats. It was
a race in which entries compared favourably with some of the more
established classes.
Maybe this was because some of the top paddlers were at the world
championships. If so, the event should be rescheduled to ensure the
results do reflect the top national talent. On the other hand, perhaps this
is becoming seen as a less serious fun event to end the championships,
a bit like the mixed K2 race in the marathon championships. If so,
shortage of C4s and space across the course is likely to cramp the
style but there is potential here for something new. All that is without
digging into the results of the juniors, veterans, Services and disabled.
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200m: K1GU14: 1 H Clarkson, Scottish Performance, 53.51. 2 S James, Seren Dwr, 56.97.
3 A Green, Worcester, 57.78.
K1GU16: 1 G Carmichael, Longridge, 48.86. 2 Y Ip, Richmond, 49.07.
3 K Hipkins, Longridge, 49.66.
K1GU18 - Phillips Plate: 1 E Dale, Falcon, 49.35. 2 Z Clark, Royal, 50.06.
3 F Duffield, Norwich, 50.38.
K1WU23: 1 R Simon, Elmbridge, 46.15. 2 L Lee-Smith, Norwich, 47.16.
3 M Johnson, Chelmsford, 48.79.
K1WO - Ledenkamp Trophy: 1 R Cawthorn, Wey, 43.88. 2 H Brown, Wiltshire Y, 44.71.
3 E Lewis, Worcester, 45.01.
K1WS: 1 Sharp, RAF, 1:01.03. 2 Brook, RN, 1:03.08. 3 Walker, RAF, 1:05.64.
K1WL3: 1 L Thorpe, Paracanoe, 1:09.26.
K1WL1: 1 J Chippington, Paracanoe, 1:05.24.
K1WMasA/B: 1 E Ayres, Nottingham, 1:02.34. 2 J Fooks, Devizes, 1:06.30.
K1BU14: 1 B Cabrera, Fowey, 47.41. 2 O Partridge, Truro, 48.11. 3 K Smith, Norwich, 48.73.
K1BU16: 1 E Nightingale, Wiltshire Y, 39.97. 2 J Brockway, Scottish Performance, 42.42.
3 M Sielicki, Scottish Performance, 42.85.
K1BU18 - Henry Thelan Trophy: 1 B Gallacher, Scottish Performance, 40.04.
2 D Atkins, Reading, 40.32. 3 F Kemp, Reading, 41.33.
K1MU23: 1 J Eccles, Anker Valley, 39.72. 2 H Devonald, Swansea, 39.73.
3 P Quittenton, Lincoln, 39.89.
K1MO - Ken & Eileen Memorial Trophy: 1 L Fletcher, Scottish Performance, 38.80.
2 M Robinson, Cardiff, 39.73. 3 M Bowley, Burton Phoenix, 40.80.
K1MS: 1 Hadland, Army, 45.64. 2 Hayman-Joyce, RAF, 46.51. 3 Burt, Army, 47.51.
K1ML3: 1 R Oliver, Paracanoe, 43.60. 2 T Lodge, Wey, 45.99. 3 J Young, Paracanoe, 46.74.
K1ML2: 1 N Beighton, Paracanoe, 48.21. 2 D Philipson, Paracanoe, 50.12.
3 S Arnold, Paracanoe, 1:13.14.
K1P: 1 J Mansfield, Newark 4 As, 1:00.37. 2 H Gordon, Forth, 1:01.08.
3 D Spencer, Newark 4 As, 1:02.70.
K1MMasC/D: 1 N Topham, Reading, 49.63. 2 M Villaruel, Ealing, 50.85.
3 P Brookes, Gailey, 50.89.
C1GU16: 1 C Carey, 1:05.43. 2 E Renton, 1:18.46.
C1GU18: 1 A Aitchison, 1:04.68.
C1WU23: 1 K Reid, Forth, 54.48. 2 A Fitzhenry, NI, 55.51. 3 R Bennett, Fladbury, 1:00.97.
C1W - Sam Rippington Trophy: 1 C Bracewell, 57.96. 2 N Tomos, 1:02.02.
3 C Halliday, Fladbury, 1:03.90.
V1WL3-1: 1 C Henshaw, Paracanoe, 1:06.28. 2 J Chippington, Paracanoe, 1:07.27.
C1BU14: 1 J Yurkwich-Ell, Fladbury, 1:18.82.
C1BU16: 1 W Thomas, 1:03.15. 2 G Bell, Fladbury, 1:07.38.
C1MU23: 1 J Hayman Joyce, 47.02. 2 O Bartusik, Esk, 50.53.
C1MO - Dewar Cup: 1 I Weir, Banbury, 48.90. 2 C Calvert, Fladbury, 49.99.
3 N Budrikis, Worcester, 50.05.
V1ML3: 1 D Phillipson, Paracanoe, 54.58. 2 J Eyers, Paracanoe, 54.89.
3 M Tweedie, Paracanoe, 56.57.
V1ML2: 1 D Edwards, Paracanoe, 1:21.26. 2 S Clark, Chelmsford, 1:08.35.
K2GU14: 1 Clarkson/Sielicka, Glasgow/Forth, 49.32. 2 Armstrong/Wynne, Linlithgow, 53.60.
3 Holland/James, Swansea/Seren Dwr, 54.61.
K2GU16: 1 Carmichael/Hipkins, Longridge, 45.93. 2 Anderson/Groves, Norwich, 46.50.
3 Hills/Ip, Richmond, 46.60.
K2GU18: 1 Clark/Dale, Royal/Falcon, 45.46. 2 Davison/Boonham, Banbury/Reading, 46.22.
3 Hurrell/Carter, Royal/Addlestone, 48.91.
K2WU23: 1 Lee-Smith/Rees-Clark, Norwich/Nottingham, 44.57.
2 Brockway/Gray, Linlithgow/Lincoln, 54.23.
K2WO: 1 Brown/Lewis, Wiltshire Y/Worcester, 41.09. 2 Walker/Myburgh, Royal, 42.48.
3 Murphy/Seika, Banbury, 52.97.
K2WS: 1 Roach/Brook, RN, 57.89. 2 Sharp/Walker, RAF, 58.57. 3 Klopper/Lay, Army, 1:03.26.
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K2WMasA/B: 1 Ayres/McManus, Nottingham, 58.24. 2 Moore/Fookes, Norwich/Devizes, 1:00.23.
3 Alexander/Hinkova, Norwich, 1:00.78.
K2BU14: 1 Cabrera/Partridge, Fowey/Truro, 46.22. 2 Lear/Motha, Royal, 47.54.
3 Ferri/Smith, Elmbridge/Norwich, 48.45.
K2BU16: 1 Brockway/Nightingale, Linlithgow/Wiltshire Y, 38.49.
2 Booth/Want, Norwich, 38.95. 3 Stewart/Tarver, Addlestone/Elmbridge, 40.05.
K2BU18: 1 Atkins/Kemp, Reading, 36.58. 2 McCracken/Quittenton, Banbury/Lincoln, 38.47.
3 Burr/Greaves, Wey/Royal Leamington Spa, 38.86.
K2MU23: 1 Glover/Littlewood, Reading/Nottingham, 36.50.
2 Eccles/Orme, Anker Valley, 37.01. 3 Bohle/Gallacher, Linlithgow/Forth, 37.88.
K2MO: 1 O’Grady/Stoychev, Longridge/Runcorn, 38.41. 2 Leissing/Freeland, Falcon, 41.70.
3 Westall/Winstanley, Pangbourne, 43.85.
K2P: 1 Mansfield/Spencer, Newark 4 As, 1:01.07. 2 Fisher/Warwick, Linlithgow, 1:03.27.
3 Barker/Thompson-Martin, Newark 4 As, 1:09.98.
C2GU18/U16: 1 Aitchison/Carey, 57.44.
C2WU23: 1 Dowling Clarke/Palmer, Forth/Longridge, 58.07. 2 Webb/Fitzhenry, NI, 1:03.52.
3 Joy/Evans, 1:04.47.
C2BU16: 1 Bell/Yurkwich-Ell, Fladbury, 1:01.60.
C2BU18: 1 Lambert/Thomas, Leeside, 49.29.
C2MO: 1 Illinesi/Lawrence, Leighton Buzzard, 55.99. 2 Bracewell/Fowler, Worcester, 1:00.06.
K2MMasC/D: 1 Grimwood/Oliver, Lincoln, 48.64. 2 Dodson/Pemble, Addlestone, 48.78.
3 Atkins/Topham, Reading, 49.48.
K4WS: 1 RAF, 54.20. 2 RAF, 54.73. 3 RN, 58.69.
K4MMasC/D: 1 Lincoln, 45.28. 2 Addlestone/Linlithgow, 45.40. 3 Reading, 45.41.
500m: K1GU12: 1 M Ball, Devizes, 2:46.36. 2 B Perry, Southampton, 2:51.86.
3 I Patrick, Esk, 2:58.37.
K1GU14: 1 H Clarkson, Scottish Performance, 2:25.65. 2 E O’Drisceoil, Salmon Leap, 2:32.84.
3 K Sielicka, Forth, 2:33.25.
K1GU16: 1 G Carmichael, Longridge, 2:12.22 2 K Hipkins, Longridge, 2:12.72.
3 A Armstrong, Scottish Performance, 2:17.42.
K1GU18 - Dennis Smith Trophy: 1 E Russell, Chelmsford, 2:05.55.
2 E Dale, Falcon, 2:13.59. 3 Z Clark, Royal, 2:13.63.
K1WU23: 1 S Rees-Clark, Nottingham, 2:05.52. 2 L Lee-Smith, Norwich, 2:05.62.
3 N Wells, Lincoln, 2:10.10.
K1WO - Bruce Lucas Trophy: 1 R Cawthorn, Wey, 2:02.75. 2 A Turner, Banbury, 2:08.99.
3 H Brown, Wiltshire Y, 2:14.81.
K1WS: 1 Sharp, RAF, 3:39.08. 2 Walker, RAF, 2:53.55. 3 Roach, RN, 3:00.33.
K1LgB: 1 M Osmola, Glasgow, 3:11.30. 2 J Rayment, 3:16.23.
3 T Weeks, Royal Leamington Spa, 3:38.13.
K1LgA: 1 M Kabeer, Wokingham, 3:04.06. 2 B Perry, Southampton, 3:10.37.
3 W Bartusik, Esk, 3:16.96.
K1BU12: 1 R Tideswell, Cambridge, 2:31.15. 2 H Singleton, Nottingham, 2:34.53.
3 M Kabeer, Wokingham, 2:37.52.
K1BU14: 1 B Cabrera, Fowey, 2:08.71. 2 O Partridge, Truro, 2:08.94.
3 M Motha, Royal, 2:11.43.
K1BU16: 1 E Nightingale, Wiltshire Y, 1:56.50. 2 J Brockway, Scottish Performance, 2:00.69.
3 X Hinves, Southampton, 2:01.15.
K1BU18 - Rhodes Trophy: 1 P Miles, Royal Leamington Spa, 1:54.44.
2 A Kereszturi, Ealing, 1:55.14. 3 D Atkins, Reading, 1:55.67.
K1MU23: 1 Z Chmiel, Nottingham, 1:56.59. 2 C Carson, Wey, 1:57.11.
3 C Smith, Leighton Buzzard, 1:58.36.
K1MO - Unwin Bowl: 1 T Lusty, Solihull, 1:52.81. 2 M Bowley, Burton Phoenix, 1:55.46.
3 I Beevers, Wey, 1:56.84.
K1MS: 1 Duff, RAF, 2:08.11. 2 Hadland, Army, 2:09.76. 3 Bowyer, RAF, 2:11.14.
K1MMasC/D: 1 P Brookes, Gailey, 2:12.96. 2 N Topham, Reading, 2:14.97.
3 P Gadd, Addlestone, 2:17.24.
C1GU16: 1 C Carey, 2:48.19. 2 E Renton, 3:14.16.
C1GU18: 1 A Aitchison, 2:48.74.
C1WU23: 1 A Fitzhenry, NI, 2:30.75. 2 R Bennett, Fladbury, 2:38.97.
3 A Palmer, Longridge, 2:43.41.
C1WO: 1 C Halliday, Fladbury, 2:47.21.
C1BU14: 1 J Yurkwich-Ell, Fladbury, 2:59.21.
C1BU16: 1 W Thomas, 2:38.11. 2 G Bell, Fladbury, 2:51.14.
C1BU18: 1 T Lambert, Leeside, 2:11.83. 2 A Marasa, Scottish Performance, 2:13.44.
3 H Kirk, 2:35.87.
C1MU23: 1 A Barrison, Banbury, 2:25.31. 2 O Bartusik, Esk, 2:26.10.
3 O Cook, Solihull, 2:49.37.
C1MO - Doug Saxby Memorial Trophy: 1 G Caines, Nottingham, 2:12.21.
2 I Weir, Banbury, 2:12.48.
K2GU14: 1 Clarkson/Sielicka, Glasgow/Forth, 2:18.07. 2 Holland/James, Swansea/Seren Dwr,
2:24.37. 3 Green/O’Drisceoil, Salmon Leap/Worcester, 2:26.77.
K2GU16: 1 Carmichael/Hipkins, Longridge, 2:06.75. 2 Hills/Ip, Richmond, 2:08.39.
3 Anderson/Groves, Norwich, 2:11.21
K2GU18: 1 Clark/Dale, Royal/Falcon, 2:03.23. 2 Carter/Hurrell, Addlestone/Royal, 2:07.37.
3 Hutchinson/Slack, Longridge/Royal, 2:11.37.
K2WU23: 1 Lee-Smith/Rees-Clark, Norwich/Nottingham, 1:57.60. 2 Johnson/Freeman,
Chelmsford/Richmond, 2:03.38. 3 McQuaid/Wells, Leeside/Banbury, 2:08.88.

K2WO: 1 Lewis/Simon, Worcester/Elmbridge, 1:56.51. 2 Johnson/Rooney, Banbury, 2:16.37.
3 Murphy/Seika, Banbury, 2:18.36.
K2WS: 1 Sharp/Richardson, RAF, 2:23.06. 2 Roach/Brook, RN, 2:29.45.
3 Lay/Klopper, Army, 2:37.62.
K2WMasA/B: 1 Ayres/McManus, Nottingham, 2:29.91.
2 Fookes/Moore, Devizes/Norwich, 2:38.90. 3 Alexander/Hinkova, Norwich, 2:39.35.
K2LgB: 1 Griffin/Weeks, Royal Leamington Spa, 3:06.06. 2 Gordon/Herriot, Glasgow, 3:13.28.
3 Gwynn/Tristram, Wiltshire Y/Royal Leamington Spa, 3:13.85.
K2LgA: 1 Andrews/Tideswell, Lincoln/Cambridge, 2:27.80. 2 Betts/Hutchinson, Reading, 2:31.05.
3 Ayran/Kabeer, Falcon/Wokingham, 2:35.56.
K2BU14: 1 Cabrera/Partridge, Fowey/Truro, 1:56.21. 2 Lear/Motha, Royal, 1:57.93.
3 O’Connor/Sebti, Richmond, 2:02.23.
K2BU16: 1 Booth/Want, Norwich, 1:46.96. 2 Kowal/Sielicki, Scottish Performance, 1:47.95.
3 Stewart/Tarver, Addlestone/Elmbridge, 1:48.05.
K2BU18: 1 Kereszturi/Miles, Ealing/Royal Leamington Spa, 1:46.60. 2 Benstead/Greaves,
Elmbridge/Royal Leamington Spa, 1:48.27. 3 Collinge/Drage, Fowey, 1:48.27.
K2MU23: 1 Carson/Kovacs, Wey, 1:44.51. 2 Glover/Littlewood, Reading/Nottingham, 1:45.81.
3 Callow/Nobbs, Norwich, 1:49.11.
K2M: 1 Bowley/Lusty, Burton Phoenix/Solihull, 1:40.67.
2 Johnson/Johnson, Chelmsford, 1:46.56. 3 Beevers/Mitchell, Wey/Worcester, 1:42.72.
K2MS: 1 Herbert/Hadland, Army, 2:02.32. 2 Duff/Astbury, RAF, 2:03.14.
3 Woodward/Bowyer, RAF, 2:03.95.
C2GU18/U16: 1 Aitchison/Carey, 2:28.36.
C2WU23: 1 Dowling Clarke/Palmer, Scottish Performance/Longridge, 2:32.08.
2 Evans/White, Forth, 2:45.12. 3 Joy/Brewer, 3:12,67.
C2WO: 1 Bracewell/Tomos, 2:23.39.
C2BU16: 1 Bell/Yurkwich-Ell, Fladbury, 2:55.60.
C2BU18: 1 Lambert/Thomas, Leeside, 2:14.07.
C2MU23: 1 Battison/Kirk, Banbury, 2:27.27.
K4GU14: 1 Devizes, 2:12.03. 2 Gailey, 2:16.37. 3 Reading, 2:16.86.
K4GU18/U16: 1 National Talent, 1:53.21. 2 National Talent, 1:53.43. 3 Royal, 1:57.32.
K4WU23: 1 Wey, 1:53.21.
K4WO - Boulogne Cup: 1 Wiltshire Y, 1:45.98. 2 Elmbridge, 1:59.78. 3 Banbury, 2:01.26.
K4WS: 1 RAF, 2:04.85. 2 RN, 2:15.73. 3 RAF, 2:18.82.
K4LgB: 1 Wiltshire Y, 3:40.30.
K4LgA: 1 Lincoln, 2:21.36. 2 Southampton/Wokingham, 2:27.31. 3 Devizes/Reading, 2:28.48.
K4BU14: 1 Fowey, 1:51.70. 2 Falcon, 1:56.42. 3 Royal, 1:57.57.
K4BU16: 1 Norwich, 1:41.61. 2 Scottish Peformance, 1:42.36. 3 Wey, 1:46.77.
K4BU18: 1 National Talent, 1:31.82. 2 Lincon, 1:37.02. 3 Southampton, 1:37.74.
K4MO: 1 Burton Phoenix, 1:32.77. 2 Wey, 1:35.48. 3 Nottingham, 1:35.53.
K4MS: 1 Army, 1:54.65. 2 RAF, 1:55.39. 3 RAF, 1:56.78.
K2MMasC/D: 1 Gadd/Pemble, Addlestone, 2:10.98. 2 Hook/Villaruel, Ealing, 2:13.19.
3 Smith/Want, Norwich, 2:13.96.
C4O: 1 Royal, 2:12.78. 2 Soren Dwr, 2:13.05. 3 NI/Forth, 2:16.11.
1km: K1GU16: 1 K Hipkins, Longridge, 4:59.18. 2 G Carmichael, Longridge, 5:02.20.
3 A Cox, Elmbridge, 5:03.87.
K1GU18: 1 F Duffield, Norwich, 5:03.13. 2 Z Hurrell, Addlestone, 5:06.46.
3 A Cadell, Scottish Performance, 5:07.92.
K1WU23: 1 S Rees-Clark, Nottingham, 4:41.66. 2 M Johnson, Chelmsford, 4:48.20.
3 R Myburgh, Royal, 4:49.49.
K1WO: A Murphy, Banbury, 5:11.56. 2 S de Bruijn, Norwich, 5:12,95. 3 J Crossley,
Southampton, 5:23.68.
K1BU18 - Barry Murray Trophy: 1 P Miles, Royal Leamington Spa, 4:05.60.
2 A McIntyre, Chelmsford, 4:11.46. 3 A Greaves, Royal Leamington Spa, 4:13.52.
K1MO - Farnham Cup: 1 T Lusty, Solihull, 4:01.50. 2 N Cresser, Nottingham, 4:08.49.
3 G Mitchell, Worcester, 4:10.30.
K1MS: 1 Duff, RAF, 4:39.11. 2 Diaper, Army, 4:40.42. 3 Capps, Army, 4:43.12.
C1BU18: 1 T Lambert, Leeside, 5:03.93. 2 H Kirk, 5:38.44.
C1MU23: 1 A Battison, Banbury, 5:26.40. 2 O Cooke, Solihull, 6:07.41.
C1MO - Sidney Rowe Cup: 1 N Budrikis, Worcester, 4:42.24. 2 I Weir, Banbury, 4:57.02.
K2BU14: 1 Lear/Motha, Royal, 4:21.34. 2 Cabrera/Partridge, Fowey/Truro, 4:21.89.
3 Freeland/Stanley, Falcon, 4:29.98.
K2BU16: 1 Brockway/Nightingale, Linlithgow/Wiltshire Y, 3:56.47.
2 Kowal/Sielicki, Scottish Performance, 3:58.07. 3 Lewis/Wilkinson, Wey, 4:01.70.
K2BU18: 1 Kereszturi/Miles, Ealing/Royal Leamington Spa, 3:44.79. 2 Benstead/Greaves,
Elmbridge/Royal Leamington Spa, 3:49.87. 3 Collinge/Drage, Fowey, 3:53.97.
K2MU23: 1 Cadell/Petersen, Linlithgow/Banbury, 3:51.42. 2 Callow/Nobbs, Norwich, 4:02.99.
3 Macnab/Tilbury-Clarke, Pangbourne, 4:28.87.
K2MO: 1 Bowley/Lusty, Burton Phoenix/Solihull, 3:37.25.
2 Gregory/Smith, Longridge/Leighton Buzzard, 3:39.01. 3 Chmiel/Cresser, Nottingham, 3:42.79.
K2MS: 1 Smith/Astbury, RAF, 4:33.32. 2 Diaper/Herbert, Army, 4:34.11.
3 Woodward/Bowyer, RAF, 4:36.09.
K2MMasC/D: 1 Frankland/Raciborska, Reading, 4:36.89. 2 Anderson/Smith, Norwich, 4:42.05.
C2BU16: 1 Bell/Yurkwich-Ell, Fladbury, 5:59.24.
C2BU18: 1 Lambert/Thomas, Leeside, 4:51.94.
C2MU23: 1 Battison/Kirk, Banbury, 5:00.11.
K4MS: 1 Army, 4:08.98. 2 RAF, 4:12.86. 3 RN, 4:15.07.
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Super Cup
A new look canoe sprint programme attracted strong
support from the sport’s best athletes after the first day of
competition in Barnaul, Russia. Athletes took part in random
draw mixed K2 and C2 races over 100 metres with the K2
gold going to Poland’s Marta Walczykiewicz and Russia’s
Kirill Lyapunov while Russians Andrey Kraytor and Olesia
Romasenko delighted the Siberian crowd with victory in the C2. ‘It
was new; it was a fun experience but we really had to fight,’ Kraytor
said. ‘It was a bit difficult, because we both paddle from the same side. It
was amazing paddling in front of the home crowd. I’m really happy that
we have this new format and we have it here with my home club. It’s
important for the whole region to have this event here. It’s a big chance
to grow the sport with our kids.’
Many of the athletes came to Barnaul after competing in a Pre Super

Marta Walczykiewicz and Russia’s Kirill Lyapunov won the K2.

Andrey Kraytor and Olesia Romasenko won mixed C2 100m.

Cup in Linyi, China, earlier in the week. Walczykiewicz said
it was important to stay focussed. ‘It was a lot of fun and very
fast,’ the 2016 Olympic silver medallist said. ‘This was the first
time we had done mixed K2; it was amazing. Maybe next year
we will do it again.’
Athletes from Canada, France, New Zealand and the Czech
Republic triumphed at the inaugural sprint Super Cup, the
season ending event in the international sprint calendar. Canadian
Laurence Vincent-Lapointe proved once again she is the champion
of women’s canoe, Frenchman Maxime Beaumont returned to his
Olympic silver medal form in the men’s K1, New Zealand’s Caitlin
Ryan held on to win the women’s K1 and Czech Martin Fuksa capped
off his stellar year with victory in the C1. A capacity crowd lined the
banks of the Barnaul waterway to watch many of the best athletes in
the world compete over the unconventional distance of 350 metres.
The tight race format added an extra challenge for the athletes but
Beaumont said the big crowd and the close racing pushed him to his
best result for the season. ‘It was very important for me to win this race,
to have one win for this year,’ Beaumont said. ‘I can prepare for the next
season with a victory in my head so it’s very good for me. We are not
used to do training like this; it was difficult to race like this. It’s been a
fantastic week. I’m so happy to have been able to be part of it and to
have made so many new friends.’ Russia’s Oleg Gusav took silver with
Germany’s Tom Liebscher 3rd.
Laurence Vincent-Lapointe met every challenge presented to her in
2018 and remains a short priced favourite to take double gold when
women’s canoeing makes its Olympic debut in Tokyo in 2020. Like
Ryan and Fuksa, Vincent-Lapointe also won the 600 metre race at the
Pre Super Cup, to maintain a near perfect record for the year. ‘I don’t
think you can be the best if you don’t give 100 per cent for every single
race and that’s what I try to do all the time,’ Vincent-Lapointe said. ‘350
metres was quite a challenge, even more than the 600, I think. It’s not a
sprint and it’s not a 500 so I was really unsure of what to do. It’s a very
special event for all of us athletes because it’s a big competition but at
the same time it’s fun.’
Russia’s Kseniia Kurach took the silver and Vincent-Lapointe’s
Canadian C2 partner, Katie Vincent, the bronze.
Caitlin Ryan timed her run to perfection in the women’s K1, just
managing to hold out Belarus’ Volha Khudzenka to take the gold. ‘I
thought it would be really hard to get going again after a bit of a break
but this has been awesome,’ Ryan said. ‘To be able to express myself and
who I am on the water has been really cool. To be able to do this today
was a really great experience for me. I didn’t judge the 350 very well in
my heat but got it right in the semi and the final. It’s been a great year.’
Russia’s Elena Aniushina took the bronze.
In the closest race of the day Martin Fuksa showed his versatility to
finish ahead of Poland’s Tomasz Kaczor and Russia’s Kirill Shamshurin
in the men’s C1. Despite the long season, Fuksa said he was feeling
fresh. ‘For me I think the 350 metres is a very good distance,’ Fuksa said.
‘I think this year has maybe been my best year. I’m looking forward to a
vacation and some recovery and then preparing for next year. Next year
will be big but I enjoy it and I love canoeing.’

ICF

Maxime Beaumont in men’s K1.

100m: C2Mix: 1 Kraytor/Romasenko, Rossija, 20.346. 2 Hajdu/Stamenova,
Magyarország/Bâlgarija, 20.676. Korobov/Vincent, Lietuva/Canada, 20.676.
350m: C1W: 1 L Vincent-Lapointe, Canada, 1:31.665. 2 K Kurach, Rossija, 1:32.125.
3 K Vincent, Canada, 1:33.520.

Polo

Odd distances complete season

GB U21 men retain their title
World Championships
The U21 competition of the polo world championships got
underway in Welland, Canada, with the favourites all performing up
to expectation. France, chasing their third U21 world title, beat Japan
5-1 and hosts Canada 9-0 while defending champions Great Britain
beat Ireland 6-0 and Switzerland 4-0. Germany was chasing its fourth
consecutive women’s U21 title and began its campaign with an 8-0 win
over Chinese Taipei. France, hoping to break through after two U21
silver medals, beat Spain 7-1 while three time bronze medallists New
Zealand beat Netherlands 4-2 and Argentina 37-0, the biggest margin
of the day. Dutch coach Menno Van Rooijen said he was happy with his
team’s first day after they fought back from 4-1 down to tie 4 all with
Poland. ‘It’s perfect; of course we wanted to win but it’s nice to be able
to come back from 4-1 to 4-4,’ he said. ‘This was our hardest day with
hard games to start with so we are quite happy with how it ended. It’s
a draw where we are playing a lot of teams that we regularly don’t see
and, with U21, you never know how the teams are coming together so
I think we can be really happy about what the girls have done.’
Germany had won two bronze and a silver in the three U21 world
championships to date and opened their 2018 campaign with a 6-3
win over Chinese Taipei and 10-0 win over Malaysia. Coach Willi
Franken believed his team was good enough to break through for gold
in Welland. ‘Our first match was not so fine but the second was very
good,’ Franken said. ‘We need some time to get to our best so, hopefully,
tomorrow will be a little bit better than today. I think this year it is
possible for us to get the first place. This year we have three new players
and a very good team so, hopefully, we can make it.’
The final scorecard revealed nothing of the enormity of the result but
Germany’s 5-2 win over hosts Canada in the men’s competition could
have been one of the most important outcomes of the competition.
The entire German team and the senior men’s squad, in particular, were
enveloped in tragedy and grief on the eve of the world championships
when team mate Fiete Junge died suddenly. On Wednesday his former
team mates responded in the best way possible in windy conditions in
Welland, overcoming hosts Canada in a match coach Bjorn Zirotzki

said was extremely difficult. ‘He is all around us, all the time, and we
are speaking about this,’ Zirotzki said. ‘It is sometimes difficult to
concentrate on the game because there are much more important things
in the world than canoe polo and this is like this but we are trying to
do our best here and we have him in our heart. We are a team and he
is a member of our team. We want to do it as a team and he is still a
team member. It’s not for him; it is for all of us.’ The Germans won
their second game of the day 5-0 over the Netherlands. There were also
strong performances from the German women’s team and their men’s
and women’s U21 teams which all remained undefeated after two days
of competition. The German women had a 9-1 win over Chinese Taipei
and an 8-0 result against Spain.
In the men’s competition Spain also enjoyed a strong day with a
7-1 win over USA and an 8-4 victory against Chinese Taipei. ‘It’s very
important to start the championships winning,’ Spanish coach George
Perez Perez said. ‘We’ve worked a lot this year for a great result so I
hope we can get to the semi finals. After that, you never know. I think
the big teams here are Germany, Italy and France.’
There were good days in the women’s competition for Great Britain,
New Zealand and Italy, who posted a 10-0 win over Japan and 4-0
result against Singapore. ‘I’m very happy; the girls were very nervous,’
Italian coach Francesca Ciancio said. ‘I’m expecting that the team will
do well at this tournament and that they can win a medal. The girls
were very young at the last world championships and they have grown
up since then. China was the only country making its debut in Welland
and, while the women’s team lost 4-2 to Japan, coach Francois Barbey
said it was a memorable experience for everyone. The team had only
a limited preparation because six of the ten team members competed
in the U23 slalom championships in Ivrea, Italy, the previous month
and, because of visa delays, the team only arrived in Welland on the
day competition began. ‘This is the beginning for China and it is really
important not just for China but also for canoe polo,’ Barbey said. ‘We
were very late to get here but in China it is no problem; they always
find a solution. We arrived on Monday. We thought we would have all
ten members of the team together for four days but it turned out to be

NZ U21 women

The German women celebrate.

Canada play the Netherlands.

An emotional moment for the German men.

Check your change

Waiting to pay in the café at breakfast time at an autumn regatta,
I noticed the woman in front receive £10 too little change after
tendering a £20 note. At lunch time I had the same experience with
the same cashier. Check your change as her maths are not as good as
they should be.
ICF photographs

Quadruple Olympic medallist ban

Caitlin Ryan won the women’s K1.
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Inna Osipenko-Rodomska has been given a four year ban for
refusing to take an out of competition drugs test. She won the 500m
event in Beijing and was 2nd in the same event and the 200m at the
London Olympics. She then switched from Ukraine to Azerbaijan and
was a member of their K4 500m team which was placed 3rd. At world
championships she has had a win, two 2nd places and three 3rds.
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GB play the French women.
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GB play Germany.

More GB action.
one day. 4-2 for me is okay; it is not 20-0. My focus is the beginning. I
want the girls to have a good world championships so if we continue
like this I will be pretty okay.’ The only competition to have completed
their pool play was the men’s U21, with Great Britain, Germany, Poland
and France all heading their groups.
The second round of competition provided plenty of thrilling
matches with several matches being decided in the very last seconds
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of the contest. The completion of pool play meant the competition
had been split into two divisions with the top teams all vying for the
weekend’s finals and the bottom teams striving to finish in the top 16
to guarantee places at the 2020 world championships. The only major
surprise so far was the failure of the Swiss men’s team, 4th at the 2016
championships, to progress to the top half of the draw. Instead it was
the team from Iran, playing in boats they only received one hour before
their first match, who qualified. Iran was also involved in one of the
thrillers on Thursday, a last second penalty to Australia, giving the team
from Oceania a nail biting 7-6 win in both teams’ first match of the
second round. ‘I definitely think the squad has been coming together
over the past six months, and over the last three days as well,’ Australian
captain Stephen Hubbard said. ‘It’s really good to see and I think we’ll,
hopefully, see a lot more in the next three days. ‘We’re a very loud team
compared to a lot of other players on the field and I think that is our
confidence. We are trying to show the other teams we are here to fight
and to win.’
Great Britain held out France 6-5 in their final pool match of the
women’s competition. The result meant Great Britain was able to
finish top of their pool. ‘The team has come on loads this season; it’s
unbelievable,’ British coach Martyn Williamson said. ‘Top of our group,
that’s all you can ask for at this stage and I don’t think we’ve got to our
best yet. ‘We don’t want to get to our best yet; we want to do that on
Sunday in the final so I’m more than happy with where we are at the
moment.’
Perhaps the game of the day came in the men’s U21 when
Poland scored a goal with the very last play of the match against the
Netherlands to snatch a 7-6 victory. Polish captain Dawid Jaloszynski
scored the winner. ‘That was so exciting,’ he said. ‘We had a little bit
of luck but in the last tournament we played at, in Milan, we lost in
golden goal to the Netherlands and now we have done it. ‘I was so
nervous because we had only 30 seconds and we had the ball but it
was happening so fast.’ The top qualifiers in each group after pool
play in the men’s competition were Italy, Germany, Denmark, France,
Spain and Iran. In the women’s draw New Zealand, Italy, Germany and
Great Britain topped their pools while in the women’s U21 France and
Poland topped their groups. Pool play in the men’s U21 wrapped up on
the Wednesday.
Poland had put itself in a position to win its first ever men’s canoe
polo world championship medal after scraping into the U21 finals.
Poland lost its final qualifying match against Germany, who finished top
of the group, but managed to progress to Saturday’s semi finals on goal
difference. ‘It was hard but we did it,’ Dawid Jaloszynski said. ‘I was really
nervous. I think it’s possible to do better. I hope we can win the gold.’
Great Britain finished top of the second group with Italy confirming
it’s place in the final four with a solid win over Denmark in the last
match of the day. Italian captain Paolo Zifferero said the team had to
rebuild after losing several players earlier in 2018. ‘This is a wonderful
result for us because we had to start again as a squad at the beginning
of this year, Paolo Zifferero said. ‘It’s really a huge result for us to be
here and play semi finals. You always have to aim for the top but our
first matches were not so good. Not good enough we thought to make
the finals but here we are.’ One of the big surprises was the absence of
France in the women’s U21 semi finals. The two time silver medallists
finished third in their pool and would now play off for 5th on Saturday.
Germany, chasing a fourth consecutive U21 title, would take on Great
Britain in one semi final. The only game the Germans lost in qualifying
was against France and they beat Great Britain 7-2 in their pool match.
In the other semi, Poland would take on New Zealand. The Poles were
also undefeated, having notched up a 3-3 draw against Germany and a
4-4 draw against the Netherlands. They beat New Zealand 6-5 in a pool
match thriller.
There were still several second round matches to be played in the
men’s and women’s senior competition ahead of Sunday’s finals with
Italy, Germany and Spain looking strong in the men’s competition and
Germany, Great Britain and Italy showing the way in the women’s.
German women’s captain Elena Gilles said her team was playing good
all round canoe polo. ‘We’ve been winning by quite a lot and not
just winning; we are also playing very disciplined and we are playing
the tactics we had planned so I’m really happy with the way we are
going,’ Gilles said. ‘Everyone expects us to do well; we want to win
as well so we are happy to take on the expectations. Of course there’s
improvement to come.’
Germany won an incredible fourth consecutive U21 women’s gold
medal but the hoodoo for German men’s teams had continued with
Great Britain defeating their European rivals to defend the world title
they won in 2016. Germany’s record in women’s U21 was perfect. Since
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the introduction of the age division at the 2012 world championships
the German’s had won every title. In a repeat of the 2016 result,
Germany beat Poland in the final while New Zealand also repeated its
performance of two years ago to claim bronze. While it was a fourth
consecutive world title for the Germans, it was their eighth major
tournament win in succession. ‘It was our last year with the team so
we definitely wanted to win the gold,’ Esra Ozbay said. ‘This is what
we have worked for all year. We have a great team spirit; we’re virtually
sisters. We have such a strong club competition in Germany and that
really pushes us.’
Great Britain were the defending champions in the men’s U21 and
repeated their performance of 2016 by beating Germany in a hard
fought final. Captain Jack Playford was part of the 2016 team and was
instrumental in Saturday’s win. ‘There was a lot of pressure on us,’ he
said. ‘We had a mentality of taking one game at a time. We said before
the championships we had ten boxes to tick, each one being a game,
tick each one as we go and don’t get ahead of ourselves. It seems to
have worked.’
GB coach David Edwards said the gold was just reward for a lot of
hard work. ‘The lads have worked so hard and we had a few personnel
changes this year but the new guys who have come in have bought
into everything that we have done for the past four years,’ Edwards said.
‘They deserve everything they’ve got; this is just the result of everything
they’ve done before. Germany are a good team so it just shows how
hard our guys worked to get this result. All the lads know what I expect;
we just try and raise the bar and, hopefully, we can start driving that
through to the men’s game. Some of the lads will move up this year
so, hopefully, they’ll push on into the men’s and we’ll see some success
there, which is long overdue, to be honest.’
Incredibly Germany had not won either a senior or U21 men’s
gold medal in the 24 year history of the competition with Saturday’s
silver the team’s seventh overall and second for the U21’s. By contrast,
German women had won eight gold medals overall. U21 coach Marc
Uhlmann said his team’s recent record against Poland was a strong factor
in Saturday’s win. ‘I don’t know what we do but every year we have a
chance to be first,’ he said. ‘We knew that Poland lost their last three
games against us and we know that for the head that is very difficult, to
say now we want to do that. I think that was our best chance today, to
remind the girls that the last three wins were ours.’
The team also paid tribute to Fiete Junge, a member of the German
men’s team who died suddenly on the eve of the world championships.
‘We did this for Fiete as well,’ player Esra Ozbay said. ‘It’s been a big loss.
This is what he wished for, I guess, so we all played for him. He was so
young. We all miss him and he was such a good player as well.’
Germany broke through for an emotional men’s gold medal and
immediately dedicated their win to team mate Fiete Junge. It was a
double celebration for the Germans with the women’s team winning
their sixth world championship with a 3-1 result over Great Britain
to add to the men’s 4-1 win over defending champions Italy. It was
Germany’s first world championship gold medal in the senior men’s
competition. Adding to the emotion for the team was the sudden

death of Junge as the team prepared to travel to Welland. Coach Bjorn
Zirotzki could barely contain his tears as he waved Junge’s number ten
vest to the crowd as soon as the final whistle was blown. ‘It’s a very
emotional win for us,’ Zirotzki said. ‘All the circumstances, all the bad
things that happened, it’s unbelievable that we were able to make it. We
are not a team of superstars; we are a superstar team. The last time we
met with Fiete we talked about how we wanted to be world champions.
He would say all the time “Hey guys; let’s do this,” so we did it for Fiete.
We did it for us; we did it for the team. It’s unbelievable what these guys
made; it’s unbelievable what has happened to us in the past couple of
weeks. Normally it’s not possible to do it but we did it.’
German captain Jonas Vieren said his team was under enormous
pressure after taking five silver medals and also dealing with the
emotional circumstances but he said those pressures also spurred the
team on. ‘We fought for this for several years,’ he said. ‘Finally we have
won the world championships. We had won all the other championships
but we could never win this one. With all the events before the
championships it’s a special and very emotional moment. It was a tough
time before the championships but the team came closer together.
We just tried to play polo here and paddle for him as well and it was
enough to win the world championships and we won it for him.’
The German women’s team was able to wrest back the title they lost
to New Zealand two years ago with a win over Great Britain which
added to the U21 title the country won 24 hours earlier. Captain Elena
Giles said her team always copes well with the pressure of expectation
that comes with being the best in the world and she attributed her
country’s dominance of women’s canoe polo to a strong work ethic. ‘It’s
been like this for as long as I’ve played; that’s just how it feels and it’s no
different for us,’ she said. ‘We have a coach who is a big thinker and we
talk about tactics. We have two or three very good players in defence
and I think we are forgiving for what is going wrong. We don’t focus
on that too much; we’ve been taking on new younger players on the
team every year and that allows us to develop them into our culture and
into the game we are playing and it’s been working really well.’ Italy also
made history on Sunday, securing their first ever women’s medal when
they beat France 4-1 for the bronze. Spain took a third consecutive
men’s bronze medal when they beat France 5-4.

ICF

WU21: GB 6, Taiwan 3. GB 8, España 1. GB 4, France 3. Deutschland 7, GB 2. France 1, GB 4.
NZ 7, GB 4. SF: GB 3, Deutschland 4. 3/4: NZ 3, GB 2. F: Polska 1, Deutschland 5.
O/A: 1 Deutschland. 2 Polska. 3 NZ. 4 GB.
W: GB 17, Australia 0. GB 7, Danmark 0. France 5, GB 6. GB 10, Taiwan 3. GB 7, Schweiz 2.
GB 7, Nederland 3. GB 14, Danmark 0. Deutschland 3, GB 1. SF: Italia 1, GB 3.
F: GB 1, Deutschland 3. O/A: 1 Deutschland. 2 GB. 3 Italia.
MU21: Schweiz 0, GB 4. GB 6, Ireland 0. GB 6, Nederland 3. GB 5, Italia 3. GB 6, Schweiz 2.
GB 5, Nippon 0. GB 6, Danmark 2. GB 2, France 3. SF: GB 9, Polska 3. F: GB 3, Deutschland 2.
O/A: 1 GB. 2 Deutschland. 3 Polska.
M: GB 9, Brasil 3. Schweiz 3, GB 4. GB 5, Iran 6. Italia 6, GB 1. Taiwan 4, GB 5. Deutschland 4, GB
1. Polska 2, GB 2. Danmark 2, GB 2. 5-8: Nederland 4, GB 3. 7/8: Taiwan 3, GB 8. 3/4: France 4,
España 5. F: Italia 1, Deutschland 4. O/A: 1 Deutschland. 2 Italia. 3 España. 7 GB.

Clean sweep evades Dragon
British Open
Although there were plenty of entries for the British Open at Holme
Pierrepont, there was only one female team, TS Doncaster, who became
national champions by default.
Similarly, there were only two youth teams but they did at least have a
match to decide the winner.
There were several mixed teams, however, and all played in the three
divisions into which the tournament was split. In fact, Division 3 was
won by one of the youth teams, St Albans.
The Division 2 final saw Trentham with the one goal of the first half
and another after the break before opponents Dragon B came back with
three goals to take the win 3 - 2.
The youth final saw Dragon with most of the possession and an early
goal but shots which were high, low or wide of the net. St Albans put
one in off a paddle, Dragon responding in like fashion, before sinking
another half a minute before the interval.
In the second half a St Albans shot wedged between the frame and
the paddle of a Dragon defender, who held it, looked up assessed the
situation and carefully rolled the ball out to safety. Dragon scored what
was to be their last goal 3 minutes into the half. St Albans were there 1
min 20 secs from the end and again a minute later for a 6 - 3 win.

The Division 1 all Welsh final was controlled by Dragon but
Bridgend were effective at blocking shots and then passing well when
breaking out to attack. Bridgend scored their first three goals in the
first 5 minutes, the third a long shot down the pitch, to which Dragon

Dragon play Trentham in the Division 2 final.
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was blocked a couple of minutes after that but they scored 70 seconds
before time. Their 5 - 4 lead should have been decisive but a long shot
by Bridgend went home and was allowed as the final hooter sounded.
In extra time Dragon again controlled play and put home the
winning shot.

St Albans take on Dragon in the youth final.

The Division 1 final was between Dragon and Bridgend.
pulled one back a couple of minutes later. The interval saw Bridgend
with a 3 - 2 lead.
Hammond levelled the score for Dragon, Bridgend went ahead
again and Hammond put in another from below the net, all in the first
half of the half after the interval. A quick response from Bridgend was
blocked. Dragon bounced one away off the frame of an open goal a
couple of minutes later and Bridgend shot over the top. A Dragon shot

W: O/A: 1 TS Doncaster.
Y: Dragon 3, St Albans 6. O/A: 1 St Albans. 2 Dragon.
1: Bridgend Sharks 4, Tees Tigers 3. E End 2, Dragon 1. Friends of Allonby A 6, Cherwell A 3.
Dragon 9, Tees Tigers 1. Cherwell A 1, Bridgend Sharks 9. Friends of Allonby A 5, E End 6.
Bridgend Sharks 4, Dragon 3. E End 3, Cherwell A 3. Tees Tigers 4, Friends of Allonby A 0.
E End 3, Bridgend Sharks 3. Friends of Allonby A 3, Dragon 6.Cherwell A 4, Tees Tigers 1.
Bridgend Sharks 9, Friends of Allonby A 2. Dragon 7, Cherwell A 1. Tees Tigers 3, E End 3. Tees Tigers
4, Cherwell A 5. E End 0, Friends of Allonby A 3. 5/6: E End 3, Tees Tigers 4. SF: Bridgend Sharks 8,
Cherwell A 3. Dragon 11, Friends of Allonby A 2. 3/4: Cherwell A 4, Friends of Allonby A 5.
F: 1 Dragon 6, Bridgend Sharks 5. O/A: 1 Dragon. 2 Bridgend Sharks. 3 Friends of Allonby A.
2: Trentham 8, Friends of Allonby C 1. Friends of Allonby B 1, Dragon B 5.
Bristol Motley Crew 2, Luton 4. Dragon B 0, Trentham 3. Luton 2, Friends of Allonby B 3.
Friends of Allonby C 10, Bristol Motley Crew 3. Trentham 10, Luton 0. Friends of Allonby C 2,
Dragon B 8. Bristol Motley Crew 2, Friends of Allonby B 8. Luton 4, Friends of Allonby C 2. Dragon
B 11, Bristol Motley Crew 1. Friends of Allonby B 5, Trentham 7. Luton 3, Dragon B 3. Friends of
Allonby C 2, Friends of Allonby B 3. Bristol Motley Crew 1, Trentham 0. Friends of Allonby B 6, Bristol
Motley Crew 0. Luton 1, Friends of Allonby C 3. 5/6: Luton 6, Bristol Motley Crew 2. SF: Friends of
Allonby B 2, Dragon B 6. Friends of Allonby C 1, Trentham 6. 3/4: Friends of Allonby B 4, Friends of
Allonby C 2. F: Dragon B 3, Trentham 2. O/A: 1 Dragon B. 2 Trentham. 3 Friends of Allonby B.
3: Southampton Sloths 2, TS Doncaster W 9. Cherwell B 4, Dragon Y 2. AberEnd 2, LCC 3.
Friends of Damian 3, Manchester Wildercats A 4. Southampton Sloths 1, St Albans Y 7.
Cherwell B 2, Southampton Univ 10. AberEnd 5, TS Doncaster W 6.
Dragon Y 3, Friends of Damian 6. LCC 7, Southampton Sloths 1.
Manchester Wildercats A 3, Southampton Univ 3. St Albans Y 4, TS Doncaster W 1. Cherwell B 2,
Friends of Damian 7. AberEnd 9, Southampton Sloths 2. Dragon Y 1, Manchester Wildercats A 5.
LCC 1, St Albans Y 4. Friends of Damian 1, Southampton Univ 5. Cherwell B 2, Manchester Wildercats
A 6. AberEnd 4, St Albans Y 3. LCC 2, TS Doncaster W 1. Dragon Y 2, Southampton Univ 7.
Cherwell B 7, Southampton Sloths 0. Dragon Y 4, TS Doncaster W 3. Manchester Wildercats A 6,
AberEnd 3. Friends of Damian 2, LCC 3. 9/10: Southampon Sloths 9, TS Doncaster W 0.
7/8: Cherwell B 8, Dragon Y 3. 5/6: AberEnd 6, Friends of Damian 5. SF: Manchester Wildercats A
1, St Albans Y 7. LCC 3, Southampton Univ 2. 3/4: Manchester Wildercats A 4, Southampton Univ 3.
F: St Albans Y 4, LCC 1. O/A: 1 St Albans Y. 2 LCC. 3 Manchester Wildercats A.

Kingston v Madrileno Ciencias.

Coburg-Schney v Meridian.

Friends of Allonby v Essen

Mixed fortunes for Friends of Allonby
European Club Championships
Unusually, this was a British international which was truly
international, the majority of teams coming from overseas.
Visiting teams were helped by a fleet of shuttle vehicles to
bring them from airports and by accommodation on site
at Holme Pierrepont. The four polo pitches had been moved from
their usual location to be set up in front of the seating and the centre
buildings. Only the westerly wind worked against the event.
Women’s teams were in the minority. Coburg-Schney started well
in their tie with Friends of Allonby, taking the first two goals, which
the Liverpudlians matched before the break, adding another afterwards.
Coburg levelled the score before the end of the match so it needed to
go to extra time, with the Friends taking the vital goal.
One of the higher scoring matches put Kingston and Madrileno
Ciencias at three each by the interval, after which Kingston went two
ahead. The teams then alternated, Kingston leading the Spaniards 7 - 5

Friends of Allonby v Vellehermoso Retiro.
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at the final hooter, the last goal by Ciencia a penalty into an
undefended goal.
Friends of Allonby went a goal ahead of Essen in their first
half, Essen adding one to even the score at 3 all before the
final hooter. This called for extra time, Friends doing what was
required of them.
Meridian ladies’ tie with Coburg was less balanced, the Germans
taking all four goals in the first half and then adding another afterwards
before Meridian secured a token goal before play ended.
Friends of Allonby ladies’ match with Hamburg was made more
difficult because of repeated stops to sort out the timing displays which
kept going out of synch. Between these intermissions the Friends
secured two goals. Hamburg pulled one back in the second half but
Liverpool added another for a 3 - 1 final score.
The tie between Kilcock Demons and Poles Kaniow developed from
hard jostling into a full blown fight so the referee abandoned the match.

Friends of Allonby ladies v Coburg-Schney.
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Friends of Allonby v Odysseus.

Friends of Allonby ladies v Hamburg.

Meridian ladies v Montpellier.

Dragon v Wild Water.

As it needed to go to a result the jury were called in and decided to
award the game to the Irish, who had been in the lead. By the time
they had made their decision the two teams had calmed down and were
laughing and joking together.
Friends of Allonby got the fourth of their first half goals against
Dutch team Odysseus A 10 seconds before the hooter. In the second
half each team got three goals, the final one from Liverpool just 6
seconds before the end.
Montpellier ladies scored both of the goals in their first half

against Meridian. Meridian levelled the score in the second half but
Montpellier homed the winner in the final minute.
Loire-Atlantique put themselves at an immediate disadvantage in the
women’s final against Friends of Allonby by drifting clear of the line,
incurring retribution. However, they scored the first goal, to which the
Friends responded during the first minute. Each side had a shot blocked
but Liverpool scored after an excellent feint. Another Liverpool shot
was high and wide but they blocked a French attack, the French later
sending one home off a paddle. A Liverpool shot failed off the frame.
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Multisport
Friends of Allonby v Loire-Atlantique in the ladies’ final.

Transition temptations
Montgomery Canal Triathlon
This was just a great warm up to our quadrathlon season and a
perfect day out down the historic canal. I have done this event five
times now and have really enjoyed the challenge; its great pre race
training and a good opportunity to support the Montgomery Canal
Trust. We were blessed with a beautiful day, no wind and bluebird skies.
I had hoped to crack the 4 hour mark this year… but just missed it by a
couple of minutes!
240 athletes/fundraisers started the journey to bike, run/walk and
then kayak the 35 miles following the towpath of the Montgomery
Canal. The journey starts in Newtown and finishes in Lower Frankton,
running along the towpath and in the canal all the way, 17 miles biking,
11 miles running and 7 miles of kayaking/canoeing with the majority
using Canadian canoes (in pairs). The more competitive ones amongst
us start first at 8.30 (in groups of 6), leaving the ones taking it ‘a bit less
competitive’ to start at a more steady pace! I must say if I’d seen the tea,
cakes and sandwiches at the transition areas I might of been persuaded

to take my time but there were plenty at the finish, too! The race is
extremely well organized and the marshals very supportive all the way;
it is a beautiful canal and a real pleasure to support the Friends of the
Montgomery Canal Trust in helping them raise money to help restore
this historic canal!

Jean Ashley

Masters shine in perfect conditions

Scogli Chiavari v Friends of Allonby in the men’s final.
The French had most of the possession but Liverpool broke for a goal.
The French netted one 35 seconds from time but Liverpool were there
again just 5 seconds from the end of the half to give themselves a 4 - 3
advantage.
Another Liverpool feint in the second half was not successful this
time but they did block a French shot. In return, piling on the pressure,
two of theirs were blocked, another bounced away off the frame,
another was blocked and a further shot went wide, as did a following
French shot. Then things improved. Two minutes from time they
scored from a penalty, then again from a good pass back and again from
another effective pass in the final minute. A French shot bounced away
off the frame 7 seconds from time, to be followed 6 seconds later by a
long shot to the other end, without success. This left Friends of Allonby
with an excellent 7 - 3 win.
Their men contested the other final against Pro Scogli Chiavari
from Parma. A long shot from Friends after a minute was ineffectual.
The Italians got as close as the frame and then Liverpool scored after a
dummy. The Italians hit the frame again and then managed to level the
score. More shots, mostly by Liverpool, were blocked until the Italians
broke but their attempt was defended away off the frame. A Liverpool
shot in the final second did not get there so the interval was taken with
a goal apiece.
The second half saw shot after shot being blocked for both sides,
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more attempts by Friends and one of theirs getting as close as the frame.
Only in the final minute did the Italians succeed. A Liverpool response
was blocked and then they equalized 9 seconds from time. The Italians
picked up the ball and hurled it down the pitch. It was on line and, 5
seconds from the end of the tournament, gave the game to Chiavari, an
adrenalin filled end to a fine competition.
W: Ciencias 2, Friends of Allonby 8. Wild Water 0, Meridian 6. Meridian 3, Loire-Atlantique 5.
Friends of Allonby 5, Keistad 3. Meridian 6, Wild Water 1. Friends of Allonby 9, Ciencias 1.
Loire-Atlantique 3, Meridian 0. Keistad 2, Friends of Allonby 5. Friends of Allonby 3,
Coburg-Schney 4. Hamburg 4, Meridian 1. Coburg-Schney 5, Meridian 1. Friends of Allonby 3,
Hamburg 1. Montpellier 4, Meridian 1. F: Loire-Atlantique 3, Friends of Allonby 7.
M: Liblar 4, Friends of Allonby 3. Friends of Allonby 6, Wild Water 3. Kingston 2,
Vallehermoso Retiro 3. Friends of Allonby 2, Ieper 3. Kingston 6, Thurgauer Wildwasserfahrer 3.
Kaniow 2, Kingston 4. Montpellier 3, Friends of Allonby 2. Viking Venlo 4, Kingston 4.
Kingston 1, Ieper 2. Vallehermoso Retiro 3, Friends of Allonby 4. Friends of Allonby 4, Essen 3.
Ciencias 5, Kingston 7. Odysseus A 3, Friends of Allonby 7. Vallehermoso Retiro 6, Kingston 4.
Kingston 2, Acigné 4. F: Scogli Chiavari 3, Friends of Allonby 2.

Belfast junior tournament

A junior polo tournament is to be run in Belfast over Jul 31st - Aug
4th. Entry is free and 50 teams are expected from 18 countries. Age
categories are under 15, under 18 and under 21.
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Brigg Bomber
The latest round of the World Cup, which was also the British
championship race, was held in Brigg, England. This well established
event which opens the British quadrathlon series was run with its usual
excellent organization. This year the weather also co-operated, being
dry, hot (but not excessively so) and a bit breezy. It is a middle distance
race, comprising 1,500m swim, 7km kayak, 40km bike, 10km run.
The River Ancholme was not too cold and had no flow to impede
the swimmers or kayakers. The bike route had to be changed from
previous years because of the poor condition of some of the roads at
the furthest point of the regular course. Instead we did two laps on
good tarmac, very flat and giving opportunities for some fast times.
Occasional crosswinds were the only hazard with which we had to

contend. The run course was the same two lap circuits that have been
used in recent years, again flat but going out through the town centre
and then along the river in open countryside there is enough variety to
keep one’s interest.
The event was dominated by age group competitors, taking the
overall podium positions in the men’s and women’s races. Ferenc Csima
(HUN) led the swimming and gradually increased his lead on Michael
Mason (GBR) in the kayak and bike legs. Mason managed to pull
back a couple of minutes on the run but not enough to prevent Csima
finishing two minutes clear of him. Leos Rousavy (CZE) was out of the
water from the swim in second place but was overtaken on the kayak
course by Mason and then lost more ground and came in 3rd. The three
Masters 40 racers were well clear of the fastest elite competitor, Steve
Clark (GBR), in 4th place.
In the women’s race Helen Russell (GBR) led from the beginning
and, building up a big lead, it was only during the run that the second
lady, Helen Dyke (GBR), could begin to close the gap by nearly 5
minutes. These two Masters 40 ladies were joined on the podium by the
Masters 60 Mary White (GBR).
A big thank you to Lincsquad, a club for multisport athletes, who
organized the event. They did a very great job and made everyone
welcome. Everything worked smoothly and the marshalling was
outstanding.

John Kavanagh

Rousavy, Csima, Mason.

White, Russell, Dyke.

1 C Ferenc, Magyarország, 2:35:40. 2 M Mason, GB, 2:37:52. 3 L Rousavy, Ceská, 2:42:18.
4 S Clark, GB, 2:45:50. 6 N Unwin, GB, 2:52:13. 7 WillBrisGrowHesp, GB, 3:00:36.
8 H Russell, GB, 3:04:12. 9 N Farnell, GB, 3:11:55. 10 C Carter, GB, 3:13:20.
11 Taylor Swift Fan, GB, 3:13:28. 12 H Dyke, GB, 3:13:44. 13 Jacowites, GB, 3:14:04.
14 P Tindall, GB, 3:13:42. 15 K Blakey, GB, 3:15:30. 16 G Barnes, GB, 3:16:55. 17 D Hinch, GB,
3:20:52. 18 P Jumeau, GB, 3:21:13. 19 R Breyer, GB, 3:21:56. 20 S Beedham, GB, 3:22:24.

Cole and Russell lead all the way
Dearne Valley Quad
It was a brilliant sunshine day for the Dearne Valley quadrathlon,
our second trophy race of the season, lots of passion for our sport with
nonstop smiles as juniors, first timers and seasoned quadrathletes crossed
the finish line! Organizer Mark Benton and his team of volunteers and
marshals hosted a great race for us all; their enthusiasm and friendliness
shone through to make their second time of running the event a huge
success. Thank you; you did yourselves proud again!
The kids’ races got underway at 8:30am and everyone seemed to be
having a good time. Those that were fast were giving it their all but
those that weren’t so fast were supported well the whole way around.
The ethos of the Manvers Waterfront Boat Club is one of inclusivity
and giving everyone a chance, which is just how it should be; this was

clear throughout the weekend and it was good to see the kids giving it
their all. One or two gave a little too much and returned from the bike
bloodied and bruised after overcooking it on a corner or capsized their
kayaks but from what I saw they all continued and had a good time
despite a few mishaps. The kids’ presentations were made at around
9:30am. The jubilant podium finishers collected their certificates, proud
parents cheered and the adult quadrathletes and triathletes assembled
ready for their races.
It was a real mixture of athletes racing, 50 in total with 27 doing the
quad and 23 the triathlon with 18 of those BQA members so plenty
of national trophy points ready to be picked up! There were plenty of
athletes giving the quad a go for the first time and they looked like they
had given everything and had a great time! BQA members took the top
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Illidge gets under two hours

Jean Ashley.

Chris Carter.

Bryce Dyer.

Jacq Davies.

Jean Ashley photographs

Alan Cole.

Nicholas Farnell.

Helen Russell.

11 places with plenty of friendly battles between themselves along the
way.
Alan Cole was first out of the swim (12:10) with Helen Russell
second (13:36), Bryce Dyer (14:26) and Jacqueline Davies (14:51) a
close third and fourth. There was then a steady stream of swimmers
coming in between 15 and 17 mins; it was a 2 lap course, nice and calm
and reasonably warm. There were plenty of paddleboards and canoeists
encouraging the slower swimmers along the way.
The bike was off road and using part of the Trans Pennine Trail which
consisted of unmade tracks; there were a few boulders and gates, two
bridges and a few road crossings to slow you down so you had to keep
your wits about you! It was ideal for cross bikes as they proved to be the
fastest over the course and it was out and back so great to see where
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Ready for the swim.
everyone was in the race! Alan was out in front with Bryce trying to
catch him; though Bryce did the fastest split (32:42) it wasn’t enough to
catch Alan (33:25). Peter Tindall (34:11) and Nicholas Farnell (34:36)
also had strong bike legs and Chris Carter was catching up, too (35:18).
Alan paddled very well on his ski (24:36) leaving Bryce and Chris the
job of trying to chase him down. Chris did the fastest kayak split (24:19)
with Bryce (25:07) still holding onto second place. John Kavanagh was
also paddling well, producing the fourth fastest split (25:58). It was five
laps of the kayak course and, compared with last year, it was very calm;
it was good to see some great kayaking, all types of boats, but a big
improvement this year as most were K1 types or river racers and sea
kayaks so it was good to see paddlers moving on from short plastics!
Onto the run and, once again, Alan had the fastest split (21:39). Greg
Lyle (22:14) and Pete Tindall (22:44) were both quick but neither
would alter the top positions. Bryce held on to 2nd (24:10) with Chris
in 3rd (24:43). Nicholas Farnell came in 4th, Pete Tindall 5th and
John Kavanagh 6th, some great results and some big improvements in
personal performances since last year. Pete Chappill, Andrew Lawson,
Wayne Smith and Lance Ball all had significantly faster times this year…
well done, everyone!
Special mention goes to our Vet 70 superfit BQA member John
MacLeod who did the 14th fastest canoe split of the day (31:36) He
is very modest, an Olympic paddler with a kayak medal from Munich
1972 at home so he has clearly not lost his touch! Well done, John; great
to see you out there again.
In the ladies’ race Helen was in the lead from the start; she was 1st
lady out of the swim (13:36) with Jacqueline second (14:51) Laura
Syndney third (16:04) with me a minute down in fourth (17:10).
Helen had a good bike (37:23), Jacq also just a minute behind (38:23). I
peddled past Laura and moved into third place (39:10).
So, onto the kayak. Helen had worked hard on her kayak training
over the winter and produced a good time, staying in the lead (27:17).
Jacq and I set out to chase her down but she was almost a lap in front.
Jacq stayed second (28:24) with me (really really working hard to
catch her… I can assure you I was) but I couldn’t quite get there but
produced a great split (26:41) fifth fastest overall.
Helen ran well to take the win (24:24)… Jacq went out on the run,
pushing hard (31:07). I knew I would have to push it and make up
ground, so, digging deep and leaving nothing in the tank, I managed
to pass Jacq around 2km (28:06) to take 2nd place. Mandy Greenaway
came 4th, having improved by 8 mins since last year, and Helen Adams,
a first timer to quadrathlon, had a brilliant race, finishing in 5th. It was
so good to see plenty of women racing and producing some good solid
performances, new BQA member Lizzie Angood was inspired by the
Brigg Bomber two weeks earlier so it was so good to see her racing
with a huge smile! Amanda Knagg also had a huge improvement of 13
mins from last year… so well done all the girls, too!
A special mention must go to Caroline Jones. I spoke to her after the
race; she had done the triathlon last year and decided the quad looked
so much fun she got her kayak out, trained up and entered! She finished
in fine style and was buzzing with enthusiasm and full of admiration for
our supportive quad family; she’d had a great day, loved every moment
and smiled all the way! Seeing her so happy just made my day, too… it
makes it all worthwhile when people are inspired and motivated by our
friendliness and also by our wonderful race organizers, who make us all
feel very special!
Once again a huge thank you Mark Benton and Manvers… we hope
you’ll have us back next year!

Jean Ashley

Max Underwood-Frost.

Jac Davies photographs

Hermione Ball.

coming in well under 26 minutes. The rest of the girls all finished the
Deva Divas Quadrathlon
After the huge success of the first ever, not to mention historic, ladies kayak section with only one mishap but I’m sure it was more to do
only quadrathlon in the world last year, event organizers Jean Ashley with wanting to cool off than a wonky paddle stroke!
So, onto the bike section, which also helped jostle positions around.
and Sally Napthen decided they had no choice but to run it again. In
parallel with the renowned Deva Divas Triathlon which in 2016 won Unbeknown to me, I moved up into first place with the second fastest
the coveted British Triathlon Event of the Year, the second Deva Divas bike split (50:14) with Adele just behind (52:45). Jenny I retained third
Quadrathlon was set for Sun 8th July 2018 on the banks of the River position (57:37) with Gill Melia moving up into fourth (51:36). Ali was
in fifth and Mary White and Louise, with an astonishing bike (46:31),
Dee in Chester.
The 50 places available were snapped up in under four weeks before were a second apart going out on to the run. Special mention should
Christmas and the waiting list grew as a result of advertising by word of go to Mary, Vet 65-69, who had the third fastest bike split of the day
mouth and the BQA. In a similar vein to last year, the fabulous 12 week (51:14)!
Finally, onto the run section where the positions would change once
canoe course (from beginner to K1 paddler) that the Queen of Quad,
Jean, along with Chester Canoe Club coaches John and Carol Hatton, again. Adele and I were the first ones out but Jenny I, posting the fastest
offered was taken up by 12 of the girls. I, for one, very much enjoyed run split of the day (22:09), romped home and was the only quad lady
reading about their exploits and astonishing progress on the Deva Divas to finish in under 2 hours (1:58:31).
Much to my amazement, I finished second (2:00:38) but, as in the
Quad FB page. Jean and Sally also ran open water swim sessions, a
familiarization bike and run session and a talk on transition. No wonder previous year, was being chased down by Adele (2:01:22). Louise, with
the second fastest run (22:45) of the day, moved back up into 4th
this race is held in such high regard!
Race day was forecast to be an absolute scorcher (we weren’t (2:04:16) with Gill finishing 5th (2:05:09). Ali was 6th (2:05:42), Mary
disappointed) and 43 intrepid quad ladies turned up with a plethora 7th (2:07:04) and Jenny S was 8th (2:07:08).
Every single Deva Diva quadrathlete started and finished and was
of gear, racked their bikes and paddles and put their kayaks in number
order, helped by the wonderful kayak boys Dave, Cliff, Mark and Simon. greeted with a huge hug and a medal by Jean at the finish. A fabulous
After a very entertaining race briefing from Colin Wilson (it is worth effort by all.
As a competitor of the second running of this wonderful ladies’
entering the race just for this bit alone) and group warm up for all
the quadrathletes and triathletes, we walked together to the swim start quadrathlon and on behalf of everyone else who raced, I would like
upstream. At 08:20, after a quick rendition of Oggy, Oggy, Oggy, the to say a huge thank you to Jean, Sally, John, Carol, our own transition/
kayak support, the water station gang on the run and to Chester Tri and
foghorn blew and we were off.
This year, despite the lack of flow in the river, there was some really Chester Canoe Club for an amazing Deva Divas Quadrathlon! As Jean
strong swimming with Louise Hanley, a fabulous triathlete, taking a big has already said, we are sharing the quad passion, a small sport with a big
lead (12:03), followed by Jenny Illidge (13:38), Adele Blakeborough heart. I absolutely love the fact that the quad is run in parallel with the
(13:58), Claire Addy (14:02) and Timea Harris (14:16). All the ladies triathlon and it is wonderful to see so many women competing.
These girls certainly can!
swam well and finished safely in under 30 minutes. The kayak section
Finally, ladies, to all of my fellow competitors, especially those of you
was probably the most challenging, especially for the new paddlers,
and as a result the positions moved around substantially. Jenny I, a very who are new to this wonderful sport, huge congratulations to you all;
strong paddler, moved up into pole position (22:44) but it was Jenny you are most definitely Queens of Quadrathlon and as I said last year
Swallow whose blistering pace (21:57) moved her from 11th to 2nd. and will repeat often, you are the Prime of Mrs Jean Ashley!
Adele finished the kayak in 3rd place (24:20) followed closely by Timea Jac Davies
(24:13). I, meanwhile, moved into 5th place (25:07). Ali Pendle, Melissa
Leffler, Jill Bradburn and Julie Hicks also had fabulous paddle segments, 1 J Illidge. 2 J Davies. 3 A Blakeborough.

The race briefing.

Mason runs away with it

Jean Ashley

1 A Cole, 1:31:50. 2 B Dyer, 1:36:25. 3 C Carter, 1:40:44.
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Jenny Illidge.

The swim gets away from the start.

Box End Quadrathlon
The Bedford River Festival in mid July’s sunshine meant the town
was heaving.
Much more civilized was the Box End Quadrathlon on the west side
of the town, a World Cup sprint event.
It was also a QuadKidz event with three competitors trying out their
skills on the junior course, Max Underwood-Frost the only boy and
Hermione Ball taking the girls’ title from sister Francesca.
The sole overseas entrant was Hungarian Ferenc Csima, who had
already come over for the Brigg Bomber in May.
The senior event saw the application of a rule which has probably
never been used in this country before, the banning of wetsuits in the
CANOEIST November 2018
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Alan Cole leads Ferenc Csima out of the water.

Hermione Ball, winner of the girls’ race.

Michael Mason, overall winner.

Helen Russell, female winner.

Swim

Kayak

19 secs off the pace. Cole was using a ski whereas Csima was in a K1
and quickly launched into a powerful stroke which was to put him 5
minutes ahead of Cole. He only opened up a further 27 seconds on
Mason, however. Third fastest of the male paddlers was Etienne Stott,
going a bit wide on the turns. K1s just don’t spin like slalom boats.
Helen Russell had the fastest female swim, just 9 seconds slower than
Mason, but the fastest female paddler, not surprisingly, was Ali Pendle.
The cycle ride was over ground with shrinkage cracks where it had
baked in the sun, up and down hills on grass which had been cut but
was slippery at times and with adverse cambers. Bryce Dyer pulled off
the best time but with U23 Billy Fadden just a second slower while
the fastest female rider, by over a minute, was V60 Mary White. The
surprise was at the leading end, however, where when Csima lost nearly
four minutes on Mason. He is used to time trials on flat ground, not
technical cross country courses. This put Mason in the lead. Stott also

put in one of the five fastest bike times. V60 Jean Ashley had problems
with a seat which kept rotating from horizontal to nearly vertical but
she still managed to outpace Pendle and a couple of the other ladies.
It was on the run that Mason really turned on the heat, 2 mins 24
secs faster than the second fastest runner, Stott, who was 3 seconds faster
than Cole with a further 15 seconds to Csima’s time. Russell’s time
was nearly 3 minutes clear of the rest of the female field to give her a
comfortable win, in the top dozen overall.
Mason took the overall win from Csima by over 5 minutes,
impressive in the sweltering conditions. Also impressive for an outsider
was Stott in 5th place, one of only three people in the senior event who
was not over 40, John MacLeod being over 70 in a field of nearly 40
competitors.
Quadrac produced an event which ran smoothly, helped by the
continuing good weather.

Bryce Dyer.

the frustration of walls of cooling spray being thrown up just out of
their reach.
Quadrathlon is drawing increasing interest from paddlers and there
were significant names from marathon, wild water racing and slalom
taking part.
Alan Cole was first out of the water after the swim but Csima was
only a couple of paces behind him although Michael Mason was 1 min

Bike

Run

Olympic slalom gold medallist Etienne Stott.

Michael Mason MV40
Ferenc Csima MV40
Alan Cole MV40
Etienne Stott M
Helen Russell FV40
Mary White FV60
Ali Pendle FV50
Transition times are ignored.
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Jean Ashley takes the turn.

Max Underwood-Frost.

Nigel Unwin tight round the turn.
swim because the water was over 28˚. This was to be of concern to one
or two of weaker swimmers who were relying on the buoyancy wetsuits
provided.
The event began at a pleasantly cool 8am because of the need to clear
the water by 9.30 for a water ski event to take place. The threat to drag
any slow competitor off the water did not come to fruition but, as the
temperature rose steadily, those cycling and running beside the lake had

Ferenc Csima powers into the lead in the kayak leg.
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Francesca Ball.

Billy Fadden.

QK: 1 M Underwood-Frost, 50:12. 2 H Ball, 52:17. 3 F Ball, 1:12:03.
1 M Mason, 1:35:36. 2 F Csima, 1:40:39. 3 A Cole, 1:41:56. 4 B Dyer, 1:44:00. 5 E Stott, 1:44:38.
6 N Unwin, 1:50:18. 7 N Leeson, 1:51:45. 8 E Cox, 1:53:23. 9 C Carter, 1:53:55.
10 S Rust, 1:54:10. 11 H Russell, 1:54:30. 12 P Tindall, 1:57:26. 13 A Bruce, 1:57:34.
14 K Blakey, 1:59:54. 15 R Breyer, 2:00:18. 16 S Wright, 2:00:47. 17 C Odgers, 2:01:01.
18 P Holden, 2:01:44. 19 M Toomey, 2:03:09. 20 J Davies, 2:03:17.
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Dean.

Greenaway.

Mary White and Iain Wood.

John MacLeod.

Martindale and Alan Cole.

The Bergsee Ratscher setting for the European championships.

Russel Breyer

was on the bike and away; she had a brilliant bike, producing the
fastest split (44:46). Other great rides were from Mary White (45:00)
and Natalie Abbott (45:01). I maintained my second place; meanwhile,
Natalie was chasing us both down.
Jacq was first on the run, a good 2 mins ahead of me; each lap, having
to work hard, I started to get closer… then on the second lap, running
very fast, Natalie shot past me and then Jacq, Natalie had the fastest
run split (20:41) to take her first ever quadrathlon win, a fantastic
performance! Meanwhile, with only about 800m to go, I overtook
Jacq and moved into 2nd place. Jacq was 3rd with Mary White, Vet 60,
putting in another fantastic performance, coming 4th. Timea came 5th
with Margaret Huyton, also Vet 60, in 6th place, like the men’s event,
three Vet 60’s in the top 10… looks like we are all ripening as we get
older!
It was a superb day, everyone enjoying the lovely weather and friendly
atmosphere; as always it’s a real good feel good factor event, superbly
organized, and its always great to chat and catch up with everyone’s
race stories afterwards! Phil Holden certainly did the BQA proud and
gave a lovely presentation with great recognition to our age groupers,
too… everyone finished with a smile and I heard so many positive
compliments I’m sure the race will be full again next season!
Big thanks Phil & SYTri; its been a grand day out!

Jean Ashley

The swim at Shrewsbury.
down from James Block in 2nd) and Alan Cole took Vet 40 (roll down
from Bryce Dyer in 3rd). It was good to see so many other BQA
members flying the flag, racing well and producing some excellent
times.
Special mention must go to John MacLeod who won the Vet 70
category; he has raced at 3 quadrathlons this year and is our first ever Vet
70 British quadrathlon trophy winner… Well done, John!
The ladies race was equally exciting, a good field of 15 women.
Jacqueline Davies went into the lead after a very fast swim (7:36) and
was out of the water ahead of Timea Harris (8:01), closely followed by
Natalie Abbott (8:21) and me (8:24).
Jacq was in her kayak first with me and Timea close behind. I moved
into second place as Timea was having trouble getting in her kayak. I
started to close the gap but was joined by Timea; after the turn buoy
we paddled together, chasing down Jacq. Timea (25:48) moved ahead
slightly; Jacq (26:14) stayed in second place with me just behind
producing the fastest kayak split (25:36).
Jacq and Timea went into transition together, followed by me. Jacq
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Jacq Davies , Natalie Abbott and Jean Ashley.

Jean Ashley photographs

The kayak leg was 4 laps of a triangular course, one turn being round
a cute little island in the middle of the lake, fine but this meant a turn
roughly every 400 metres and, with 60 plus boats on the course plus a
stiffening breeze, some caution was required. Helen D and I both found
ourselves going wide to keep out of trouble. As our Ipswich CC race
coach is fond of saying ‘You can’t paddle fast if you are upside down,’
but I made up some time anyway so no complaints.
Then the run… a slightly odd course, twice round a V shaped loop,
each lap taking us out and back along the dam wall, then out and back
on a parallel path below the wall (on the side without the water in,
obviously), nearly all flat, mercifully, and it made the run seem strangely
short so I got a move on and made up a few more places and that was
it. The presentations, which included World Cup prizes, were almost
longer than the race and seemed mostly to involve Helen R smiling
gamely from a podium whilst various people showered her with more
trophies and prizes than she could reasonably be expected to hold on
her own, her second world class performance of the day!

King rules yet again
Shrewsbury Quadrathlon
A lovely warm sunshine day with slight cloud and no wind, what
could be better! An excellent day’s racing at the 7th Shrewsbury
Quadrathon, the event just gets better each year and has always sold
out… a true testament to the event organizers, SYTri and Phil Holden,
who took over from Gill Otto as SYTri quad leader!
The start list was looking strong with top quadrathletes and plenty
of very good age groupers; as ever there were plenty of newcomers and
the familiar faces we see in Shrewsbury every year, so, without a doubt,
there was going to be some great racing ahead! We had been told that
the water temperature was a chilly 14ºC, which was quite a shock after
the warm weather and the non wetsuit swim at Box End Quad!
In the men’s race Alan Cole (6:17) and Steve King (6:08) soon broke
away with Steve moving ahead in the final 100m to exit first. James
Block came in 3rd (6:54), followed by strong swims from Nigel Unwin,
Bryce Dyer and Cliff Odgers.
James Block posted the fastest kayak time of 20:36 with Steve King
posting the second fastest time, just 12 seconds slower at 20:48; by this
time they were 3 minutes ahead of everyone else in the kayak leg. Nigel
Unwin was third in 23:35 and Iain Wood, newcomer, produced an
excellent split 23:52 in a barge of a kayak compared with the sleek K1s
up front! Alan and Bryce both had strong kayak legs and were still in
touch for a podium place.
Steve was holding first place with James, Nigel and Alan chasing him,
then Bryce pushing his huge 62 tooth chain ring was flying and posted
the fastest bike split by far with a time of 34:46 for the 14 mile course,
very fast in anyone’s books! So onto the run they went in the position
they came off the bikes, Steve, James, Bryce, Nigel and Alan; they were
all running well and no-one managed to break up this order so that is
how they finished!
Steve King posted the fastest run split of 19:16. His fast swim, super
fast kayak and then fast bike and run meant he took the overall win
easily for the 7th time in a row! There were some excellent age group
performances with three Vet 60 athletes in the top 10, Iain Wood
winning his first Vet 60 quadrathlon. Nigel Unwin took Vet 50 (roll

Kayaks in transition.

Steve King and James Block.
L: 1 N Abbott. 2 J Ashley. 3 J Davies.
M: 1 S King, 1:25:22. 2 J Block, 1:28:17. 3 B Dyer, 1:28:38.

Clear win for Mason
Fabian4 Conwy Mountain Challenge
Well, what a fantastic day it proved to be for the 5th race in the BQA
Trophy. There were amazing performances from some amazing athletes
and very professional work by marshals/radio controllers/timekeepers/
photographers/safety boat drivers/course checkers/sweepers/first
aiders… The feedback has been amazing; it seems that our courses
were challenging, our post event food was great, the atmosphere buzzed
and the overwhelming feeling was one of fulfilment and enjoyment.
Congratulations to #TeamFabian4; as ever, they produced a superbly
organized race for all the athletes!
Congratulations to the winner, Michael Mason, having a strong
solid race from the start, winning by 18 mins (3:30:37) from Alex
Pilkington (3:48:39) with BQA members Alan Cole (3:55:54) in 3rd
place followed by Nigel Leeson winning the Vet 50 category (4:01:55).
First female was Sarah Barnwell, 9th overall (4:15:47)
Sadly David Finch and Peter Tindall DNF.

Jean Ashley

Jean Ashley

European Sprint Championships
Helen R: world class.
Helen D: awesome.
Russel B: held his own with the other old boys.
All: did British quadrathlon proud!
A seven hour drive from Calais or Harwich might seem like a long
way to go for a sprint quadrathlon but, if you want the World Cup
points, you’ll do it and if you love this small friendly sport, well, why
not?
Bergsee Ratscher is a small lake, about 1,500 metres across both ways
and more or less surrounded by the forested hills of the vast Thuringa
Wald. (Germany constantly surprises with it’s delightful unheralded
landscapes.)
Along one side of the lake runs a large campsite with spacious grassy
slopes giving every camper a view of the lake. The race was based here.
The nearest town, Schleusingen, a couple of kilometres away, is an
appealing place with a large castle and pretty houses. The international
quadrathlon crowd was out in force with over 60 racing plus relay
teams, so nice to see the familiar faces.
The swim was a one lap triangle then off on the bike. (Briefly, does
anyone know why German races tend to be bike, paddle whilst ours are
more often paddle, bike?)
The bike route started by going along the dam wall then two laps of
a tight loop and back along the wall. The roads are perfectly smooth and
the whole course is undulating so you are either working hard to go up
or enjoying the fast downs. I had overcooked the hill training during
the week, being unable to resist the temptations of the High Tatras in
Slovakia, so had a shocker on the bike. The wind was getting up, too, at
this point.

Russel Breyer photographs

Doing Britain proud

1 M Mason, Durham Triathlon, 3:30:37. 2 Prospectors, 3:31:54. 3 J-A-C, 3:44:32.
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Home grown chaos
European Championships
The European Championships at Holme Pierrepont fell short of their
billing. Overseas entries ran to a few Irish competitors and a German
who had come all the way from Nottingham. He, unfairly, was played
the slow march of the German national anthem while performing. The
rest of the competitors were home grown, seemingly spending more
time in the air than on the water while being blasted with more recent
melodies. As usual there was mayhem.

Intermediate junior Ben Higson.

Simon Hammond gives a briefing before the sea swim.

The kayak leg was on the Bude Canal.
broken chain... so he mended hers so they both could continue to finish
the race, genuinely a top guy, showing us what a true advocate he is for
our sport!
Everyone who completes this awesome course finishes it with a huge
sense of achievement; it’s a true testament to the standard of all our
quadrathletes, some out at the front and some behind… you’re all just as
important… Strong, motivated and giving 100%, that’s what makes you
all special!
A big thank you to Simon Hammond and his team for putting on
another brilliant race, as always very friendly, plenty of support, great
commentating and lots of happy smiling faces!

Jean Ashley

Intermediate senior Caleb Newsome.

Elite senior Islay Crosbie.

Jean Ashley photographs

Awesome Foursome
The final race of the season and our national championships for
2018, as ever Bude lived up to its reputation and we were in for some
great racing, a strong turnout of athletes, the regular BQA members
all fighting for those extra trophy points and age group placings plus
a couple of strong newcomers and locals from the local surf lifesaving
scene; some compete as individuals but there were also lots of teams or
pairs competing too.
It had been wet and windy the day before and there was plenty of
heavy swell in the sea. It was a little chilly at 7.00am on race day but we
had sunshine and light winds and, as the day went on, it got warmer and
proved to be good race conditions, even though most of us found the
sea challenging!
After the race briefing we all headed down to the sea lock. The swim
consisted of two 400m loops split by a 200m run across the sands of the
beach; the tide was higher than expected and the beach was completely
flooded so the beach run was a wade through knee deep water instead.
In the individual event Alan Cole was out first (20:28) with newcomer
Billy Butler in 2nd place (22:10), Nigel Unwin (23:30) and Andy
Parrritt (23:30) close behind; there were a lot of locals in the team and
pairs event amongst the top swimmers, all looking strong in the choppy
swell.
The bike was a course of two halves, a very hilly first half along the
coast road to Widemouth and then up those 30% climbs out of Millook,
the second half very fast down the A39 into Bude. Alan managed to
hold onto his lead for a while but his legs were still suffering from the
Conwy Mountain Tri the week before. Nigel loves this bike course and
put in the fastest bike split of the day (54:49) which took him into the
lead. Alan stayed in second (58:58) and there were some good splits
from Peter Tindall (56:00), Nigel Leeson (57:01), all looking for those
trophy points!
The 10km kayak section consisted of two loops of the canal, with
tight turns at either end; it was nice and calm and had started to warm
up. Nigel pulled away and opened up a gap between him and Alan but
then paddler Billy Butler started to make huge gains on everyone. He
produced the fastest kayak split by far (44:52), leaving everyone in his
wake! Nigel was still second fastest (51:29), Andy Parritt (53:05) with
Alan (53:41) and Nigel (53:54). Race organizer Simon Hammond also
produced a strong kayak split (54:36)… so all the age groups were still
in contention!
The first couple of miles of the run are along the flat tarmac of the
canal towpath, then uphill across fields and down to the coast road into
Widemouth Bay, where we climbed up the coastal path towards Bude
before a final descent to the canal wharf. Billy had built up a strong
lead and maintained his position with a good run split (43:47). Nigel,
running the fastest time of the day (42:02), couldn’t quite catch Billy
so held second place, with Alan in third (45:17). There were some
excellent age group performances but the national championship title
was well deserved by Billy Butler, producing a fine win in his first ever
quadrathlon!
In the ladies’ race Helen Russell came out of the swim in first place
(22:51) with Jacq Davies second (24:59), Natalie Abbott third (26:23)
followed by Alison Parritt, Bethany Goodlad and me. Helen increased
her lead on the bike (1:01:00). Natalie, also having a strong bike, moved
into second place (1:05:44) with Alison close behind (1:06:25).
Going into the kayak, Helen maintained her lead (57:19) but the
positions were to change again. Natalie was somewhat disadvantaged
paddling a heavy sea kayak so Alison moved into second (58:45) and
Jacq into third (1:00:03). In my favourite discipline, I started to make
up time and had the fastest kayak (56:48) which moved me into fourth
place.
Helen maintained her lead and went on to take the national
championship title for the second year on the run. Alison stayed in
2nd place with me running into 3rd place. There was some excellent
racing from the ladies with a good quality of field; it was great to see
newcomers to our sport performing well and strong performances from
BQA members, too.
A special congratulations must go to two BQA members who have
done all six races in the BQA calender, John Kavanagh and Lance
Ball… a superb effort! Lance also deserves another mention; he was
just at the start of the famous Millook climb when his chain broke, he
quickly got his chain tool out and proceeded to mend it… he then
noticed a fellow athlete in distress just ahead of him, who also had a

Freestyle

Butler wins first quadrathlon

Helen Russell.

Nigel Unwin.

Lance Ball

L: 1 H Russell, 3:07:33. 2 A Parritt, 3:24:50. 3 J Ashley, 3:28:42.
M: 1 B Butler, 2:51:00. 2 N Unwin, 2:51:42. 3 A Cole, 2:58:24.

Sport with a Purpose

Dame Kelly Holmes was seeking 20 team mates for the seven day
Orbis Challenge, a 25km run up Mt Mulanje, a 55km cycle ride across
the Zomba Plateau and a 20km kayak paddle on Lake Malawi. The
object was to raise funds for Street Chef, aiming to get more nutritious
street food out to Malawians, over a quarter of whom are malnourished.
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Sailing
A hull design as memorable as they come.

Elite senior Adam Ramadan.

Wood proves unpredictable
Nationals Regatta
The IC nationals returned once again to Stone on the Blackwater
estuary, last visited in 2015 but a regular favourite. The all male fleet
were kept in order again by the all female crew on the committee boat.
Canoe Week had been revived with a race a day, merging into the
Nationals, when the plan was for two races a day, run back to back.
The fine weather made it a particularly pleasant event for families left
onshore.
The 25 canoes all raced together but comprised three subclasses, a
pair of Asymmetric Canoes (Portsmouth Yardstick 880), seven One
Design canoes (PY 920, mostly Tony Marston’s Slurps based at West
Kirby) and the rest ICs with PY of 860, giving scope for endless
varieties of who was competing against whom.
The boat to watch this year would be world champion Robin Wood’s
new carbon fibre job, Black Betty, less easy to identify than his previous
light green machine, less inclined to capsize if he went to the stern to
release weed, of which there was no shortage in the estuary.
A moderate easterly wind was blowing over tides which were near
springs, the eddies, shallows and fast flows giving food for thought for
both sailors and course setters, especially with some significant wind
shifts. The first race got off to a bad start in that about four boats were
over the line but as the race officer could not get all their numbers and
there were not enough culprits for a general recall she had to let them
go. Courses were to be triangle/sausage repetitions of indeterminate

Rob Bell attempts to get the sunny side up.

length, the course to be shortened after three quarters of an hour.
By the second rounding of the leeward mark Wood had a significant
lead, followed by Gareth Caldwell, Dave Timson, Phil Robin, Mark
Goodchild (in the first of the One Designs) and Alistair Warren. The
race was finished at the fourth return to the leeward mark, Wood still
with a good lead. The wind was now up to the top end of force 4 and
Timson capsized just short of the line, dropping him from 2nd to 6th
place, Caldwell coming through for the 2nd place.
Caldwell was to take the second race from Mike Fenwick and Chris
Hampe, Wood having capsized on the second lap, dropping back to 5th.
The third race, on Friday, faced light winds in the sunshine and a
delay while the course was reset as the wind shifted through more than
30˚. This helped Caldwell, who broke his tiller extension, eventually
effecting a repair with a Canoeist pencil taped on as a splint. He went off
the line on port tack while Wood went on starboard, the fleet dividing
between them, the choice between wind exposure, tidal flows, eddies
and water depths being factors to take into consideration. Wood and
Fenwick were clear of the rest of the fleet after the first lap and they
were in the same positions a lap later, which they held to the finish.
Caldwell was worryingly close to the far end of the start line for the
fourth race but he pulled it off for a good start. After a lap, however,
Wood had the lead from Caldwell, then Timson, then Warren, Fenwick,
Steve Clarke and Robin with the wind picking up.
The lead order at the finish was Wood, Caldwell and Warren,

Timson and Robin with not enough room for both of them.

Elite junior Matt Stephenson.
Heading away from a start.

Robin Wood heads for the line.

Elite senior Charlie Brackpool.
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Elite junior Alex Walters.
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Gareth Caldwell crosses the line in a winning position.
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Mark Goodchild leads Andy Gordon.
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Byde your time
Phil Allen, Alistair Warren and John Ellis.

Robin Wood with the fleet and Radio Caroline behind.

AC winner Andy Gordon.

Robin Howell’s distinctive spinnaker.

significant because, unknown to the sailors, the first three boats were
to be measured, a shock to the system. Wood was disqualified from this
race for an underweight boat. It had been 2kg over the limit when he
bought it but the previous owner had removed some of his fittings,
enough to tip the balance. Caldwell was disqualified for an overlength
sliding seat, giving him an advantage in counteracting strong blows. He
claimed it was not taken past marks fixed on it and he was reinstated
although others were not convinced that he would check each time he
slid the seat out in the heat of a race. Warren was OK, fortunate as he is
the official measurer.
Saturday morning had the long distance race, undertaken under a
clear sky and with a light breeze initially. There were some conspicuous
marks, including Bradwell nuclear power station cooling water baffle,
a tall post just off Mersea Island and the biggest mark of all, the Ross
Revenge, home of Radio Caroline. To assist, there was a lead boat
to show the way. Wood grounded and capsized, the fleet following
Caldwell out and back to the finish. Wood’s run of misfortunes
continued as he had been over the start line and had not heard the recall
whistle so he suffered a second successive disqualification.
The sixth race had a very complex course, effectively a triangle,
a sausage and then another sausage in a different direction, even the
course diagram being hard to follow. Some missed the postponement
signal, some went to the wrong mark, some couldn’t see or remember
the course and there were many capsizes in the increasing wind and
a number of retirements, including Wood and Warren. This allowed
Timson a chance to take a win although Caldwell took 2nd, Rob Bell
and Clarke taking the next two places from the usual suspects.
On Sunday morning the decision was made to call it a day. High
winds were forecast, higher than actually arrived, thunderstorms were
around although not for this area, there was concern about tangling
with larger craft taking part in the Three Piers Race and everyone had
had three memorable days of racing in enjoyable conditions, more for
those who had taken part in the whole of Canoe Week.
One discard was allowed, giving Caldwell a very respectable 7 points
from five races, 10 points clear of Fenwick, while Wood had three
tail end results to push him down to 7th place in the ICs. In the ACs,
Andy Gordon won by only 2 points, despite four 1st places. A clean
sweep in the One Designs left former national champion Goodchild
unchallenged and 10 points clear of younger newcomers Dan Skinner
and Al Alston of West Kirby. An assortment of personal handicaps and
other parameters meant that most people could find an accolade or two
to take home, if not just the memories of several great days of racing in
ideal summer conditions.
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R1: AC: 1 R Howell.
IC: 1 R Wood, Llandegfedd. 2 G Caldwell, Blithfield. 3 A Warren, Aldburgh.
OD: 1 M Goodchild, Medway. 2 T Marston, W Kirby. 3 A Alston, W Kirby.
R2: AC: 1 A Gordon, Stokes Bay.
IC: 1 G Caldwell, Blithfield. 2 M Fenwick, Castle Cove. 3 C Hampe.
OD: 1 M Goodchild, Medway. 2 D Skinner, W Kirby. 3 A Alston, W Kirby.
R3: AC: 1 A Gordon, Stokes Bay. 2 R Howell.
IC: 1 R Wood, Llandegfedd. 2 M Fenwick, Castle Cove. 3 S Anderson, Oxford.
OD: 1 M Goodchild, Medway. 2 T Marston, W Kirby. 3 A Alston, W Kirby.
R4: AC: 1 A Gordon, Stokes Bay. 2 R Howell.
IC: 1 G Caldwell, Blithfield. 2 A Warren, Aldburgh. 3 M Fenwick, Castle Cove.
OD: 1 M Goodchild, Medway. 2 D Skinner, W Kirby. 3 M Robb, Castle Cove.
R5: AC: 1 A Gordon, Stokes Bay. 2 R Howell.
IC: 1 G Caldwell, Blithfield. 2 P Robin, Hayling Island. 3 A Warren, Aldburgh.
OD: 1 M Goodchild, Medway. 2 T Marston, W Kirby. 3 D Skinner, W Kirby.
R6: AC: 1 R Howell.
IC: 1 D Timson, Llandegfedd. 2 G Caldwell, Blithfield. 3 R Bell.
OD: 1 M Goodchild, Medway. 2 D Skinner, W Kirby.
O/A: AC: 1 A Gordon, Stokes Bay, 6. 2 R Howell, 8.
IC: 1 G Caldwell, Blithfield, 7. 2 M Fenwick, Castle Cove, 17. 3 P Robin, Hayling Island, 20.
OD: 1 M Goodchild, Medway, 5. 2 D Skinner, W Kirby, 15. 3 A Alston, 16.
PY Handicap: 1 G Caldwell, Blithfield, 7. 2 M Goodchild, Medway, 18.
3 M Fenwick, Castle Cove, 19.
Canoe Week Series: Scratch: 1 R Wood, Llandegfedd, 5. 2 M Fenwick, Castle Cove, 10.
3 G Caldwell, Blithfield, 13.
PY Handicap: 1 R Wood, Llandegfedd, 5. 2 M Fenwick, Castle Cove, 10.
3 G Caldwell, Blithfield, 13.
O/A: 1 T Marston, W Kirby, 18. 2 R Wood, Llandegfedd, 18. 3 J Ellis, Scaling Dam.

A multi purpose watersports centre, café and restaurant are to
be built at Porthcawl’s Rest Bay, to see £1,500,000 in EU funding.
Rest Bay has been used for waveski championships in the past.
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15/06/18 Bliss. Joseph Campbell. Mortality is the song.
Campbell was in full flow when this I heard. To know I am mortal
as we all are is either slavery or freedom. Do I sing my life or mourn
it? Do I trudge or dance? Does political correctness hold me down or
does a bird sing? Yesterday I went to the post box and as I did, under the
wattle tree, overhead a bird sang a brief burst of pure joy. The thrill stays.
While kayaking with three other friends the wind kicked up. A lively
breeze became a full on gale, Beaufort scale 8 and beyond. I lost touch
with them as the waves leaped higher. At least three wave forms were
interacting. In a moment I was on a treble crest then at once in a treble
hole; my balance was tested, then heaved up to see the weltering water
crashing against the cliffs of the Orme.
I was alone in Gogarth Bay leaving the Conwy estuary to circle the
Great Orme to Llandudno. Fewer than three on the sea should never be.
Good advice but Nature doesn’t follow the rules. I wore a helmet, good
gear when a cliff landing is possible. It had slots to allow water to flow
out when rolling. These slots in the rising gale struck up a steady howl,
a rising wail. Noise tangles thought. The force of the storm increased;
could I stay afloat alone?

I did, countering instant balance changes, responding, knowing I must
or drown. The bay current sent me closer to the cliffs, waves crashing,
while high above the gale roared in the rocks, sending spiralling bolts to
the sea. Now the racket was beyond hearing; it was in my head and still
I paddled. Experience enables.
That is when I knew epiphany, a moment when I suddenly felt I
understood, suddenly become conscious of, something very important
to me, my life.
In a sheltered corner I was swept up a great crevice in the cliff,
secured the kayak, crawled up a steep crumbling cliff to the road above
where I saw my companions a mile away on the same course. Then
down the loose soil with scattered tussocks of grass gale flayed to the
kayak, the sea, afloat again.
As I went down clutching grass, hoping the roots would hold, I
looked down between my feet and knew the nearness of death. I
revelled in furious life, still do.

Alan Byde

Memories
to
share?
Do any of your trips deserve a larger readership? We are pleased to

hear from those who wish to share memories of their trips with others.
mail@canoeist.co.uk

Back then
20 years ago
* At a time when BCU membership was nearly twice as expensive as that of the SCA, paddlers could opt to
join an overseas governing body, be registered for a region different from that of their home address or use an
accommodation address but were not allowed to join a federation for part of the UK in which they did not
live.
* The British men’s and women’s world championships polo teams were both beaten by the Australians in
penalty shootouts in the finals.
* The death was reported of Sir Alistair Burnett, author of The Canoe Boys and later editor of the Daily Record
and then The Scotsman.
* Seattle’s Maritime Discovery Centre installed two sea kayak simulators with screen displays responding to
paddle movements.
* The Canadian post office issued a stamp to honour Bill Mason.
* German Ulrich Feldhof took nearly three quarters of the vote in the ICF presidential election against Albert
Woods.
* Americans were facing a tax on outdoor equipment to fund wildlife
officials, the previous funding from taxes on angling and shooting being hit
by declining numbers of participants.
* Having survived many serious river runs, Chris Sladden broke an arm,
wrist and ribs while portaging.
* Pairs of stereoscopic pictures of canoeing, bought from a photographic fair at Beaconsfield, turned out to be
the work of Maurice Rothwell and included early world slalom championships.
* The UK won all the events for older paddlers in the world wave ski championships at Newquay while the
French took everything else.
* John Ramwell resigned as editor of the new Ocean Paddler to concentrate on the ISKA Newsletter.
* Duncan Winning urged caution against John Ramwell’s wish to promote the BCU coaching scheme and
awards for sea kayaks worldwide.
* The Guernsey raft record was broken with a line of 53 kayaks in Grandes Rocques Bay.
* Participants were being sought for an expedition in double sea kayaks, led by an Inuit hunter, to Bylot Island,
north of Baffin Bay.
* The Western Isles Challenge featured a range of outdoor activities including over 80km by sea kayak, teams
of four each to include a female.
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Developed from the guides in
Canoeist, this book is similar in format
to the best selling Canals of Britain.
This comprehensive and fascinating
guide to Britain’s river navigations
explores routes known and unknown,
from world famous rivers like the
Thames and the Severn to hidden
backwaters like the Wharfe, the
Wissey and the Lark. Along the way
this absorbing survey discovers the
world’s largest castle, hills that are
actually below sea level, mansions and
palaces, rural idylls and hubs of modern
industry. It is an attractive, inspiring
but also practical guide, featuring
history and folklore, engineering and
architecture, riverbank art and waterside
pubs. Beautiful photography captures
the stunning scenery and helpful maps
help link everything together.

Based on the acclaimed canal guide series in
Canoeist, this is a comprehensive and absorbing
survey of Britain’s canal network and provides a
fascinating insight into the linked up waterways as
well as the isolated cuts and quiet waters which
may not be navigable by larger craft.
From Tiverton Basin on the Grand Western
Canal to the Beauly Firth at the end of the
Caledonian Canal, Britain has a unique canal
network. Infinitely varied, it passes picturesque
open countr yside, wild moorland, coastal
harbours, historic industrial buildings, modern
city centres, canalside public houses and abundant
wildlife. Every aspect of the canals is examined,
their construction, rich history, stunning scenery,
her itage, incredible engineer ing, impressive
architecture and even their associated folkore,
wildlife and art. Enticing photographs give a
flavour of each place and places of interest close to
the canals are included.
This third edition is updated and with
stunning new photography. Packed with maps
and fascinating text, it is an attractive, inspiring
and practical guide for boaters, walkers, bikers,
holidaymakers, riders and everyone else who uses
the canals and towpaths throughout the year.

Size A4

Size A4

336 pages

256 pages

65 maps

49 maps

1,018 photographs

608 photographs

Soft cover

Soft cover

978 1 4729 2972 3

978 1 4729 0084 5

3rd edition 2017

1st edition October 2013

Price £30.00

Price £25.00

Also in ePub and PDF eBook
formats

Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats at £21.99

Review of third edition:
‘excellently researched content
and a mass of illustrations...
This new edition updates all
the previous information, where
required, so therefore presents
a current detailed overview of
Britain’s waterway network.
There are also a number of new
photographs of the same high
quality as those of the previous
editions, mostly again by author
Stuart Fisher. It remains one of
the few of a select number of
general waterway books that
I would recommend for your
bookshelves.’ Harry Arnold, Towpath Talk
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Also available in compact
abridged format as
The Canal Guide
230 x 160mm
336 pages
69 maps
270 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4729 1852 9
1st edition March 2015
Price £14.99
Also in ePub and PDF eBook
formats at £10.99
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‘the reader senses the author has
actually boated the waterways
about which he writes. Virtually
all the photographs are his own,
many obviously taken from his
kayak; no mean feat... this is a
most enjoyable book which may
well inspire the reader to widen
their knowledge of Britain’s
river navigations.’ - Keith Goss,
Waterways World
‘He packs in miles of paddling,
and pages of travelogue info’ Rowan Mantell,
Eastern Daily Press
‘A comprehensive and practical
guide to Britain’s waterways with
stunning photography and useful
maps is a winning combination’ Gay Armstrong, Towpath Talk

Developed from the guides in Canoeist,
this book is similar in format to the best
selling Canals of Britain.
Featured are the tidal sections of rivers,
estuaries, tideways, havens, sea lochs, firths
and kyles, an amazingly varied range of
waters.
Covering well known tidal rivers, the
picturesque, the industrial and small rivers
off the beaten track, this book looks at the
navigation aspects of waters which often
get overlooked, especially if they have
challenging conditions.Yet they teem with
wildlife, are steeped in history, have dramatic
engineering and stunning architecture and
are where inland rivers morph into the open
sea. Of necessity they have been used by
invaders and traders since the mists of time.
Here there are history and folklore, places of
interest, waterside pubs, villages, towns and
cities and navigation features from rapids and
weirs to vast open reaches of water, from
Carrick Roads to the Kyle of Sutherland.

Size A4
304 pages
70 maps

Based on the acclaimed coastal guide
series, this is the book which has been most
often requested from Canoeist. The most
detailed boater’s guide available to the British
coast in a single volume, it is appropriate
for those making day trips as well as those
undertaking circumnavigations. Full of
sound and practical advice, it gives essential
guidance on aspects of safety and has an
exhaustive directory of useful information.
The text is fully illustrated with coloured
mapping and photographs. This is an
invaluable resource for anyone venturing out
onto Britain’s coastal waters.
Foreword by Sean Morley.
‘For anyone planning a small boat/kayak journey,
anywhere around the coastline of Britain, I suggest
this book is absolutely essential reading.’
- Paul Caffyn, Sea Canoeist Newsletter.
‘Bigre, quel pavé!... Toute la Grande Bretagne est
là, à porteé de pagaie, plus belle qu’on aurait pu le
penser.’ - Canoë Kayak.
‘makes for absorbing reading.’ - Ceufad.
‘A good read for all those interested in Britain’s long
and varied coastline.’ Dave Robertson, Scottish Paddler.
I attended a navigation course on Whale Island,
Portsmouth, last year and your Inshore Britain was
highly recommended by the instructors Leon Reichal.

716 photographs
Soft cover

Size A4

978 1 4081 4656 9

357 pages

1st edition January
2012

724 photographs

Price £25.00
Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats at £21.99

63 maps
Soft cover
0 85288 906 0
1st edition June 2006
Price £19.50

‘New books on rivers keep surfacing
but here is an ambitious volume
that stands firmly on its own...
it transcends the conventional
temptation to be pigeonholed.’ - Peter
Faulkner, BBC Countryfile
‘as a reference book, it is unmatched’
- Kensington & Chlesea Today
‘there are some absolute gems to
be found in Fisher’s knowledgeable
and eclectic commentaries... an
interesting reference work for anyone
who enjoys paddling in or walking
alongside Britain’s great waterways.’
- Lakeland Walker
‘this book thinks out of the box... an
impressive and colourful coffee table
read.’ - Stephen Sinfield, Burton Mail
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